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A Letter to the Reader
The land is a part of those of us who live in the Mahoosuc Region. It is a land that is not
always the easiest place in America to live, but it definitely defines our home. The local
partners in the Mahoosuc Initiative have led this effort because we share a love of this
place and its people and we have a concern that the future may have some surprises and
challenges for us. All who live here have seen great changes in the past few years, some
for the better and some for the worse. We feel that it is critically important for every
resident, second home owner and visitor to understand the true riches of the region and
the forces that threaten to change our landscapes and our traditional way of life. We owe
it to our region not to let it become one of those faceless “Anywhere, America” places.
The task will take vision, planning, and investment to produce a proud future that honors
our past.
By documenting the region’s natural and community assets and the forces that might
change them, this report seeks to spark an ongoing community dialogue about the
region’s future. We are sure that we do not have all the answers, but we have spent a lot
of time trying to come up with the right questions. With Volume I of this report, we have
tried to help start a dialogue by doing research on three central questions:
•
•
•

What are the most important natural, recreational, and economic assets in the
Mahoosuc region?
How has the region been reshaped in recent decades by changing demographics,
economic trends, and other factors?
What will our region look like in the future if current trends continue?

We hope that you will share our excitement at the comprehensive portrait of our region
and the possibilities that have emerged from this research. Thanks to the contributions of
information and perspectives from folks in the community and the great work of our
contractors, Marcel Polak, Kirk G. Siegel, Esq., and Jim List, we feel that this report will
provide an excellent platform for community dialogue moving forward. Importantly, we
want to call your attention to a few strong themes that emerge from our research in hopes
that they might serve as helpful touchstones as you move through this fairly
comprehensive compilation of maps and data:
•
•
•

We live in an exceptional place that is richly endowed with natural, economic,
and recreational resources—many places in the nation are wealthier, but few
places have such a diversity of assets and wealth of social capital.
We are living in a time of transition that is larger than the Mahoosuc region—
state, regional, national, and global trends and forces are changing our landscape
and our way of life.
While recent trends have sometimes seemed to run against local forest products
businesses, our region’s prized northern hardwoods, our premium pine, spruce
and fir stands and our value-added processing capacity bode well for the future.
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•
•

The Mahoosucs are already a nationally famous recreational destination for
adventure sports and ecotourism based on truly unique opportunities for both—
this should provide continuing economic opportunities for the future.
Retaining our advantages might require adopting an investment mentality that
supports new projects and innovations in conservation, forestry, and community
and economic development.

In the Volume II of our report, we lay out some potential strategies that Mahoosuc
communities, organizations, and even individuals might pursue to address opportunities
or challenges that emerge from our research and subsequent community dialogue. Our
organizations have already become engaged in forest conservation projects and other
efforts as a result of what we have learned in this research project and participation in the
Mahoosuc Initiative. We hope that the community dialogue sparked by this report will
spin off similar community-led collaborations for the well-being of our region, and offer
Volume II of this report as an open toolbox that can be used by any Mahoosuc
community, organization, or group of individuals with a shared vision or project.
Thank you for your interest in this report. We welcome your questions, comments, and
feedback. Please feel free to contact us, and we hope that you will participate in the
community conversations that we expect will flow from the report.
Sincerely,

Jim Mitchell
Executive Director
Mahoosuc Land Trust

Fergus Lea
President
Androscoggin River Watershed Council

Larry Kelly
Executive Director
Tri-County Community Action Program
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Foreword: Seeing the Mahoosuc Region Whole
“The Mahoosucs are like the air we breathe to folks around here—just a
part of daily life we couldn’t imagine doing without. We live off the land
and we spend much of our lives out on the land. I sure hope that we can
keep it that way.”
- Steve Wight, Newry Select Board Member and Local Business Owner

The soaring mountains, deep forests, and clear waters of the Mahoosuc region distinguish
perhaps the richest natural resource area in northern New England. Few regions have such a
diversity of opportunities and resources, from highly productive forests that feed a strong forest
products economy to world-class recreation such as hiking through Mahoosuc Notch, skiing at
Sunday River, and wildlife viewing at Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge. Yet this region
of such natural richness may be even more notable for its richness of communities and spirit,
shaped by the generations of local residents who have earned a living from the land through
forestry and farming. Residents of the Mahoosuc region are tied together by a close common
connection to the land and traditional ways of life—a heritage that is now being challenged by
rapid changes in land use, economic activity, and demographics.
Volume I of this report gathers together a wide array of information from federal and state
agencies, town governments, recreation clubs, local residents, and other experts to help assess
and catalog the natural assets and community resources of the Mahoosuc region. We have also
tapped these experts to capture the many changing dynamics, ranging from the evolving global
timber economy to our nation’s shifting
demographics, having an impact on the
Mahoosuc region and its communities. In
presenting this research, we have attempted to
avoid drawing conclusions or making
recommendations for future actions based on
our findings. Instead, the organizations
participating in the Mahoosuc Initiative
(description below) hope that Mahoosuc
communities will use this research as a
platform for community conversations to draw
their own conclusions and perhaps identify
needs and opportunities for action.
Mahoosuc Region: Community Ties and
Natural Assets

For the purposes of this report and the
Mahoosuc Initiative, we have defined the
Mahoosuc region to include the twelve
organized and nine unorganized townships that
surround the Mahoosuc Range and comprise
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the upper basin of the Androscoggin River in northeastern New Hampshire and western Maine.
In spite of the state boundary that cuts this area in half, communities across the Mahoosuc region
are linked by rivers and mountains that cross state borders and share a strong cultural connection
with the woods and waters that provide a living for many and opportunities for all to enjoy
outdoor recreation like hiking, hunting, skiing, snowmobiling, and boating.
The Mahoosuc region is dominated by the Mahoosuc Range that extends from the White
Mountain National Forest all the way north to the high peaks near Andover, Maine—a distance
of roughly forty miles. The Mahoosuc Range and the rest of the region have long been noted for
highly productive timberlands critical to local and regional economies since European
settlement. For over a century, businesses like the former Brown Company have fed timber to a
profitable forest products industry ranging from nationally-significant pulp and paper mills to
small local operations generating high-end wood products using sophisticated value-added
processing.
This stretch of rugged country is also valued and famed for its wealth of recreational
opportunities. These include world renowned hiking, most notably the “toughest mile” on the
entire Appalachian Trail through Mahoosuc Notch, a stunning landscape of giant boulders that
holds ice year-round in its crevices and caves. Thanks to the work of local organizations and
regional partners, the new Grafton Loop Trail will soon add additional world-class hiking
opportunities in the Mahoosucs beyond the Appalachian Trail. The Mahoosuc region also offers
a wealth of waterways for exploration, from Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge and the
Androscoggin River to picturesque swimming holes worn out of stone by the region’s rivers.
Throughout the region there are opportunities for outstanding hunting, fishing, snowmobiling,
and downhill and Nordic skiing.
This area with such exceptional recreational values is also a place of unique ecological
importance. The forests and geology of the region are a product of the area’s late glaciation,
which has left the Mahoosucs looking much today as they did thousands of years ago. There are
six exemplary natural community occurrences and seventeen rare plant occurrences in the
Mahoosucs, including one of the best cross-sections of montane ecosystems in Maine. The
limited development of the Mahoosuc region has largely maintained the natural linkages between
all of these lands and the high peaks of the Mahoosuc Range, including more than 60,000 acres
of roadless forests.
Mahoosuc Region: Understanding a Time of Transformation

Along with this wealth of natural and community assets, residents of the Mahoosuc region also
share an increasing awareness that the region is undergoing a transformation that could reshape
Mahoosuc communities’ way of life. Volume I of this report attempts to provide a data-driven
look at these changes to help residents better understand the forces at work. Just fifteen years
ago, the Mahoosuc region’s largest forested parcels were owned by five forest products
companies, all of which have now left the region or dissolved as independent corporations. In
their wake, most large parcels have been sold at least once and even two or more times,
including many purchases by new timber investment entities and other new classes of owners
with shorter-term investment horizons. This rapid transition is part of a much larger shift that
has affected millions of acres across the Northern Forest and the U.S., driven by global shifts in
Mahoosuc Region Resources Report – Volume 1
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the forest products economy. With approximately 85 percent of the Mahoosuc region in private
ownership and major population centers close by—Boston is less than three hours away and
Portland just over an hour—continued shifts in ownership and development patterns could
dramatically alter the landscape along with traditional public use and access. The region’s
forest-based economy could be particularly affected by these shifts if new owners change harvest
patterns.
Mahoosuc Initiative: Guiding Principles and Community Leadership

Public meeting in Berlin, NH, February, 2006

This report and ongoing community
conversations about the future of the
Mahoosuc region are being sparked by
the Mahoosuc Initiative, a partnership
that features the Mahoosuc Land Trust,
Androscoggin River Watershed
Council, and Tri-County Community
Action Program working with state and
regional groups including the Northern
Forest Alliance and its member groups
the Appalachian Mountain Club,
Appalachian Trail Conservancy, and
The Wilderness Society. This report
has been created with a comprehensive
outreach effort at its core, including
local media coverage, introductory
public meetings in Berlin, NH and
Bethel, ME, discussions with Select
Boards, and presentations at other
organizations’ meetings and events.

The Mahoosuc Initiative has developed several shared guiding principles that underlie this report
and all of our activities:
•

The Mahoosuc region is an area of great importance to local communities in Maine and New
Hampshire, and to a larger constituency from across New England and the nation. Planning
for the Mahoosucs should be led by local communities and informed by local knowledge and
local concerns with appropriate support and input from state, regional, and national
stakeholders.

•

The Mahoosuc region supplies timber to the region’s forest products manufacturing
industries, which are an important component of the past, present, and future economy of the
Mahoosuc region. Planning for the Mahoosucs should identify important timber supply areas
and ensure on-going support of both sustainable forestry and local, value-added processing.

•

The natural resources of the Mahoosuc region will play a central role in meeting future
economic and community development needs for local communities. Planning for the
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Mahoosucs should incorporate and build from existing plans and infrastructure investments
and help enhance quality of life in local communities.
•

The Mahoosuc region is valued for a wide range of natural resources and public interests,
including clean water, critical wildlife habitat, large roadless forests, public recreation, and
rare natural communities. Planning for the Mahoosucs should provide appropriate protection
for important natural and recreational resources.

•

The Mahoosuc region is a nationally renowned destination for non-motorized recreation,
encompassing one of the most famed sections of the Appalachian Trail, and also is popular
for motorized recreational use. Planning for the Mahoosucs should protect and enhance a
range of recreational resources, support recreation-based tourism, and minimize user
conflicts.

The partners in the Mahoosuc Initiative look forward to engaging with communities to discuss
this report and to develop momentum for future activities that will maintain the unique character
of the Mahoosuc region and promote economic vitality for generations to come.
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Chapter One: Mahoosuc Region Economy and Communities
The Mahoosuc region is facing many of the same economic transitions that are affecting other
parts of the Northern Forest and rural areas across the country. Most notably, Mahoosucs
communities are experiencing shifts away from a heavy reliance on a few traditional industries,
including forest products, toward a more diversified economy built on the added pillars of
tourism and service industries. The Mahoosuc region is also seeing a demographic transition
comparable to other scenic rural areas, with an outward migration of native young people and a
strong influx of retirees, second home owners, telecommuters, and others with different ties to
the community than long-time residents. Adapting to this new context and making strategic
choices will continue to be important for economic stability in the Mahoosucs and other similar
regions. This chapter will begin by looking at the economic history of the Mahoosuc region
with profiles of two of its communities—Berlin, New Hampshire and Bethel, Maine—and then
provide a statistical overview of the economic and demographic trends that will shape the
region in the future.
Mahoosuc Region: Settlement and Early Growth

Because of the Mahoosuc region’s remote location, European settlement occurred later than for
most other areas of Maine and New Hampshire, in the latter part of the 18th century. Prior to
that time, native Wabanaki Indians in the region hunted and developed summer settlements on
or near the Androscoggin River, and typically migrated to the coast in the winter where food
was easier to obtain. Lingering conflict between Native Americans and settlers also contributed
to slow development. When settlement did occur, it followed the pattern of the rest of New
England; settlers moved up the Androscoggin River and northward from Bethel and east from
the Connecticut River Valley into places like Milan, New Hampshire. The lower river valleys
in the region were cleared of forest first for subsistence farming because of the excellent
alluvial soils. As those lands were taken by the first settlers, new migrants settled up the slopes
of the hills and mountains, where they encountered more challenging glacial till soils. Much of
the early forest clearing for farming provided materials for building, and waterpower on rivers
and streams provided power to saw logs into timber and lumber. Farmers in this region
typically farmed in the summer and logged in the winter, although the remoteness made it
extremely difficult to move wood products out of the region into other markets.
Berlin, NH, the largest municipality in the region, was first granted in 1771 to Colonial
Governor John Wentworth,1 named “Maynesborough”, and incorporated in 1829.2 Errol, NH
was chartered in 1774 and incorporated in 1836.3 Bethel, ME was settled in 1774 and
incorporated as a town in 1796.4 The first significant industrial use of the Androscoggin River
was a water-powered sawmill built at the head of Berlin Falls in 1826.5 The first log drives
started in 1837 and brought softwood logs from the Rangeley Lakes through the Rapid River,
Lake Umbagog, and down the Androscoggin River.6
The establishment of the first local train access in 1851, the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad,
dramatically changed the economic structure of the region. 7 The Grand Trunk (as it was later
called) was developed to connect Portland, Maine with the St. Lawrence Valley in Canada to
facilitate commerce and move wood products. An early synergy developed between wood
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products and tourism as visitors used these trains to get to the North Country to experience the
White Mountains, which were growing in fame as a tourist destination. At about the same time,
news reached the east coast urban centers about legendary trout fishing in the Rangeley Lakes,
to the north of the Mahoosucs. Grand destination hotels were built all over the area to
accommodate the growing tourism interest. In Gorham, the White Mountain House was built
near the new train station. It was then easy for visitors to go to nearby Pinkham Notch by coach
and then up Mount Washington, the highest mountain in the northeastern U.S. A carriage road
up Washington was built between 1853 and 1861,8 and is still used by thousands for vehicular
access to the Mountain’s unique alpine environment.
Recreation and tourism continued to grow in the region as the popularity of these mountains
became more known. The establishment of the Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) in 1876,
now the oldest non-profit conservation organization in the U.S., was an outcome of this
growing interest.9 Lucia and Marian Pychowska were early non-native explorers in the
Mahoosuc Mountains and presented a report to the AMC detailing their 1872 to 1877
explorations and their naming of many of the terrain features.10 The AMC started developing
hiking trails and back country huts, even then contributing to the growing tourism economy.
Berlin, NH: A City in Transition

Some of the investors who built the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad also invested in and
developed water power along the Androscoggin River in Berlin. A dam and large sawmill
below Berlin Falls followed. The first chemical pulp mill in the U.S. using a soda process was
opened in 1877.11 In 1878, Union Water Power Company was formed to raise and store the
waters of the Rangeley Lakes through a series of dams.12
The first sulfite paper mill in the U.S. opened in Berlin in 1883, allowing use of softwood
logs.13 Now hundreds of thousands of softwood logs for pulp and lumber were being floated
downriver from the Rangeley Lakes. In 1896, 30 million board feet of softwood logs came
through Berlin.14 The paper industry grew steadily in Berlin and it became the only true city in
northern New Hampshire. At its peak in 1930, the population was 20,000 and “as many as
thirty trains a day carried wood and wood products from Berlin to markets all over the world.”15
The Berlin paper mill became world famous not only as the source of different kinds of paper
like Kodak, and later Polaroid, but its research facilities also invented cellophane, Kream Krisp
(the forerunner of today’s Crisco), Bermico pipe, mustard gas, and Nibroc towels.16 From its
founding, Berlin’s mills operated under the same Brown family ownership until 1980 when
they changed hands a number of times until finally landing with the most recent owner, Fraser
Company’s Nexfor. Fraser closed the pulp mill permanently in 2006, largely due to the poor
global market for pulp and paper and the challenge of old mills, like the one in Berlin,
competing with newer, more efficient mills. The associated paper mill in neighboring Gorham
is still producing paper, but with pulp and softwood imported from Ontario.17
Unlike most of the other towns in the region, Berlin has had a diversity of peoples including
French Canadians, Italians, Irish, Russians, Scandinavians, and others as a result of workers
who came to Berlin to build the mills and the city infrastructure and then stayed to work in the
mills and in the local economy. Living examples of Berlin’s rich diversity include the only
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Russian Orthodox Church in northern New England. The forest and its products were the force
behind this influx of humanity.
Berlin’s fortunes have been so inextricably linked to its pulp and paper mills that the closure of
the pulp mill has shaken the foundation of the community in many ways. Berlin is a city in
transition now seeking to reconfigure itself economically in order to maintain the population
and infrastructure that will allow it to continue providing unique medical, educational, retail,
and professional services to the surrounding area. Several recent initiatives have worked on
diversifying and revitalizing Berlin’s economy.
Northern Forest Heritage Park: www.northernforestheritage.org/. In the last 20 years, as the
paper industry in Berlin has gone through huge upheavals and ownership changes, local leaders
felt that it was critical to acknowledge and celebrate the industry’s important cultural history.
In 1994, they formed the Northern Forest Heritage Park in Berlin, a not-for-profit organization
that preserves, interprets, and promotes the story of the working forest. The Park has
interactive exhibits on a three-acre site on the Androscoggin River with a full size re-creation of
a logging camp, an outdoor amphitheatre, the historical Brown Company House Museum, and
the Artisans Gift Shop. The Park hosts forest, river and art exhibits, lectures, seminars,
concerts, ethnic festivals, Summer Heritage Mill Tours, lumberjack competitions, and special
blacksmith demonstrations and events.18
Androscoggin Valley Economic Recovery Corporation: www.aver-nh.org/. Androscoggin
Valley Economic Recovery Corporation (AVER) is a group of successful local businesspeople
and community leaders in the NH section of the Mahoosucs who came together to plan for
economic diversification after the first (temporary) closing of the Berlin paper mill. They were
influenced by the book, “Balancing Nature and Tourism in Gateway Communities,” which
presents case studies of “gateway communities” throughout the U.S. that have successfully
maintained their cultural identity and protected their unique natural resources while developing
sustainable economies. 19 In the spring of 2004, AVER initiated a survey to get additional input
from community residents. The responses indicated that the attractiveness and preservation of
natural resources and open space were important to local economic development. AVER
initiated an inventory of natural areas, recreational opportunities, cultural sites, and economic
“engines.” The group ultimately proposed that Town Master Plans for the Androscoggin
Valley consider some common goals: concentrating development in traditional pedestrianfriendly town centers, preserving a working landscape, maintaining natural areas and
collaborating with public land agencies, and encouraging local participation in planning.20 The
complete findings of the Gateway Subcommittee from which this itemized list was pulled can
be found on the AVER web site at http://www.aver-nh.org/gatewayfindings.pdf.
Berlin Main Street Program: www.ncia.net/mspberlin/. Berlin civic leaders have been
painfully aware of the nation-wide decline of traditional downtown business areas. When Main
Street businesses close or lose significant customers, the buildings begin to suffer from neglect,
which causes some people to stay away. An exodus of town residents accelerates sprawling
development in the surrounding countryside. Berlin has responded to these pressures with a
formal Maine Street Program that holds community events, organizes beautification and cleanup efforts, and helps downtown businesses work together on promotion. 21
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Jericho Lake State Park: Berlin city and state officials saw one opportunity for expanded
employment in the increasing demand for ATV trails. Berlin’s 300-acre Jericho Lake property
with its large reservoir had long been used for recreation. New Hampshire’s Department of
Resources and Economic Development purchased an adjoining 7,200 acre parcel with an
extensive network of gravel roads and logging skid trails, and soils capable of withstanding trail
use with moderate environmental impact. Berlin also ceded its city property to the state, and in
August, 2006, Jericho Lake State Park opened with 18 miles of trails, with future plans for up to
250 miles. The park provides recreational access to local residents and is also expected to
support 60 new tourism-related jobs in retail, lodging and restaurants. The park itself will also
employ several people, and will be supported through ATV registration fees.22
Berlin Correctional Facilities: In 2000, the $30 million Northern NH Correctional Facility, a
medium security New Hampshire State prison with a capacity of 500 male inmates, was opened
in Berlin. The facility provides approximately 207 jobs – 147 for corrections officers and 60
for non-uniformed positions.23 Recently, through joint efforts by the City of Berlin, the State of
New Hampshire, and U.S. Senator Judd Gregg, federal funds have been secured for the
construction of a federal medium security prison24. This prison, to be opened in 2008, is
expected to create 325 new jobs.25 By 2010, the new prison is expected to replace 55 percent of
the loss in gross regional product caused by the closure of the local mills.26 It should be noted
that the maximum age for workers at the proposed federal prison is 37, so it will not provide
opportunities for older workers who lost their jobs when the Burgess Pulp mill closed recently.
Bethel, Maine: Forest Products and Tourism Hub

Bethel was first settled in 1774 by people of European descent and was originally known as
Sudbury, Canada in honor of the first settlers from Sudbury, Massachusetts who fought in a
campaign to conquer Canada in 1690. The primary economic activity in the Bethel area, like
most of the small towns in the Mahoosuc region, was farming and timbering. The rich intervale
lands along the Androscoggin River were the preferred and primary areas to be farmed. Even
before the Atlantic and St. Lawrence came through Bethel on its way to Berlin-Gorham and
Montreal, large wooden hotels were built as early as 1833 in the village and outskirts for
travelers and visitors.27 The railroad served to increase tourism and provided transportation for
local wood products manufacturing.
Value-added wood products have a long history in the Bethel area – the Bethel Chair Company
was established in 1886.28 Through most of the 20th century, many other local wood mills
made dowels, furniture parts, lumber and other wood products. Despite ownership changes and
closures over the years, many local people and companies continue to depend on the forest to
cut wood for pulp, lumber, finished wood products, firewood, and biomass. (Chapter 4
describes some of the area’s notable wood products businesses.)
Because of its inherent natural beauty, Bethel has been a tourist destination since the early
1800’s. The Development of the Appalachian Trail (AT) has been an important tourism draw.
The stretch of the AT from Gorham to Grafton Notch State Park is one of the most heavily
traveled along the trail’s entire length from Georgia. The famed section through Mahoosuc
Notch has often been called “the toughest mile” on the entire 2150-mile AT and was recently
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profiled in USA Today. In fact, the popularity of the Mahoosuc portion of the AT has been a
driver behind the development of the new Grafton Loop Trail, which will provide alternative
hiking opportunities and draw hikers off the AT.
Despite the national and even international draw of hiking in the Mahoosucs, perhaps the most
significant new economic force in the Mahoosucs related to tourism has been the rapid rise of
Sunday River Resort, which has drawn new visitors and sparked extensive new development
and ski-oriented businesses. The rise of the ski industry at nearby Sunday River Resort is
described in greater detail in the Chapter 3, but cannot be overlooked for its impact on drawing
visitors and economic activity into the Mahoosuc region.
Bethel also developed early on as a significant educational and recreational center for the
region, and has reaped economic benefits since. Gould Academy, an independent secondary
school, was founded in 1836 and today enrolls students locally, nationally, and internationally
in grades 9 through 12. The presence of the Academy is yet another of the tools for economic
diversification that have placed Bethel in a strong position looking forward. Like Berlin, Bethel
has hosted several economic initiatives that will shape the future of its economy.
Creative Economy Initiative: Bethel has benefited directly from a Creative Economy
Conference convened in 2004 to bring together people in diverse sectors to better understand
this important part of the state economy. As noted by the Governor of Maine:
“The Creative Economy is a catalyst for the creation of new jobs in Maine
communities. People who create jobs want to live in places that have a diverse
cultural mix and an innovative and educated workforce. Maine will be competitive
economically if we continue to capitalize on the synergies between
entrepreneurship, education, the arts and quality of life.”
29

-Governor John E. Baldacci

The creative economy is generally considered to be comprised of people such as artists,
craftspeople, software developers, writers, musicians, actors, musicians,30 all of whom abound
in Bethel. High-speed internet, also considered essential to the creative economy, was installed
early in Bethel and some of the surrounding communities. Mahoosuc Arts Council, the local
SAD 44 school district, and the Bethel Area Chamber of Commerce worked together to develop
creative course offerings for area adults. An excellent example of a new educational program
advancing Bethel’s creative economy is the summer program highlighted below.
Creative Economy Profile
Bethel Camp for the Arts – www.maineartscamp.com
Bethel Camp for the Arts, LLC is privately owned by Rick Mades. It is a summer camp for children ages
8-15 and offers 2 two-week sessions on the scenic Gould Academy campus, which the camp leases,
and is typically absent of regular students in summer. The program focuses primarily on visual arts,
dance, and theater, and provides individual/lifetime sports in a non-competitive environment. Creative
courses include theatre, pottery, robotics, web design, and culinary arts, supplemented by kayaking,
canoeing, rock climbing and other outdoor recreation. In its second year in operation, the camp
employed 22 people in its 2006 session, in addition to the Gould Academy staff that provided support.
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Rick was attracted to Bethel because of Gould Academy’s art and theatre facilities, and Bethel’s existing
broad band access. Computer technology, including web design, is an important component of the
program. Bethel’s natural beauty also brought him here and attracts staff, parents and campers.
Access to the Androscoggin River, local lakes like North Pond, Songo Pond, and others, is key to his
recreational program.

For a small rural town, Bethel enjoys an unusual wealth of home-grown cultural and
educational institutions and programs. These diverse institutions and economic sectors further
contribute to the diversity and stability of the town and regional economy. They include:
Mind, Body, Spirit: One of those who came to Bethel at the end of the nineteenth century for its
natural restorative qualities—mountains, fresh air, rivers and lakes—was Dr. John George
Gehring. After suffering a mental breakdown at the age of 30, he came to Bethel and cured
himself through a simultaneous focus on body and mind therapies, then decided to stay in
Bethel to specialize in these “nervous disorders.” One of Gehring’s most famous patients was
William Bingham II, whose will established the Bingham Betterment Fund which continues a
Bingham’s tradition of philanthropy in education, health services, community quality of life,
and the preservation and wise use of natural resources. Today, Bethel continues its therapeutic
tradition through a sector the Bethel Area Chamber of Commerce, calls “Mind, Body Spirit”,
encompassing massage therapists and alternative health practitioners in such fields as Reiki,
meditation, yoga, T’ai Chi, and healing arts.31
Mahoosuc Arts Council: The Mahoosuc Arts Council was established in 1986 to promote the
arts and humanities for adults and schools in the Bethel area. The Council has brought an
extraordinary variety of performers from all over the world to the region. Performers often
schedule consecutive appearances in Bethel and Berlin, NH.
NTL Institute: www.ntl.org. NTL Institute was established almost 60 years ago in Bethel by a
group of behavioral scientists interested in group dynamics and organizational change in the
non-profit, government, and business sectors.32 NTL is now based in Virginia, but still offers
courses in Bethel. People who attend NTL programs in Bethel stay in local lodging, eat in local
restaurants, and shop in local stores. NTL’s cultural impact is perhaps more profound. Each
summer, people came from all over the U.S. and the world to participate in NTL’s programs,
and some settle in Bethel permanently or seasonally.
Western Mountains Senior College: www.usm.maine.edu/eap/seniorcollege/index.htm.
The concept of senior college was started at the University of Southern Maine. Recently a
branch opened in Bethel. Senior College is open to all adults over 50 years of age. It is peertaught and there are no entrance exams, grades, or tests. A wide variety of courses in liberal
arts and sciences are available depending on the expertise level of participating local seniors.33
Elderhostel: www.elderhostel.org/. Elderhostel, is a not-for-profit organization that offers
education programs internationally and in all fifty states for people over 55. In the Bethel area,
courses are offered at Sunday River Inn and combine downhill and cross-country skiing with
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courses such as digital photography, Maine traditional folk music, Maine fiber craftwork,
winter ecology, and web design.34
Outward Bound Wilderness: www.outwardboundwilderness.org/regions/maine.html
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School began a campus and program in Newry in 1980,
which became part of Outward Bound Wilderness in 2005. Outdoor recreation programs are
operated year round in Newry and throughout the Mahoosuc region with general and
specialized populations such as business professionals, urban youth, and at-risk or adjudicated
youth. Outward Bound uses public lands for its programs, but also uses private lands in the
Mahoosuc region when courses seek to avoid contact with other people or to provide
“wilderness experiences” by keeping away from public trails. The program’s continuing use of
private lands and its ability to maintain programs is thus potentially threatened by many of the
landownership changes highlighted in this report.
Mahoosuc Region: Shifting Economy and Demographics

While Berlin and Bethel provide important examples of the shifting economy and
demographics in the Mahoosuc region, the diversity of the region’s communities defies
pigeonholing with only a few examples. It is important to consider a range of data sources and
scales of analysis to get a more complete picture of how new economic and demographic trends
are affecting Mahoosuc communities.35
Population Decline in Some Mahoosuc Towns

The population density in 2000 was lower for Mahoosuc region towns than for Coos and
Oxford Counties, and much lower than state-wide density (Table 1-1). Much of the Mahoosuc
region, with its core of mountainous areas, is less easy to develop than the southern areas of
these counties or their respective states. Population in Coos and Oxford Counties also grew
more slowly than it did state-wide (Oxford County growth compensated for a Coos County
decrease). Population in the Mahoosuc region as a whole actually decreased from 1980-2000,
though Newry and Milan grew quite rapidly during this period (Figures 1-1 and 1-2).36
(Millsfield and Cambridge percentage growth figures are misleading, because of the small
number of residents.)
New
Hampshire
and Maine
Area (acres)

26,529,231

Coos and
Oxford
Counties
2,575,547

Mahoosuc
Region Towns
819,670*

Population, 2000
2,517,752
87,979
19,682
Population Density, 2000
60.7
21.9
15.4
(people/sq.mile)
Population Growth Rate, 1980 – 2000
1.08%
0.24%
-0.65%
Per Capita Personal Income, 2000
$32,501
$25,082
$18,727
(2004 $)
PCPI Growth Rate, 1980 – 2000
2.38%
1.50%
1.69%
Table 1-1. Population trends in the Mahoosuc region. Source: U.S. Census37
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Figure 1-1. Population trends in Maine and New
Hampshire Counties, 1980-2000

Figure 1-2: Population trends in Mahoosuc region.
1980-2000

Note that Census combines Maine’s unorganized
towns in the Mahoosuc region with several more
northerly towns into a single county subdivision.
Source: U.S. Census

The greatest population decreases are for residents under 19, but the age group from 20 to 64 is
also decreasing (Figure 1-3). For the former, this may be due to families having fewer children,
or could be related to increasing housing costs and fewer employment opportunities pushing
younger families out of the region. The 65-and-older age group is the only one increasing. This
is the result of long-term residents staying and retiring here, and new resident retirees.
25,000

Number of Persons

20,000

3,401

3,768
3,853

65 and older

15,000
12,349

20-64 years

12,202
11,102

10,000

0-19 years

5,000
6,664

5,533

4,727

1980

1990

2000

0

Figure 1-3. Age distribution, Mahoosuc region towns. Source: U.S. Census

A decreasing younger population has a number of implications. The most obvious is concern
about where new workers are going to come from. The age group from 25 to 34 is considered by
many to be the “creative class,” the innovators, and fills many conventional jobs as well. As
baby boomers start retiring in large numbers, this group will enter their prime wage-earning
years, yet their numbers are declining. Cities all over the US are now actively competing for this
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demographic group.38 Some of the amenities that attract this age group include culturally diverse
communities, beautiful surroundings, and recreational opportunities. A declining younger
population also threatens school viability. If the enrollment at public schools in the region drops,
it will be more difficult to maintain existing programs because of the additional cost per pupil.
Perhaps most significantly, an aging population increases health and social services costs. For
retired persons on fixed incomes, rising real estate taxes because of higher valuations may be a
challenge.
The data shown in the table and graphs above was from 1980 to 2000. The recently published
Brookings Report – “Charting Maine’s Future” – indicates that state-wide growth has continued
in the years since 2000. From 2000 to 2005, Maine’s annual population increase was .72% – a
near doubling of the population growth rate since 2000.39 New Hampshire’s population increase
was even higher at 1.17% (this compares to an annual increase of 1.08% for the two states
together from 1980-2000 – Table 1-1).40 Most of the increase is from in-migration: Maine’s inmigration rate is now 7 times larger than the natural increase due to resident births exceeding
deaths.41 The most startling trend is that Maine and New Hampshire rank 5th and 6th respectively
among the 50 states in the rate of in-migration per 1,000 residents for 2000-2004. Maine’s rate
is 6.3 followed closely by New Hampshire’s at 6.1.42
The implications of this new trend are powerful. People are likely moving to Maine and New
Hampshire (and to the Mahoosuc region) because of the quality of life. They tend to be healthy
retirees and “down-shifting” baby boomers still in their income-producing years but leaving
more urban jobs.43 The Mahoosuc region stands to benefit economically from attracting people
with ideas, energy, and volunteerism.
Income Trends Cause Concern

In the broadest sense, North Country counties are falling behind statewide averages, likely a sign
that many of the most economically powerful growth centers of the last fifteen years in Maine
and New Hampshire have been coastal areas with easier access to Boston and major population
centers from which to draw skilled professionals. Between 1969 and 1988, average inflationadjusted earnings in Coos and Oxford County remained nearly comparable to New Hampshire
and Maine average earnings (Figure 1-4), likely supported in part by a strong forest products
industry. After 1988, however, average state-wide earnings have climbed to a level $10,000
above Coos and Oxford Counties, which have stayed constant or declined slightly (when
adjusted for inflation).
The Mahoosuc region as a subset of the North Country has had its own unique trends and
challenges. In 2000, per capita income in the Mahoosuc region was significantly lower than for
Coos and Oxford counties as a whole, and the contrast with Maine and New Hampshire’s
statewide income trends is even greater. There is some sign that the gap might be closing
compared to other parts of the North Country; per capita personal income grew faster in the
Mahoosuc region from 1980 to 2000 than it did for Coos and Oxford counties as a whole.
However, income growth rates and average income over the same period still lagged behind
Maine and New Hampshire state-wide (Table 1-1).
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Figure 1-4. North Country earnings lag state averages, 1969-2004
Source: REIS. Earnings includes profits as well as wages and salaries.

One implication of the relatively slow growth of per capita earnings is that earnings are not
keeping pace with rising home prices and other rising costs of living. Inflation-adjusted earnings
have increased about 7.5% in Coos and Oxford counties over the past five years. Inflationadjusted increases in home prices are provided in the last column of the table below:44 Chapter 2
analyzes this issue in more detail.
Town
Gorham
Milan
Andover
Bethel

Percent Price Increase, 2000-2005
Nominal
Inflation-Adjusted
53%
35%
56%
38%
72%
52%
63%
44%

Table 1-2. Average increase in home prices, selected Mahoosuc towns
Source: Multiple Listing Service, compiled by Mahoosuc Realty and Gallus and Green Realtors.

Although precise data are not available, rental prices have also risen in some of the towns. One
impact caused by the disparity between local income and local housing costs is that some people
can no longer live in the communities in which they work. Sunday River Ski Resort employees,
for example, increasingly seek housing in Rumford where rents are lower, but commuting
distances are far greater.
In 2005 the unemployment rate for Maine was 3.6% and for New Hampshire 4.8%. The highest
unemployment in the Mahoosuc region in 2005 was in Andover with a rate of 8.4% (Figure 1-5).
All of the Maine towns except for Upton were above the state rate. In contrast, all of the New
Hampshire towns with available data were under the state rate, except for Errol with a 6.2% rate.
In 2000, about 10.4% of New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc residents and 10.3% of Maine’s had
incomes below poverty level, with the highest poverty rates in Andover, Upton, Errol, and Berlin
(Figure 1-6). This compares to statewide poverty rates of 10.9% for Maine and 6.5% for New
Hampshire. The disparity in income between residents and visitors is beginning to be
highlighted by the construction of extremely large second or seasonal homes (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 1-5. Unemployment rates, 2005
Source: State Labor Market Information

Figure 1-6. Percent of individuals in poverty, 2000
Source: U.S. Census

Shifting Economic Drivers

In Coos and Oxford counties, the loss of wood products and paper manufacturing jobs parallel
the U.S. trend of manufacturing jobs loss, replaced in part by a growing services sector (Figure
1-7). (Part of the drop in wood manufacturing and increase in forestry in 2001 was due to
coding changes that grouped logging with forestry instead of manufacturing.) Although
manufacturing based on wood products in the Mahoosuc region is following a national
decline, forestry continues to be an important part of the regional economy. As detailed in
Chapter 4 of this report, there continue to be new market opportunities for wood products, and
paper manufacturing continues to maintain its presence in Berlin and Rumford.
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Government
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400
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Figure 1-7. Shifting economic drivers in Coos and Oxford Counties: Earnings by industry, 1969-2004
Source: REIS
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Within the smaller Rumford and Berlin Labor Market Areas (LMAs), Mahoosuc region towns
share many of the same job types, though the Rumford LMA has more manufacturing,
education, health and tourism jobs, while Berlin LMA has more government jobs (Figure 1-8).
Though the Mahoosuc region towns in Maine are in the Rumford LMA (which includes the
paper mill there), they are very different economically with a much smaller focus on
manufacturing and more focus on services and leisure and hospitality.
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Figure 1-8. Major economic sectors in Mahoosuc region: Employment in Berlin and Rumford LMAs,
2004.45

In 2004, the Mahoosuc towns in the Berlin and Rumford LMAs had lower weekly wages
averaged across all industries than the state averages. Manufacturing wages are relatively high
in Berlin and Rumford LMAs, partly because both areas had paper mills (Figure 1-9).
Manufacturing wages are also higher than leisure and hospitality, probably because many of
these jobs are part time. Professional and business services in Berlin LMA pay the highest
average wages of any industry.
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Figure 1-9. Average weekly wages by industry, Berlin and Rumford LMAs, 2004.46

The transition to a service-based economy is sometimes viewed with dismay, as people
assume the jobs are all part-time and low-paid. But Figures 1-9 and 1-10 both show that there
are many highly-skilled jobs in this sector. A particularly important aspect of the service
economy for the Berlin area is health care. The portion of the services sector which increased
most in Coos and Oxford County between 1969 and 2004 includes the highly-skilled and
highly-paid occupations. Health care, finance, and professional and technical work account
for 49% of earnings from service jobs, while the occupations in the tourism sector accommodations and food services, arts, entertainment, and recreation – account for 23% of
earnings from services jobs (Figure 1-10).

Accommodation and
food services
15.9%
Arts, entertainment,
and recreation
7.1%

Other services,
except public
administration
9.5%

Information
3.5%
Finance and
insurance
Real estate and
6.0%
rental and leasing
4.6%

Professional and
technical services
6.3%
Management of
companies and
enterprises
Health care and
Administrative and
1.6%
social assistance
waste services
36.7%
Educational services 5.1%
3.8%
Figure 1-10. Earnings from service sector jobs, Coos and Oxford Counties, 2004.
Source: REIS
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As retirees and downshifting baby boomers
continue to move here, the service sector will likely
continue to grow. In addition to an increasingly
diverse mix of industries providing jobs in the
Mahoosuc region, traditional jobs provide a
shrinking portion of the economic base. The
growing availability of high speed internet will
support some people who want to live in the
Mahoosuc region while telecommuting or running
their own internet-based businesses from home.
Home-based businesses are an important part of
many rural economies (Figure 1-11). In the
Mahoosuc region, Newry and Upton had the
highest percentage of home workers, followed by
Bethel and Hanover.

Figure 1-11. Percent of residents who
work at home, 2000. Source U.S. Census

There are currently no precise data, but anecdotally there are many examples of retirees from
out of the area coming to Mahoosuc region towns to settle and enjoy the recreational,
educational, and cultural amenities and small town lifestyle. The proportion of residents 65
and older for the Mahoosuc region towns is 20%, while statewide it is 13%. Census data do
not track people who are here seasonally, so their numbers may be even higher.

Based on those receiving Social Security, the
Mahoosuc region towns with the highest percentage
(over 50%) of retired persons are the group of
unorganized towns in Oxford County, Upton,
Berlin, and Gorham (Figure 1-12). The towns with
the lowest percentages are Hanover, Bethel,
Shelburne, and Milan. These retirees and others
with disposable income they bring from outside the
region help support local retail and service
businesses.

Figure 1-12. Percent of households receiving
Social Security, 2000. Source: U.S. Census
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Another indication of the population retiring and leaving the work force in Oxford and Coos
Counties is that labor income (from 1969 to 2004) dropped from 77% to 60% of all income
while nonlabor income (transfer payments, dividends, interest and rent) increased from 23% to
40%. The largest percentage increase, 127%, was in transfer payments (Social Security,
pensions, unemployment payments, and others) (Figure 1-13).
1969

2004

Transfer Payments
11%

Transfer Payments
25%

Dividends, Interest &
Rent
12%

Dividends, Interest &
Rent
15%
Labor Income
77%

Labor Income
60%

Figure 1-13. Sources of income, Coos and Oxford Counties. Source: REIS

A Growing Four-Season Tourism Economy

Coos and neighboring Carroll County, New
Hampshire depend on tourism-related jobs more
than any other counties in New Hampshire. In
Maine, Oxford and Franklin Counties have a
greater percentage of tourism jobs than any other
county (Figure 1-14).
Between 1969 and 2004, earnings from tourism
related jobs in the Mahoosuc region almost
doubled, but the rate of growth was even greater
in New Hampshire and Maine as a whole
(Figures 1-15 and 1-16). Tourism will likely
continue to be an important part of the regional
economy because of the growing diversity of
four-season activities described in throughout this
report, and the continuing demand for outdoor
recreation.

Figure 1-14. Tourism is significant percentage of Coos
and Oxford counties employment.
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Figure 1-16. Changes in tourism-related
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Source: REIS

Figure 1-17 indicates the relative importance of tourism businesses for towns in the Mahoosuc
region, as well as perhaps the potential for expansion in those towns with fewer tourism service
providers.

Figure 1-17. Mahoosuc region tourism businesses and infrastructure.
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Trends in retail sales, including lodging and restaurants, can help track the effect of a changing
tourism economy (Figures 1-18 and 1-19). Between 1986 and 2004 the best season for retail
sales in the Rumford Economic Summary Area (ESA – roughly equivalent to the Rumford
LMA) was winter (Q1 January-March in Figure 1-18). This is likely due to Sunday River Ski
Resort and other winter activities, such as snowmobiling. The next strongest season was fall –
with its foliage, hunting, and hiking – followed by summer. The Bethel Area Chamber of
Commerce and area businesses are working to increase business in the slow “shoulder” (e.g., Q2
April-June) season and based on Figure 1-18 it appears they are succeeding.
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Figure 1-18. “Shoulder season” tourism is Iincreasing: Retail sales by quarter, Rumford ESA.47

New Hampshire does not have an excise tax, but it does report rooms and meals sales and tax
receipts by county, so we can construct a similar analysis for New Hampshire. The strongest rooms
and meals season in Coos County is in the summer (Q3 July-August in Figure 1-19). Winter
season tourism has been growing, however, with a significant spike between 1999 and 2002.
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Figure 1-19. Recent “spike” in winter season rooms and meals receipts by quarter, Coos County, 1991-2005.48
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Mahoosuc Region Education Levels Are Rising, But Slowly

As manufacturing jobs decline and services jobs increase, advanced education will be
increasingly important to ensure access to future employment and career opportunities in the
higher-paid service occupations. Even traditional logging jobs have switched significantly from
chainsaws and skidders to use of highly-mechanized equipment costing hundreds of thousands of
dollars and requiring unique training.
The percentage of residents who have attended college and those who have 4 or more years of
college are lower in the Mahoosuc region towns than in their respective states. Between 1980
and 2000, educational levels of residents rose (Figures 1-20 and 1-21), but more slowly than did
state-wide levels. Shelburne and Newry have the highest percentage of residents with a BA
degree or higher. The towns with the lowest percentages (less than 10%) of residents with at
least a BA are Berlin, Dummer, Errol and Millsfield (Figure 1-22).
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Figure 1-20. Educational attainment, Mahoosuc region towns
Source: U.S. Census
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Figure 1-21. Educ. attainment, ME/NH

Figure 1-22. Percent of residents with BA or higher, 2000. Source: U.S. Census
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There are excellent two-year technical and four-year academic programs in the Mahoosuc region
providing diverse educational opportunities for the “new economy.” (See Appendix 1-2 for more
details.) Berlin has two reputable post-secondary programs which provide technical and
academic training for many of the new workforce opportunities. The local NH Technical
College www.berlin.nhctc.edu/ offers Associate’s Degree and other programs. Students can
transfer credits from the NH Technical College and complete four-year programs at Berlin’s
Granite State College www.granite.edu/locations/berlin, part of the University of New
Hampshire System Granite State College.
The Maine section of the Mahoosuc region does not have a community or four-year college as
does Berlin. In School Administrative District 44 in the Bethel area, however, the Adult and
Community Education Program provides opportunities for adults to earn a high school diploma
or equivalency, guidance and basic education, vocational training, a distance learning program
through the University of Maine, and non-credit life skills courses.
While the Mahoosuc region faces some significant challenges from the economic trends and
demographic shifts detailed in this chapter, it also has some unique tools for a solid economic
future. The region has a continuing tradition of strong forest-based employment and some farm
employment to balance the growing economic activity in sectors like education, tourism, and
service industries. Further, the region has the natural assets necessary to draw new residents as
well as continuing visitors to bring new resources to the region. With careful planning, the
Mahoosuc region could ride the current trends and shifts to a bright economic future.
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Chapter Two: Land Use in the Mahoosuc Region
Throughout much of the 20th century, most of the 26 million acre Northern Forest of New York,
Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine, including the Mahoosuc region, was owned in large tracts
by forest products companies that were vertically integrated. This meant that these companies
owned the land, hired foresters to manage the forests, hired loggers to cut trees, transported the
logs to their pulp mills, and manufactured paper in their mills. These traditional forest products
companies had an informal but nonetheless strong social and economic compact with local
residents. They offered relatively high paying and stable local manufacturing jobs, allowed
people to hunt, fish, trap, hike, and snowmobile in their forests, and often provided low-cost,
long-term leases for small camps for their employees and local residents. When land was sold, it
was typically sold to other forest products companies who continued the traditional arrangement
with local communities. Area residents essentially had free use of these large blocks of
forestland and did not imagine that this kind of ownership would ever change.
Unfortunately, this great arrangement did not last. This chapter will examine the continuing
ripple effect of land use changes in the Mahoosucs that has resulted from these very large
landowners transferring their lands to an ever-growing group of diverse interests that includes
but is not limited to Timber Investment Management Organizations and other forestry and real
estate investment interests, private individuals of both great wealth and modest means, and
government and non-profit conservation groups. As land in the Mahoosucs continues to rise in
value, this trend of continuing sale, subdivision, and parcelization into smaller and smaller pieces
creates an increasing incentive for future subdivision and development and places powerful new
pressures on landowners who want to continue forestry and other traditional uses of the land.
This chapter will help illuminate the full range of trends and economic forces at work so that
Mahoosuc communities can more effectively project likely future changes if current trends
continue.
Mahoosuc Region: Recent Changes in Forestland Ownership

Global economic forces and federal legislation favoring forest investment and changing tax laws
for certain investor types began to upset the traditional landownership model in the 1980’s in the
Northern Forest and in the 1990’s in the Mahoosucs.1 The following Mahoosuc region land
ownership maps from 1980, when the land was largely held by “traditional” industrial
landowners to 1995 and 2006, when those industrial landowners were leaving or gone,
graphically depict these changes in ownership on the ground.2
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Figure 2-1. Mahoosuc region land ownership 1980

This 1980 land ownership map (just prior to sale of Brown Company’s lands), shows that the
major private landowners at this time were Boise Cascade, International Paper Company, Brown
Company (a family-owned company), and Pingree Heirs (a family ownership). Pingree and
Brown owned some of the land jointly for risk management purposes. The first three companies
had paper mills in Rumford and Jay, Maine and Berlin, NH, respectively. Pingree Heirs had
owned significant timberland in Maine since their ancestor purchased it in the mid 1800’s.
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Figure 2-2. Mahoosuc region land ownership in 1995

A land ownership map of the Mahoosucs in 1995 shows major changes in the Brown
ownership, which had sold the Berlin mills to James River, which in turn sold to Crown
Vantage along with most of the land. James River found co-ownership with Pingree too
cumbersome, so they divided these lands and Pingree became sole owner of most of the
jointly-owned lands in Maine. Brown also sold land to Boise, and in 1995 Boise still
retained its land ownership. International Paper sold much of its land to Hancock Timber
Resource Group, a subsidiary of Hancock Insurance Company that bought forest land in
Maine with the stated intention of being a long-term landowner.
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Figure 2-3. Mahoosuc region land ownership in 2006

A land ownership map of the Mahoosucs in 2006 shows dramatic changes. All three large paper
companies have sold their land. The new owners are mostly Timber Investment Management
Organizations (TIMO’s). Hancock has sold all of its land to MaineVest, which is currently
selling some of its land in Newry as residential lots. The only major survivor of all these
changes is the Pingree family ownership which made permanent its long-term commitment to
forestry management with the sale of a conservation easement on about 750,000 acres of its land
(some of it in the Mahoosucs) to the New England Forestry Foundation in 2001.
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Mahoosuc Development Follows Northern Forest Trends

The patterns of rapid land use change and increasing numbers of new investors that have
dominated the Mahoosucs in recent years are part of a larger trend in the four-state Northern
Forest region. Over 91%, approximately 23.8 million acres, of the 26 million acre Northern
Forest has been sold since 1980. Most of those sales, over 20 million acres, were in Maine. In
New Hampshire, 7.5% (1,777,500 acres) were sold. Some of that acreage was sold multiple
times. According to “Changing Timberland Ownership in the Northern Forest and Implications
for Biodiversity,” a recent report by John Hagan, Lloyd Irland, and Andrew Whitman, the pace
of sales accelerated considerably between 2000 and 2005: “Nearly one half (45%) of all the
forest land transactions in the last 25 years have taken place in the last 5 years. The total acres
sold have steadily increased over time with the most acres being sold during the last 5 years.”3
In their report Hagan et al. analyzed the dramatic land ownership changes in the 26 million acre
Northern Forest over the last 25 years.4 The researchers developed a landowner classification
system of 14 types, and tracked shifts in ownership patterns (Figure 2-4). Their definitions of
ownerships classes follow in the box below the chart.
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Tribal
REIT
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Public (State)
70%

Other
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Old-Line Family
New Timber Baron

50%

Non Profit

40%
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Figure 2-4. Maine land ownership changes by class of owner, 1994-2005. Source: Hagan Report5
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Forestland Ownership Types* and Descriptions from the Hagan Report
1. Contractor - Landowner that is also a logging contractor; one who owns its logging equipment and
manages its own logging crews. Contractors acquire land primarily to provide a land base for their logging
crews.
2. Developer - Forest landowners that have a primary interest in subdividing/developing the forestland for
non-forest uses. Developers often have a combined timber and development interest; categorization can be
difficult.
3. Federal - Federal forest owner (U.S. government). These include Department of Defense, National Park
Service, USDA Forest Service, etc.
4. Financial Investors (e.g. Timber Investment Management Organizations) - A single organization or a
collection of individuals or organizations that purchase timberland as a financial investment. This owner type
does not own mills (in our classification system).
5. Individual or Family - Individuals or families that are relatively new landowners in Maine (1st generation
owners). Usually the primary interest is having a large tract of forest available for private use. Timber
management may or may not be a dominant land use.
6. Industry - A forestland owner that also owns either a paper mill or pulp mill and/or sawmill.
7. New Timber Baron - Small in-state family-owned companies (often logging contractors) that are acquiring
large tracts of forest land as a long- or short-term investment.
8. Non Profit - An organization with primarily an environmental conservation interest in the land (e.g., The
Nature Conservancy, The Trust for Public Land, Appalachian Mountain Club), and private individuals with a
clearly-articulated conservation interest.
9. Old-line Family - A non-industrial forestland owner that goes back two or more generations.
10. Other - Other landowners that do not fit cleanly into any category, such as ‘Resorts.’
11. Public (state) - State-owned land. Forest could be a state park (e.g., Baxter State Park) or land managed
for multiple-use, including timber (e.g., Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands).
12. Real-estate Investment Trust (REIT) - A specialized type of business that is able to pass earnings
directly to shareholders, thus avoiding double taxation at the corporate level. All profit must be re-invested in
real estate (e.g., timberland).
13. Tribal - Native-American owners (e.g., Penobscot and Passamaquoddy tribes in Maine).
14. Various - Category used when the number of buyers (sellers) is too large to list separately, or the parcels
are too small to warrant tracking separately, e.g. the Bayroot (former MeadWestvaco) land.
*According to the report, landowners that did not fit cleanly into a single category were categorized into the
“best-fit category.”

In Maine there were particularly dramatic changes from traditional industrial forest ownership to
new types. In 1994, the industrial forest ownership was about 60% - 4.6 million acres - (of large
tracts >5000 acres) and financial investors owned only about 3% of forestlands. By 2005,
financial investors had increased their ownership to about 33 % of large forest tracts while
industry ownership decreased to15.5%. The volatile buying and selling patterns of the Real
Estate Investment Trusts is shown by this chart: they owned .2% in 1994; 8.1% in 1999 and
7.5% in 2005.
Beyond the sheer acreage changing hands, a clear conclusion of the Hagan report is that from
1994 to 2005 there was widespread ownership fragmentation in the Northern Forest.6
Management of the areas like the Mahoosuc region will be more fragmented and diverse.7 As
illustrated in the maps above, virtually all of the forests in the Mahoosuc region (with the
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exception of the Pingree and Sunday River lands) have sold at least once in the very recent past.
The landowner types have different forest management objectives, different time spans for their
ownership, and possibly different policies regarding public access and recreation. Although
these changes and differences are not necessarily for the worse, some new owners are borrowing
heavily to buy timberlands. This has resulted in more intensive cutting as they cut heavily to pay
down the debt. This cycle can be repeated with negative effects on forest health.8
Financial Investors—who now own the largest share of the Northern Forest (including the
Mahoosuc region)—often have shorter ownership cycles, and have very diverse management
styles, including how they approach such matters as conservation, biodiversity, sustainability,
development, public access, and forest certification.9 In the 1990’s, industrial landowners began
to address issues of the sustainability of their resource base, and engaged in third party
certification programs such as Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) and Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC). Many of the new owners are less inclined to be involved in certification
programs, possibly because the investment in becoming certified is not cost effective for owners
with shorter ownership horizons.10 Therefore it is not always possible to draw conclusions as to
the long-term impacts of Financial Investors’ ownerships. Some of the landowner types—New
Timber Barons and Contractors—sell land “post-harvest” to Developers. Developer ownership
frequently ends long-term forestry management, and often ends or diminishes public access and
recreation when the property is finally developed.
The price of timberland has risen significantly beyond the $200-350 per acre that held for a
decade,11 making it more difficult for timberland buyers who want to practice sustainable
forestry and still get a reasonable return on their investment. The strong real estate market
combined with the ability of certain developers and timberland investors to cut land hard prior to
selling has contributed to this dynamic.
While traditional industrial landowners kept their land for generations, financial investors have
much shorter time horizons, driven by managers shifting assets more quickly from one
investment to another. Shorter holding periods also result when land values appreciate rapidly,
creating a significant return on investment. An excellent example of this in the Mahoosuc region
was Hancock Timber Resource Group (HTRG) a division of John Hancock Insurance Company.
HTRG started buying large tracts of forestland in 1993, and made it known that they planned to
be long-term investor. Between 1993 and 1996 the company purchased 683,000 acres in the
Northern Forest. HTRG bought 238,000 from James River, one of the many companies that
owned the Berlin pulp and paper mills. HTRG then purchased the balance of the James River
large tracts from Crown Vantage, a successor to James River, some of which was in the
Mahoosuc region.
Rather than the long-term investment that had been intended, land ownership by HTRG was
relatively short-lived. By 2005, HTRG had sold all 683,000 acres, and was out of the business of
owning land in the Northern Forest. It bought its land from two landowner types, then sold it to
eleven different landowner types—only a fraction of which (5%) went back to the forest products
industry. HTRG sold about 200,000 acres (29%) in Maine and New Hampshire to New Timber
Barons and Contractors. During the period 1994 to 2005, the New Timber Barons’ share of the
Northern Forest increased 16 times to 435,000 acres. The share of the Northern Forest owned by
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logging contractors doubled. Non-profit conservation groups increased their ownership share 12
times from 30,437 to 352,179 acres.12
The sales by the three large industrial landowners (Crown Vantage, International Paper, and
Mead) of their land in the Mahoosuc region to new owners have led to more aggressive cutting
followed by further sale of the land for development. This does not mean that there is
widespread residential development in the back country of the Mahoosuc region. It does mean
that long term industrial ownership with its accompanying long-term traditional uses is gone.
The current trends strongly suggest that the increase in holdings among shorter-term investors
will likely result in continuing ownership fragmentation. The result on the ground is often more
intensive cutting practices, additional residential development, road building, and loss of public
access for recreation.
Land Ownership Changes Create Conservation Opportunities

While this turbulent period has created some significant threats to traditional land use, it has also
created some new opportunities. As a result of the turnover of land, conservation groups have
new opportunities to purchase or conserve from development some of the most important lands
with ecological, recreational, and scenic values, either in fee or with conservation easements.
However, these new opportunities have been balanced by new economic costs: each turnover in
ownership increases land prices, making conservation more expensive. Nevertheless, there has
been a significant increase in conservation areas as some of the lands placed on the market have
been purchased by various state agencies, and private conservation groups. The generally agreed
upon figure for the percentage of conservation land in Maine prior to the wave of sell-offs among
large landowners (circa. 1980) was about 4%; that percentage has now quadrupled to 16%. It is
also worth noting that conservation easements were uncommon in the early 1980’s, but have
since become a critically important tool for conserving large areas where the owner’s goals or
land prices make full-fee purchase impractical. Easements have been especially valuable in
conserving large working forest areas where landowners want to keep the land in traditional uses
while making up some of the financial gap between forestry value and development value. In
Maine, the acreage of conservation easement land is now greater than conservation land owned
in fee. Percentages for both states are shown in Table 2-2 below.

Total Conservation Land
Fee Ownership
Easement/Other

NH

ME

27.7 %
21.8 %
5.9 %

16 %
7.3 %
8.7 %

Mahoosuc
Region
18.5 %
16.3 %
2.2 %

Table 2-2: Conservation land statewide and in the Mahoosuc Region as a percent of total acreage.13

Real Estate Trends and Housing Growth

United States Census data shows that the permanent population of the Mahoosuc region as a
whole is generally declining and getting older (see Chapter 1). Despite a declining population,
however, home construction continues to grow and people are drawn by the region’s recreational
assets, scenic beauty and small town lifestyle. Second home construction and the associated
services necessary to support the homes and seasonal residents are a significant input to the
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regional economy. In many larger year round communities in both Maine and New Hampshire,
new home construction often results in higher taxes for all residents because of the need to
educate new students. This is often not the case in communities with higher proportions of nonresident property owners, whose children do not attend local schools. Making the analysis even
more complex is the fact that new construction and rising real estate values may cause real estate
valuations to increase, resulting in lower state aid to the local school district.
New construction and associated development activities come with costs: they nibble away at
open space and wildlife habitat. They also tend to cause land prices to rise, making conservation
of remaining significant land more expensive. The rise in real estate prices also challenges local
people, and especially younger residents, to afford to purchase land or homes, the prices of
which do not match well with median incomes. The maps, charts, and graphs below provide
additional details on housing trends.
In the Mahoosuc region, Newry had the highest number of new housing units, followed by
Bethel and Gorham. Between 1990 and 2000, these Mahoosuc region towns experienced
housing growth comparable to the southern coastal towns.

Figure 2-5. New housing units per square mile for Maine and
New Hampshire towns.
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Figure 2-6. Housing units by decade, Mahoosuc region towns in NH. Source: U.S. Census

New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc region towns show a movement from developed town centers to
outlying areas. Berlin had a residential growth spurt in the post WWII period, followed by a
drop in new homes in the 1980s and 90’s. Gorham (and, on a smaller scale, Shelburne) had a
home-building peak later in the 1970’s, with a less dramatic decline since that time. Milan’s
growth spurt came in the 1980’s.
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Figure 2-7. Housing units by decade, Mahoosuc region towns in ME. Source: U.S. Census

In Maine, the growth of Sunday River Ski Resort in the 1980’s had a dramatic impact on
home-building in Newry, with a smaller spurt next door in Andover. Though the growth
spurt appears to have tapered off in those towns, Bethel continues to grow steadily.
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The proportion of seasonal homes is highest in the
unorganized towns and in Newry. Errol and Upton
also have over fifty percent second homes.

Figure 2-8. Percent seasonal homes, 2000,
Source: U.S. Census.
Note that Census combines Maine’s unorganized towns in
the Mahoosuc region with several more northerly towns into
a single county subdivision.

Percent of Housing Units

The proportion of seasonal homes in the Mahoosuc region is slightly higher than statewide,
while the percentage of other vacant homes (for sale or rent) is much higher and increased from
1990 to 2000.
40%
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Figure 2-9. Percent seasonal and vacant homes, Mahoosuc region and state-wide. Source: U.S. Census.

Real Estate Subdivision Has Increased

The market forces that are driving fragmentation of timberlands are also affecting the housing
and residential lot market. One method to track the impact of land ownership changes at the
local level is to look at comparable sales data for land and homes. Table 2-1 below tracks sales
data for Gorham, Milan, Bethel and Andover, towns generally recognized as experiencing an
unusually high amount of growth. Much of that growth is the result of second home
development. Although some of the sales and development reflect the sale of small land parcels
that Bayroot, LLC first purchased from Mead (scattered throughout Gorham, Milan, Andover
and Bethel), much of the real estate activity is coming from subdividing smaller land ownerships.
NOTE OF CAUTION: The data in Table 2-1 derive from real estate broker records, and many private sales occur
without a broker. See the charts on the following page for more complete data for Gorham and Milan. Lot sizes can
range from one acre to 100 or more, so sales of a few large-lot residential properties could significantly affect
average residential sales prices Percentage rates of increase can be very misleading when the initial figure is
small. In Gorham, for instance, the 8,298% increase in value of land sales from 2000 to 2005 is largely due to a
single low-value sale registered in 2000.
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Gorham, NH
Total Value Residential Sold ($)
Total Value Land Sold ($)
Total Value Sold ($)
# of Land Sales
# of Residential Sales
Average Price of Residential Sales ($)
# of subdivisions lots approved
# of building permits issued*

2000

2003

2005

521,600
16,800
538,400
1
6
86,933
0
0

2,857,100
140,900
2,998,000
6
30
95,237
0
0

3,859,200
1,410,900
5,270,100
19
29
133,076
2218
5

Milan, NH
Total Value Residential Sold ($)
Total Value Land Sold ($)
Total Value Sold ($)
# of Land Sales
# of Residential Sales
Average Price of Residential Sales ($)
# of subdivisions lots approved
# of building permits issued

1,118,400
184,400
1,302,800
10
12
93,200
819
6

1,988,450
202,900
2,191,350
9
20
99,423
0
0

1,892,100
499,400
2,391,500
11
13
145,546
520
1

69%
171%
84%
10%
8%
56%

Bethel, ME
Total Value Residential Sold ($)
Total Value Land Sold ($)
Condominium ($)
Total Value Sold ($)
# of Land Sales
# of Residential Sales
Average Price of Residential Sales ($)
# of Condominium Sales
Average Price of Condominium Sales ($)
# of subdivisions lots approved
# of building permits issued

3,127,030
477,400
732,500
4,336,930
13
24
130,292
7
104,462
0
21

9,505,175
2,263,850
1,138,400
12,907,425
69
61
155,822
10
113,840
22
50

18,919,550
6,020,648
3,264,950
28,205,148
93
89
212,579
20
141,892
177
25

505%
1161%
346%
550%
615%
271%
63%
186%
36%

0
10
60,230

3
5
97,000
6
31

5
7
103,714
0
49

Andover, ME (residential & land value not available)
# of Land Sales
# of Residential Sales
Average Price of Residential Sales ($)
# of subdivisions lots approved
# of building permits issued*

2000 to 2005
640%
8298%
879%
1800%
383%
53%

72%

Table 2-1. Comparable Real Estate Sales Data for Four Selected Towns14
Prices not adjusted for inflation.

18

These were the only subdivision lots and building permits issued since 2002. Figures listed for 2005 were actually from 2004.
Figures are for 2001—no subdivisions and buildings permits in 2000.
20
Figures are for 2004— no subdivisions and permits issued in 2005.
*Any construction over $1,000 in value.
**One sale was $345,000, skewing the average.
19
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More complete data for New Hampshire towns over a longer time period show a more complex
picture.15 Gorham has seen a gradual, though uneven, increase in the number of real estate
transactions, with a temporary drop in 2001 – the year that American Tissue closed the paper
mill (Figure 2-10), while Milan transactions peaked in 2003 and have declined since then (Figure
2-12). (Note that mobile home sales have continued to increase as home-owners seek more
affordable housing options). Both towns have seen dramatic increases in property values over
the past ten years, even when adjusted for inflation (Figures 2-11 and 2-13), though Milan’s
boom seems to be flagging, especially for raw land sales.
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As Table 2-1 and Figures 2-10 through 2-13 show, real estate prices have appreciated
significantly from 2000 to 2005:
• In Gorham, the average purchase price of a residence went up 53% (35% inflationadjusted) based on comparable real estate sales data, or 116% (90% inflation-adjusted)
based on the more complete transactions data.
• In Milan, the average price went up 56% (38% inflation-adjusted) based on comparable
real estate sales data, or 81% (60% inflation-adjusted) based on the more complete
transactions data.
• In Bethel, the average price went up 63% (44% inflation adjusted).
• In Andover, the average price went up 72% (52% inflation-adjusted).
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These price increases amount to between 9% and 17% annual rates of increase (6% to 14%
above the rate of inflation), far beyond cost of living increases such as the Social Security Cost
of Living Adjustment which went up an average of 2.73% each year during 2000-2005.16
Of the four towns, Bethel has seen the “hottest” real estate market. While these sales data may
reinforce the commonly held perception that these towns are being totally transformed by
subdivisions and new houses, many of these properties, including subdivision lots, are being
purchased for short or long term investment, and may not see houses for years, if ever. Of the
four towns, Bethel appears to be the only one that has had a significant increase in actual new
home construction:
• From 2000-2005, Gorham had 22 subdivision lots approved and 5 building permits
issued.
• From 2000-2005, Milan had 13 subdivision lots approved and 7 building permits issued.
• From 2000-2005, Bethel had 212 subdivision lots approved and 96 building permits
issued.
• From 2000-2005, Andover had only 6 subdivision lots approved. Their building permit
data do not differentiate new house construction from repairs/additions over $1,000, so it
has not been included.
There are also strong indications that the real estate market is slowing. The number of
subdivisions approved in Bethel was dramatically down in 2006. One of the main reasons is the
huge inventory of subdivision lots—about 300—that have accumulated with brokers. The
absorption rate—lots actually sold—has been far less than the rate at which lots were being
created and approved. This is likely part of general cooling of the real estate market nationwide
over the course of 2006. The National Association of Realtors reported a 12.3% nationwide
decrease in real estate sales from August 2005 to August 2006 and a 11.6% decrease in the
Northeast. In Maine there was a 17.8% decrease for that same period.17 Since there are
currently no significant changes in the national economy and interest rates are still relatively low,
it is hard to determine when and how the market will shift again in the future.
Comprehensive Planning for Future Land Use

In the Mahoosuc region, most of the organized towns and the city of Berlin have adopted
comprehensive plans (the term used in Maine) and master plans (the term used in New
Hampshire).18 One especially important consideration in planning for conservation of special
areas is the added protection for watershed lands that collect and filter public drinking water.
The map below (Figure 2-14) indicates those areas in the Mahoosucs that have the greatest
importance for protection of water sources serving large numbers of people, including those
operated by private entities.
Once towns have gained a picture of the resource areas requiring special considerations such as
public water supply areas and have identified other significant needs, including housing and
economic development, they have the necessary information to develop a town plan. As part of
the comprehensive planning process, municipalities often develop future land use plans which
indicate where residents generally favor new building versus areas they see remaining essentially
rural, and others that require special protection.
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Figure 2-14. Significant source areas in Mahoosucs for public water supply19

There is strong consensus among the Mahoosuc region municipalities about future land use goals
in their respective communities. With varying language, Mahoosuc communities have
articulated the following goals in their comprehensive plans and master plans:
1. The natural resources of our communities—lakes, rivers, streams, forests, and
wildlife—are important, and we want to protect them for future generations.
2. We want to protect the ability of people to make a living on the land—the “working
landscape.” This includes all aspects of forestry and agriculture.
3. We value the scenic quality of our natural resources and we want to maintain it.
4. We value the land for recreation, and want to maintain our residents’ access for such
uses as hiking, fishing, and hunting.
The first map below (Figure 2-15) presents a region-wide picture of locations that Mahoosuc
region towns have prioritized for further development, based on Future Land Use maps in town
comprehensive plans and master plans. Some towns have used zoning to implement their future
land use vision, while others have simply expressed the town’s desire to channel development to
particular areas. (See Appendix 2 for individual town future land use maps and descriptions.).
For unorganized towns in Maine, the map shows districts designated by the Land Use Regulation
Commission; for unincorporated towns in New Hampshire, the map shows districts defined by
the Coos County Planning Board.
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Figure 2-15. Future land use as indicated by Mahoosuc town and unorganized territory planning
(See Appendix 2 for detailed town-level maps and descriptions of the districts this map
classifies as “rural” and “development”.)
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The following map (Figure 2-16) shows the different vegetated land covers and development
patterns on a large scale. When considered at this scale, the total amount of developed land in
the Mahoosucs looks very small compared to the undeveloped areas. Development
concentrations are still largely contained in the historical towns and along the Androscoggin
River, consistent with “smart growth” principles. However, a map at this scale cannot show
smaller concentrations of new homes in subdivisions or homes at the edges of previously
undeveloped areas and the effects of this parcelization on natural resource, recreation, and
forestry values.

Figure 2-16. Developed and open land in the Mahoosuc region.

Sample Land Use Districts and Zones

Some towns in the Mahoosucs have pursued a purely voluntary approach to accomplish future
land use goals, in the interest of preserving maximum flexibility for individual landowners.
Others have chosen to use zoning to pursue these common town goals. Five of the New
Hampshire towns in the Mahoosuc region have zoning—Berlin, Dummer, Milan, Gorham, and
Shelburne. In Maine, only Newry has zoning. Each of these towns has at least one zone
designed to protect the rural open spaces that are important to commercial forestry, agriculture,
outdoor recreation, scenery, water quality, and wildlife habitat.
In order to get a clear understanding of each town’s implementation of its land use plan, it is
imperative to read the town plan and ordinances to determine whether recommendations were
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actually enacted as ordinances. Without analysis of actual implementation, these are some of the
components of town plans in the Mahoosucs that pertain to conservation of special resource
areas:
Berlin has a zoning ordinance that includes a Rural Residential zone with a minimum lot size of
two acres, which is very similar to residential zones in other New Hampshire towns. An
innovative Planned Development provision offers housing density bonuses above the permitted
level for developments with permanently protected open space. Berlin also has Natural Resource
Overlay zones for well-head protection, wetlands, steep slopes, and floodplains.
Dummer has Conservation and Conservation Overlay districts. The Conservation district
emphasizes forestry and agriculture, but also allows single-family residences, home occupations,
outdoor recreation, and campgrounds and B&B’s by permit. The minimum lot size in that zone
is 10 acres. Dummer also has a rural zone in which the minimum lot size is two acres. The
Conservation Overlay district is a smaller area within the conservation district which allows only
forestry, agriculture and low-intensity outdoor recreation.
Milan has a single town-wide zone which permits farms, single-family dwellings, home
occupations and excavations, with special exceptions for multi-family residences. Minimum lot
size is one acre, but may be larger for some soil types. Cluster development is encouraged to
preserve open space, with a density bonus up to 25% if 65% of property is protected open space.
Gorham has a Timber and Agricultural district that allows agricultural and forest management
activities, including related roads and buildings, primitive recreation and trails, with large
mineral extraction, commercial campgrounds, single-family dwellings, and remote camps by
permit. Minimum lot size is 5 acres
Shelburne has a Forest district, which is unique in trying to protect its natural heritage of large
tracts of undeveloped forest land in the more remote sections of town by requiring minimum lot
sizes of 15 acres and restricting development above 1400 feet:20
“The primary purpose of the Forest District is to preserve and protect
Shelburne’s natural heritage of large tracts of undeveloped forest land in the
more remote sections of Town and thereby serve the following additional
objectives: (1) encourage continuation of large contiguous tracts of forest
land in private ownership to provide forest resources; (2) encourage forestry
and timber harvesting and permit other compatible uses including very low
intensity development that will allow the land to appreciate in value; (3)
protect natural areas and wildlife habitat; (4) protect water supplies and
aquifers; (5) preserve scenic views; and (6) avoid the dangers and costs of
providing municipal services to remote locations.”21
Allowed uses in the Forest District are: agriculture, forestry, single-family residences, and
recreational facilities with no structures. Recreation structures, excavations, home occupations,
tourism homes, and small wood mills may be permitted by special exception.
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Newry has a Rural Development District (RDD). These are designated areas where protection
should be provided for agricultural, forest, open space and scenic lands, while not absolutely
restricting development. The Protection District (PD) serves to “provide protection for
significant and vulnerable natural resources, as required by the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning
Law and the Natural Resources Protection Act.” Many of these are areas that already cannot be
built upon because of State laws. Permitted activities in the PD are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Activities needed for land management
Generally accepted commercial timber harvesting activities
Activities related to the procurement of, storage and transportation of water
Land based recreational activities and associated equipment and maintenance.22

Generally, all the towns have established minimum lot sizes for structures with private septic
systems. These range from 1-2 acres. The suitability of soils for sub-surface septic systems
determines whether specific lots can be developed. Generally, this precludes building in wetland
areas or land with steep slopes.
New Hampshire and Maine have also enacted various forms of state zoning. Both states have
shoreland zoning ordinances requiring minimum setbacks for structures from streams, rivers, and
lakes. Because of Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) requirements, towns have
mapped the 100-year floodplain along the Androscoggin River and other major tributaries and
typically require the first floor of structures to be a minimum of one foot above the 100-year
flood plain.23
Farms and Agriculture

One important land use in the Mahoosuc region that merits special consideration is agriculture.
Following national trends, agriculture in the Mahoosuc region has decreased significantly in the
last 30 years. Many historical farms dating back to the mid-nineteenth century still remain in the
region’s Androscoggin River Valley where the best farmland soils are located due to alluvial
deposits. These farms continue to have an economic impact on the region, are scenically
important, and maintain prime open space and habitat for wildlife. Although a full analysis of
farming and agriculture is beyond the scope of this report, the importance of agriculture to the
region should not be overlooked. Local farm-stands and farmer’s markets now offer locally
produced fruit, vegetables, milk, and eggs. The high cost of energy for shipping produce from
around the world and new consumer interest in buying food locally may support more farmers.
New programs are attempting to link farms with large local institutions like public schools and
large resorts. Global climate change causing warmer weather may increase agriculture output in
this region as a result of a longer growing season.
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Farm Protection Case Study
The Mahoosuc Land Trust recently tried protecting farmland with some of the most productive soils in the
state, which had many other public values. There was strong local support for protecting one of the
important large farms along the Androscoggin River in Bethel. The land trust tried to find a farmer to
purchase some of the land at a greatly reduced price, with the trust reserving a conservation easement.
It was extremely difficult financially for local farmers to do this even at the lower price. Finally, a
successful large scale farmer from Aroostook County purchased the land and is now actively farming it.
There is no permanent protection, but the lesson was learned. Farmers who can make a profit have to be
part of the equation to protect farmland.

Farmland in the Mahoosuc region is threatened by development and is potentially the most
difficult type of land to protect. Farmland is usually very easy to develop. The soils, great for
growing crops, are typically also fine for putting in septic systems. Farmland is often level and
situated near existing roads. The major challenge with protecting farmland is not purchasing the
land; it is maintaining it as a viable and profitable farm. Neither towns nor land trusts can
actually manage and farm the land. Only farmers can do this. And it is the marketplace that
determines whether or not a farmer can make it work economically.
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Chapter Three: Recreation and Tourism in the Mahoosuc
Region
Residents and visitors to the Mahoosuc region enjoy a wide variety of recreational and tourism
activities for every season. Local people value outdoor experiences as an important aspect of
their quality of life. Recreational opportunities also attract visitors and new residents who enjoy
the beautiful setting of the Mahoosucs. Hunting and fishing have been part of the rural life as
long as people have been in the region. In the mid-1800’s, the Rangeley and Richardson Lakes
and the Rapid River at the north-eastern edge of the Mahoosuc region became world famous for
native brook trout, and tourists began to arrive from the major northeastern cities to fish these
famous waters. Originally a means of gaining access to fishing, canoeing and now kayaking
have become popular outdoor activities in their own right. For well over a hundred years, the
Appalachian Mountain Club’s members have helped popularize hiking as a recreational activity
in the region. Skiing, first brought to the region by Scandinavians working at the mills in Berlin,
has become one of the most popular winter activities for residents and visitors alike.
The following pages will go into more depth on the broad diversity of recreational opportunities
enjoyed throughout the Mahoosuc region. Many of the important recreational activities
described below depend on private landowners who have a tradition of generously allowing the
public to share access to their land . Because of changing land ownership and the new interests
and goals of new landowners, there is no guarantee of future access for these activities on
private land.
Hiking and Walking Trails

There are many excellent hiking trails throughout the Mahoosuc region. While many of these
climb into the mountains and are best suited for experienced hikers, some trails follow the river
valleys on fairly level ground for miles. See Figure 3-1 below for a map of hiking opportunities
in the region.
Appalachian Trail

The world famous Appalachian Trail (AT), a 2,174-mile marked hiking trail extending from
Springer Mountain in Georgia to Mount Katahdin in Maine, reaches the Mahoosuc region via
the Wildcat range in the White Mountain National Forest, crosses U.S. Rte. 2 and the
Androscoggin River in Shelburne, NH then ascends into the Mahoosuc Mountains. The
highlights of the AT in the Mahoosucs include the high bogs; Mahoosuc Notch—an obstacle
course made up of huge boulders and considered by some to be the most difficult mile of the
entire trail—Old Speck Mountain, Maine’s third highest mountain at 4,180 feet, and Grafton
Notch State Park. For those who consider the low elevations in the Mahoosucs to lack
challenge, the up-and-down design of the AT gains an impressive 8,000 feet in elevation from
the Androscoggin River crossing in Shelburne, NH to Grafton Notch State Park.1
Wooden lean-tos at reasonable day-hiking intervals accommodate thousands of backpackers and
hundreds of “through-hikers” who hike the entire AT each year. The Appalachian Trail
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Conservancy estimates that in 2005, 535 through-hikers and 10,000 local hikers (day and
overnight) enjoyed a portion of the Mahoosuc stretch of the trail. AMC’s backcountry campsite
at Speck Pond, a tarn below Old Speck and Maine’s highest mountain pond, is one of the most
heavily used on the entire AT. The use figures in Table 3-1 below are for all five shelters in the
Mahoosucs during the period from mid-June through mid-September.
Shelter/Campsite
Speck Pond
Full Goose*
Carlo Col*
Gentian Pond*
Trident Col*
Total*

Use
1,100
1,000
600
700
400
3,800

Table 3-1. Annual AT Shelter/Campsite Use.
*Speck pond is actual count by resident caretaker. All others are estimates.
Appalachian Mountain Club data.

Visitation in the off season (mid-September to mid-June) is estimated to be another 700-800
visitors at all five sites, which would bring the year round total to approximately 4,550 overnight
visitors.2
Gorham, as the primary service-providing town for hikers in the region, benefits significantly
from its nexus among the White Mountain National Forest’s Presidential Range, Kilkenny
Ranges, and the Mahoosuc Range. The town has become a major re-supply destination for AT
through-hikers coming south or north, as it is the largest town near the trail north of Hanover,
New Hampshire. There are a few inns, B & B’s and outfitters that benefit significantly from this
traffic.
Local Hiking Trails

While the Appalachian Trail (AT) is the most popularly-known hiking trail in the Mahoosuc
region, numerous connecting trails and other local trail systems draw day and weekend hikers
from the local area, throughout the Northeast and beyond (Figure 3-1). The AT is known
nationally as the “white blaze” trail and a unique blazing system identifies trails that connect
directly to the AT with a “blue blaze.” Local trails that are near, but do not connect to the AT
footpath, are usually blazed with yellow rectangles. These blazes provide a universal guide to
hikers.
Most New Hampshire towns in the Mahoosuc region have smaller local trails, such as theWest
Milan Trail, footpaths in the 127-acre Milan Hill State Park, Gorham’s Pine Mountain Trail,
trails within the 744-acre Moose Brook State Park, and the southern terminus of the Mahoosuc
Trail. Except for the last, most of those trails are known and used primarily by local residents.
In the Mahoosuc region of New Hampshire, the AT footpath traverses the lengths of Shelburne
and the unincorporated town of Success. The Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) maintains a
number of blue-blaze (see above) side trails in Shelburne and Success and consequently those
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areas have become popular hiking destinations for many people. Shelburne also has trails
leading into the White Mountain National Forest’s Carter-Moriah Range on its south side,
further enhancing its reputation as an important center for hiking trails.

Figure 3-1. Hiking Trails in the Mahoosuc Region. Appalachian Mountain Club data.

From Shelburne, hikers can access loop hikes to the AT via the Centennial Trail, Peabody Brook
Trail, and Austin Mill Brook Trail. Using those side trails, hikers and backpackers have the
option of a variety of single or multiple-day hikes. The Dryad Falls Trail also links the Austin
Mill Brook Trail to the Peabody Brook Trail at Dream Lake inside the AT corridor. In addition,
there are a significant number of locally maintained trails in Shelburne that are promoted by
AMC’s hiking guides. Guests at the Philbrook Farm Inn maintain the most significant local
network of trails. Trails dating back to the mid-1800’s lead hikers from the inn to the lower
peaks of the surrounding Mahoosuc Range.
On the north side of the Mahoosuc Range in Success, the AMC maintains five blue-blaze trails
with trailheads originating from Success Pond Road in New Hampshire. Success Trail, Carlo
Col Trail, Goose Eye Trail, Notch Trail, and Speck Pond Trail provide more than fourteen miles
of hiking trails linked to the AT. All but the Success Trail actually join the AT in Grafton
Township in the State of Maine.
The AMC also maintains the Old Speck Trail/AT from Grafton Notch at Route 26 in Maine to
the summit of Old Speck Mountain, where the Mahoosuc Trail ends. Additionally, AMC will be
maintaining 13.5 miles of the Grafton Loop Trail on the west side of Route 26 in Maine after
that new trail officially opens. Also within the region, the Outward Bound-maintained Wright
Trail originates in Riley, Maine and provides a southern access to Goose Eye Mountain and the
Mahoosuc portion of the AT in Maine.
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This complex of linked mountain hiking trails and the AT in New Hampshire and Maine, with
its remote feeling and wide mountain vistas and multiple access points from both the south and
the north, creates a multitude of hiking opportunities that draws hikers to the area from far and
wide.
Grafton Loop Trail. A major new backcountry trail connecting with the AT (and created in part
to relieve hiking-pressure on the AT), the Grafton Loop Trail is largely complete. When
completed it will be about 42 miles long, will include 8 miles of the AT, and will be located on
both the east and west sides of Rt. 26 as it goes through the Bear River Valley on the way to
Grafton Notch State Park. The trail will link East Baldpate to Old Speck Mountain. The 21mile eastern section of the trail has already been opened. It crosses four mountain peaks and
includes five primitive campsites. About 25 miles of the trail is in public ownership. Of the
remaining length, approximately 3.4 miles is owned by the Mahoosuc Land Trust; an additional
3.4 miles has verbal assurances of permanent protection from the landowner; and about 10.2
miles is on private land with no permanent protection.3
Bethel Area Trails (www.thebetheljournals.info/Trails/betheltrails.htm)

While many of the Mahoosuc region trails climb into the mountains and are best suited to
experienced hikers, some trails follow the river valleys on fairly level ground for miles. Yet
many of these trails start far from the town and require vehicle access. Town residents are
increasingly interested in local networks accessible by in-town pedestrians. The Bethel Area
Trails Committee, part of the Mahoosuc Land Trust, was formed mainly to continue developing
recreational trails radiating from the village center. A unique aspect of this initiative is the
diversity of people involved. It includes business owners, the Bethel Area Chamber of
Commerce, and representatives from local government and the school district. The committee
advocates that a vigorous trails system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a safe place for healthy outdoor activity
Encourages community fun and personal interaction
Provides safe walking and biking for youngsters
Gives access to recreation areas
Provides an alternative to driving
Serves people with a wide range of physical abilities

Several years ago, the Town of Bethel received federal funds to develop a one-half mile trail
along the Androscoggin River very close to Bethel village. This paved pedestrian trail, opened
in 2002, was an immediate success. People of all ages stroll along the paved trail and enjoy its
safety, proximity to the river, and scenic beauty. Recently, the Maine Department of
Transportation built a recreational bridge to span the Androscoggin River for snowmobiles,
bicycles and pedestrians and to potentially extend this trail eastward along the Androscoggin
River and north toward Newry and Sunday River.
In the future, some of these town trails may be connected to the more ambitious mountain trails.
In the meantime, village trails are a critical amenity for local people and allow visitors who stay
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in the many lodgings to enjoy a leisurely walk in town. The Bethel Area Trails Committee is
currently working to develop four additional trails:
Bethel to Angevine Park. Angevine Park is a new public swimming pond that is located two
miles from the village. The trail would enable people of all ages to walk or ride their bikes
safely to this new park.
Bethel to Newry. Newry is the home of Sunday River Ski Resort. This trail would provide an
alternative for residents, resort guests, and those commuting to Sunday River, and to further
connect with the recreational trail system on the Mahoosuc Unit of the Maine Bureau of Public
Lands.
Safe Routes to School - Crescent Park & Telstar High School. Students cannot currently walk
safely to the Crescent Park Elementary School in Bethel even if they live just a few houses
away, because there are no sidewalks. This project would develop safe walking/biking routes to
the elementary and middle/high schools.
Extension of Pathway into Bethel Village. This would connect the Androscoggin River
Pathway Trail with Bethel village.
Mahoosuc to Moosehead Trail (www.mainehuts.org)

The Mahoosuc to Moosehead Trail is a planned recreational, non-motorized trail which its
sponsor, Maine Huts & Trails, envisions stretching 180 miles from Newry in the Mahoosucs
region to Moosehead Lake in Piscataquis County. When it is completed, there are projected to
be 12 backcountry lodges with capacity for approximately 480 guests and 50 staff. People will
be able to hike, cross-country ski, or snowshoe parts or all of the trail by going hut to hut, similar
to hikers’ use of AMC facilities in the White Mountain National Forest. The designers of the
trail also expect people to use individual huts as a base to canoe, hike or ski locally.
Trail organizers aim to develop a nationally significant trail that will provide additional public
access, enhance opportunities for people-powered outdoor recreation and stimulate the local
rural economies near the trail. Leon Gorman, President of L.L. Bean and a supporter of the trail,
states:
“The natural beauty of the Western Mountains of Maine is a stunning backdrop
for the wide range of recreational experiences that the Maine Huts and Trails
will provide. While creating improved access for backcountry recreation
opportunities, this undertaking will also provide a welcome and meaningful
addition to the economy of the Western Mountains. The dual objectives have
great appeal.”4
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Business Perspective (Hiking & Outdoor Recreation Retail)
Moriah Sports, Gorham, NH
Moriah Sports is a retail store selling outdoor clothing and equipment. Michael Micucci has owned
Moriah Sports for 27 years. He has employed up to five full-time employees at various times and
currently employs one part time person in addition to himself. He specializes in backpacking equipment
of all kinds, hiking shoes, and bicycles. Gorham is a major re-supply stop for backpackers on the
Appalachian Trail and for day hikers on the many trails in the White Mountain National Forest and the
Mahoosuc region.
Moriah Sports depends upon the accessibility of public and private lands. He has seen many special
places, where he and his customers used to mountain bike, now closed off. In fact, he had to pull a map
from circulation that he gave to customers because so many trails and access points were no longer
open to the public. According to Mike, back country AT use is declining by 5% per year, while front
country hiking on shorter, closer trails is increasing. Another challenging trend is toward a more
sedentary youth. Second home development and people retiring in the area benefit his business, but
Mike also feels that the recreational quality of the Androscoggin River would significantly decrease,
hurting his business, if too many houses are built on its shores.

Spending by hikers boosts local economic activity. One National Forest Service study calculates
that average expenditures for backcountry recreation are $37 for a day trip and $237 for
overnight trips. In addition, there is a multiplier effect of 1.8 of the above figures for indirect
impacts.5 While spending by local hikers is not always considered in computing the
contribution of recreation spending, local recreational opportunities nonetheless contribute to the
local economy by attracting new residents or retirees who start businesses, spend pensions and
contribute volunteer labor to many causes.
Recreational trails not only boost spending by visitors and provide relaxation for local users;
they also increase property values. In April, 2002 a survey of 2,000 recent home buyers cosponsored by the National Association of Home Builders and the National Association of
Realtors asked about the "importance of community amenities." Those surveyed could check
any number of the 18 amenities, and 36 percent picked walking, jogging or biking trails as either
“important” or “very important.” Trails came in second only to highway access. Sidewalks,
parks, and playgrounds ranked next in importance.6 A 1998 study of property values along the
Mountain Bay Trail in Brown County, Wisconsin showed that lots adjacent to the trail sold
faster and for an average of 9 percent more than similar property not located next to the trail.7
Paddling and Boating

Paddling and boating of all kinds are popular in the Mahoosuc region. Paddling sports including
recreational canoeing and kayaking are very popular on the Androscoggin River and its
tributaries, Lake Umbagog, and on other water bodies in the region. In addition, a great number
of visitors and residents enjoy using power boats on water bodies like Lake Umbagog and
Pontook Reservoir, especially to enhance their fishing trips. Local people traditionally use small
powerboats to resupply their seasonal camps on the Magalloway River, via Lake Umbagog and
starting from the public boat launches in Errol.
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Androscoggin River Canoe Trail

The increasing recreational use of the Androscoggin River in the late 1980’s as a result of its
ecological renaissance was the impetus for the Mahoosuc Land Trust to start acquiring public
access sites to the river. Virtually all of the land along the river was privately owned; and while
the region had a long tradition of private landowners allowing recreational use of their lands,
there was no guarantee for the future. Mahoosuc Land Trust began acquiring islands in the
Androscoggin River and strategic access points for canoeing, kayaking and fishing from willing
landowners.
The Androscoggin Canoe Trail (www.mahoosuc.org/androcanoe.html) was established in 2001,
formally connecting some of the recently developed public access sites (see list of sites below).
This is a signed trail that extends about 40 miles from the Shelburne Dam in New Hampshire to
Rumford, Maine. The ultimate goal is to have access sites every 5 miles so that people can
experience short or long paddles. There are currently no public overnight campsites on the
Androscoggin River Canoe Trail, but there is one private campground directly on the river in
Bethel (Bethel Outdoor Adventure and Campground) and other private campgrounds nearby.
An important feature of the development of this river trail is the collaboration it has engendered
across state lines and between public and private interests.
Access Site

Location

Owner

Shelburne Bridge

Meadow Road

Leased from Private Landowner*

Gilead

Bridge Street, Gilead

Bay Root, LLC

Newt's Landing

Ferry Road, West Bethel

Mahoosuc Land Trust

Bethel Outdoor Adventure
Davis Park
Moran's Landing
Hanover Boat Launch
Madison Motor Inn
Rumford Boat Launch

US Route 2, Bethel
Route 26, Bethel
US Route 2, Hanover
US Route 2, Hanover
US Route 2, Rumford
US Route 2, Rumford

Bethel Outdoor Adventure
Town of Bethel
Mahoosuc Land Trust
Town of Hanover
Madison Motor Inn
Town of Rumford

* Lease expired in October 2006 – current status of lease unknown
Table 3-2. Androscoggin River Canoe Trail Access Sites

Androscoggin River Source-to-the-Sea Canoe Trek. In 1996, participants at a conference
focused on improving water quality on the Androscoggin River brainstormed an event to
celebrate progress, and soon thereafter staff from the Appalachian Mountain Club and Maine
Department of Environmental Protection teamed up to coordinate the first annual Androscoggin
River Source-to-the-Sea Canoe Trek. The Trek was organized as a series of consecutive daily
paddles starting on the Magalloway River above Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge in
New Hampshire and ending on the Maine coast at the mouth of the Kennebec River, 19 days
later. Local, regional and national publicity resulting from this annual event further highlighted
this once neglected river, encouraging more recreational use.
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Northern Forest Canoe Trail

The Northern Forest Canoe Trail (NFCT, www.northerforestcanoetrail.org) is a 740-mile water
route connecting Old Forge, New York with Fort Kent, Maine. The Northern Forest has a rich
traditional history of travel by native people through its rivers, streams, and lakes. In the early
1990’s Mike Krepner, Ron Canter and Randy Madres founded Native Trails to research Native
American water routes from New York to Maine. In the late 1990’s Rob Center and Kay Henry
of Mad River Canoe adopted the project and formed the non-profit Northern Forest Canoe Trail.
They lined up corporate sponsors, recruited volunteers to identify campsites and seek permission
from private landowners along the route, worked with local chambers of commerce to produce
maps, and obtained assistance from the National Park Service Rivers and Trails Program.
June 3, 2006 was the official opening of the NFCT. The organization has published 13 section
maps that describe local tribes and history, fauna, flora, routes, hazards and recognized
campsites. Since much of the trail depends on private lands (for campsites and access) section
hosts were selected to work with the local communities to develop the route, produce the maps
and to get landowner permission for campsites and portage trails. In the Mahoosuc region, TriCounty Community Action Program ( www.tccap.org)
will serve as a host in New Hampshire, and the Rangeley Lakes Heritage Trust
(www.rangeley.org/rlhthome) will serve as the host in Maine.
The trail is designed so that people can paddle sections or the entire trail at one time, similar to
the Appalachian Trail. In the Mahoosuc region, the route is from Lower Richardson Lake, down
the Rapid River to Lake Umbagog, down the Androscoggin River to Pontook Rapids, portage
along Rte. 110A to the junction with Rte. 110, and down the Ammonoosuc River to the
Connecticut River. One of the primary goals of the Northern Forest Canoe Trail is to provide
economic stimulation to the rural towns that the trail crosses. While some people will use
natural campsites, others will choose to stay in the local inns and Bed and Breakfasts. Terry
Martino, the Executive Director of the Adirondack (NY) North Country Association, estimates
that the NFCT could bring in $60,000 annually to each community.1
Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge (www.fws.gov/northeast/lakeumbagog/boating.htm).
The refuge is a popular place to explore by boat, canoe or kayak. The Refuge has sections of
flatwater on the Magolloway and Androscoggin Rivers, in addition to the large and generally
shallow Lake Umbagog itself. The lake has coves, backwaters and floating bogs where it is
possible to view loons, eagles, osprey, waterfowl, moose, and other wildlife. One highlight is
the presence of breeding balding eagles which have been using the same nest for years. For
those who want to combine boating with camping, there are 34 remote campsites around
Umbagog Lake and three cabins and 35 sites at the base section of Umbagog Lake State Park
(www.nhparks.state.nh.us/ParksPages/Umbagog/Umbagog.html).
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Public Access for Boating. Paddlers often share public access boating sites provided by state
Fish and Game departments. Ten such sites in five towns are located in the New Hampshire
portion of the Mahoosuc region.
Town
Berlin
Dummer
Dummer

Site name
Jericho Lake Park
Androscoggin River
Pontook Recreational Facility

Waterbody
Jericho Lake
Androscoggin River
Androscoggin River

Directions
Delorme Atlas
Rt 16 to Berlin, Rt 110 48,E7
Rt 16
49,A8
Rt 16
50,K7
.3 mi from Rt 26 W on
Errol
Akers Pond Boat Ramp
Akers Pond
51,E9
Akers Pond Rd
Errol
Androscoggin River
Androscoggin River Rt 26 to N Mountain Rd 51,F10
Milan
Cedar Pond
Cedar Pond
Rt 110A
48,A7
Milan
Nansen Wayside Park
Androscoggin River Rt 16 N of Berlin
49,D9
Milan
Nay Pond
Nay Pond
Rt 110
48,B6
Shelburne Androscoggin River
Androscoggin River Off Rt 2
49,H11
Rt 2 to Meadow Rd,
Shelburne Shelburne Canoe Launch
Androscoggin River
49,H10
cross river, take 1st L
Table 3-3. NH Fish and Game Department - Public Access boating and fishing sites in Mahoosucregion

White Water Paddling

The Magalloway, Rapid, and Androscoggin Rivers offer excellent white water kayaking and
canoeing. The rivers are classified using a standard methodology for their difficulty; ranging
from quickwater/slickwater and Class I – III rapids on the Androscoggin River to Class V on the
Rapid River for advanced boaters. These rivers are used by many residents and visitors and also
by a number of local guiding businesses. Some of the best known spots are highlighted below.
Rapid River: The stretch of river from Middle Dam to Lake Umbagog is for advanced boaters
only with numerous class III -V rapids. It drops quickly to Pond in the River and then drops
quickly on the way to Lake Umbagog. The most challenging rapids in the region are found in
this section. Some people consider it one of the best runs in New England because of the
challenge and the magnificent location.
Androscoggin River Errol Rapids: This section of the Androscoggin River below Errol dam
and starting just outside Errol is a favorite of whitewater paddlers and starts out with Class II +
rapids. In addition to individual users, a number of private outfitters provide kayak rentals and
lessons here. This section continues past Mollidgewock State Park with a combination of
flatwater and a number of relatively small, but quite enjoyable, rapids. Those who want to camp
along the River can stay at Mollidgewock State Park, which also manages a number of remote
campsites including one on an island. This section of river ends at the Pontook Reservoir where
visitors are likely to see osprey, bald eagles, and moose on any given visit.
Androscoggin River Pontook Rapids: In the town of Dummer, New Hampshire there is a
hydropower dam at Pontook on the Androscoggin where scheduled releases (generally Friday to
Sunday during the summer) create about a half mile of challenging continuous Class 2+
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whitewater rapids. This is a very popular site, with people shuttling back and forth to repeat the
rapids. This section ends at the Paul Boffinger Conservation Area.
Business Perspective (Canoeing, Kayaking, and Camping)
Bethel Outdoor Adventure and Campground, Bethel, ME

www.betheloutdooradventure.com/
Bethel Outdoor Adventure and Campground, owned for 10 years by Jeff and Pattie Parsons, has
experienced steady growth in business. The owners are the only full-time workers, but they employ 15
part-time employees, including their “work campers” who exchange labor for camping fees. Long term
residents of Bethel, Jeff and Pattie saw the new recreational business opportunities of a cleaner
Androscoggin and acted upon that insight. The campground is on the Androscoggin River, ½ mile from
Bethel village and serves as a canoe/kayak landing/launching site. Their business includes:
•
Campground for tents and RV’s
•
Providing registered Maine Guides for canoeing kayaking/ fishing/ snowmobiling
•
Kayak/Canoe Rental Service in summer – Snowmobiles in winter
•
Inn-to-Inn adventures
•
Consulting on experiential (outdoors-oriented) corporate team building
Jeff says that water quality and recreational fishing on the Androscoggin River are major factors that
affect the future of his business. Another critical infrastructure factor is the existence of recreational trails
and lands, both public and private, that are accessible nearby. According to Jeff, “This business would
not exist without public access.” His business has benefited significantly from Broad Band Service (highspeed internet) in Bethel, and his campground is now set up as a wireless site.

Touring

According to Direct Mail of Maine, a contractor that responds to phone calls for the Maine
Office of Tourism, the top two information requests are for sightseeing and scenic drives.
Another tourism study8 found that of the 4.6 million “marketable trips” (not visits to friends or
business trips) to Maine in 2005, the top two activities were touring (34%) – “travel through
areas of scenic, cultural or general interest” – and outdoors (21%). Views of rugged ridgelines
and wide river valleys, together with swimming holes, covered bridges, waterfalls, and short
hikes as leg-stretching diversions, are what make these drives so attractive to visitors.
Auto Touring

The Bethel Area Chamber provides descriptions and maps for 3 scenic drives:
•
•

•

A 60 mile loop travels west from Bethel to Gilead, south on Rt. 113 through the White
Mountain National Forest and on to Fryeburg, and returns north to via Rts. 5 and 35.
A 67-mile tour begins east on Route 2, stops at the Artist’s Covered Bridge in Newry,
turns north on Route 5 to Andover and Lovejoy Covered Bridge, west on East B Hill
Road past Frye Brook to Upton, and south again on Route 26 through Grafton Notch.
A 122 mile loop billed as a self-guided “Moose Tour” travels east on Rt. 2 to Rumford,
north on Rt. 17 to Oquossoc between Rangeley and Mooselookmeguntic Lakes, west on
Rt. 16 to Errol, NH, and returns to Bethel on Rt. 26 via Grafton Notch.
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Scenic drives in the New Hampshire section of the Mahoosucs, as designated on the New
Hampshire Highway Roadmap or Mt. Washington Valley Map and Guide, include Rt. 16 from
Gorham to Errol, Rt. 26 from Colebrook to Errol, Rt. 2 through Gorham and Shelburne, and Rts.
110 and 110B in Berlin and Milan. Town-designated scenic roads include Cate’s Hill Road in
Berlin and North Road from the Meadow Road intersection to the Maine state line in Shelburne.
A Corridor Protection Study conducted from 1994 to 1998 identified scenic vistas along Rt. 16; 9
of the 22 top-ranked vistas were in the Mahoosuc region (listed below with ranking and
suggestions for improvements):
• Goose Pond/Androscoggin River in Dummer (2nd): protect land with a conservation
easement, improve public access facilities and signage for wildlife viewing.
• Androscoggin River in Errol (5th): within 13-mile woods protected by conservation
easement, need to reduce traffic speed.
• Androscoggin River in Gorham (6th): develop pull-off wayside park away from the
highway and strip development, interpretive signs linking park with industrial history of
Berlin.
• Androscoggin River south of Errol Dam in Errol (9th): “already under protection for the
most part”, develop canoe launch as rest area and develop walking path.
• Whaleback Ponds/Magalloway River in Errol (11th): part of Umbagog Wildlife Refuge
(near headquarters), develop pull-off interpretive site, slow traffic flow.
• Pontook Reservoir in Dummer (12th): “already under protection for the most part”,
roadside trail, signage, slow traffic flow.
• Androscoggin River in Errol (13th): within 13-mile woods protected by conservation
easement, install picnic tables and bury power lines.
• Androscoggin River with boom piers in Milan (14th): protect land adjacent to highway
with conservation easement, mow between road and river.
• Peabody River/Presidential Range in Gorham (19th): enhance pull-off and path to river,
clear for view of Mt. Washington.
Bicycling

Both mountain biking and road biking routes abound in the Mahoosuc region. Most of the
mountain biking is done on the hundreds of miles of old logging roads and dirt roads in the
region. Many of these roads are located on private lands and, like other recreational activities
depending on permission by private landowners, mountain biking is potentially threatened by
changing land ownership. Unlike snowmobilers and ATV users, there are currently no
organized mountain bike clubs to negotiate for landowner permission and provide management
oversight.
Sunday River Ski Resort recently experimented with a commercial three-season mountain bike
park utilizing some of the ski resort trails and lifts, although it is not currently operating. Great
Glen Trails, just south of the Mahoosucs in the WMNF, has created an extensive and very
successful mountain biking trail network that is popular with riders from all over New England.
New Hampshire’s Department of Resources and Economic Development is considering adding
15-20 miles of mountain biking trails in the new Jericho Lake State Park in Berlin.
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Road biking is enjoyed on many local roads. The most challenging issue for bicyclists using
existing public paved roads is the lack of consistent bike lanes or paved shoulders. Both states
have recognized bicycling as an important activity for recreation and tourism and have promoted
certain road sections with high scenic value as bike loops.
Grafton Notch Bike Loop. www.exploremaine.org/bike/grafton_notch.html
This Loop begins in Newry on Route 26, winds up the Bear River Valley, and continues through
Grafton Notch State Park. The loop returns via Andover and the Ellis River Valley9.
Evans Notch Loop Trail. www.exploremaine.org/bike/evans_notch.html
This loop starts in Bethel, goes along the North Road along the Androscoggin River to Gilead
where it crosses the river and goes south through the Evans Notch section of the White
Mountain National Forest. It continues through the towns of Stow, North Fryeburg, Lovell and
Albany, passing beautiful farmland and vistas of the local mountains.10
New Hampshire. (www.nh.gov/dot/nhbikeped/maps.htm). The New Hampshire Regional
Bicycling Map for the Great North Woods region highlights statewide bike routes along Routes
2, 16, 26, 110 and a regional route along 110A. East Side River Road and East Milan Road on
the east side of the Androscoggin River are included as alternates to Route 16 between Dummer
and Berlin. State facilities mapped along these routes include the Androscoggin Wayside Park,
Mollidgewock State Campground and Umbagog Lake Campground in Errol, and Milan Hill
State Park and Nansen Wayside Park in Milan. Two designated trails (Great North Woods –
Southeast Quadrant11 and White Mountains – Northeast Quadrant12) overlap on some of the
sections of Routes 2 and 16 through Shelburne, Gorham, Milan Dummer and Errol.
All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs)

All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) use is also growing in popularity in the Mahoosuc region. In New
Hampshire, official ATV riding areas in the Mahoosuc region include trails in Millsfield and
Success (see snowmobile trails map), and newly-created Jericho Mountain State Park in Berlin.
ATV riders have recently begun to organize themselves into clubs that seek permission from
landowners to ride on their property, maintain the trails they use, and help repair damage to land
from ATV use. New Hampshire and Maine both regulate ATV use, have developed trails on
public lands that are considered appropriate for ATV use, and have helped facilitate agreements
between clubs and landowners to open trails on private land.
The Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center at the University of Southern Maine conducted a
survey in 2005 that indicated that the 59,057 ATV’s registered in Maine during the 2003-4
season generated $156 million of net spending to purchase, register, and operate ATV’s and via
the multiplier effect contributed $200 million to the Maine economy.13 (Similarly to
snowmobile contributions to the economy, much of the ATV equipment, fuel and other costs are
not produced locally, so those dollars are less likely to benefit the local economy.) The report
also acknowledged the potentially large unquantifiable costs in the form of trail impacts and
illegal riding in sensitive ecological areas.14
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Winter Sports
Snowmobiling

(www.maine.gov/doc/parks/programs/snowmobile/index.html
www.nhtrails.org/Trailspages/SnomoPages/SnomoHome.html)
In recent years, snowmobiling has become increasingly popular with \residents and visitors who
come to enjoy the remoter trails in the region. The states of Maine and New Hampshire both
provide funding for trail development and maintenance, financed by snowmobile registration
fees. Local clubs often take on responsibility for maintaining specific trails.
Berlin, NH – White Mountain Ridge Runners
Gorham and Errol, NH – Umbagog Snowmobile Association
Gilead, ME – Wild River Riders
Andover, ME – Snow Valley Sno-Goers
Bethel, ME – Bethel Snow Twisters
Newry, ME – Windy Valley Snowmobile Club
Greenwood, ME (just south of Mahosuc region) – Greenstock Snowmobile Club
Table 3-4. Snowmobile Clubs Active in the Mahoosuc Region

The main threat to snowmobiling is a recurring one in this report: the network of snowmobile
trails is largely on private land. Very few of the landowners have granted permanent easements
allowing snowmobiling. The use agreements are up to the goodwill of the present landowners
and are often done on a “handshake basis.” When land is sold it is up to the new landowner
whether to allow use of these trails. One new landowner who decides not to allow
snowmobiling can have a cascading effect on the viability of a trail network. It can be a
challenge to find alternative routes.

Figure 3-2. Snowmobile and ATV trails in the Mahoosuc region.
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Business Perspective (Snowmobile, ATV, and Sporting Goods)
LL Cote Sports Center, Errol, NH - www.llcote.com
Luke Cote owns and operates LL Cote Sports Center, a unique hardware/sporting goods store that has
been in Errol, NH for 20 years. With 26 fulltime and 4 part time employees, it is the largest business in
Errol. With 50,000 square feet of display area, the store sells camping gear, outdoor clothing,
archery/fishing/hunting supplies including firearms, boats, kayaks, canoes, snowmobiles, ATV’s, and
chainsaws. As they say, “If it’s outdoors oriented, they probably have it.”
According to Luke, tourism is the key to the future economy of the North Country. Additional
development is needed for other businesses and second homes. There is a lot of growth potential for
ATV’s, but conservation areas like Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge and the Errol Town Forest don’t
allow ATV’s. A bigger welcome center at the Refuge could be very beneficial to the area, bringing in
25,000 to 75,000 visitors (currently at 17,000). The major infrastructure need is major improvements to
Route 16, which is currently one of the worst roads in the state. The other important infrastructure need
is high-speed internet.

Snowmobilers generate economic activity through such trip related expenses as fuel, food and
lodging while visiting areas with trails. A 1997-8 Report by Stephen Reiling of the Department
of Resource Economics and Policy at the University of Southern Maine for the Maine
Snowmobile Association found that the annual economic impact to the entire state of Maine is
$261 million.15 A similar study conducted in 2004 by Plymouth State College for the NH
Snowmobile Association, estimated the annual economic impact in New Hampshire at 1.2
billion dollars for the 2002-3 season.
The New Hampshire study used a larger multiplier (1.8) than the Maine study (1.48) to estimate
indirect and induced impacts resulting from direct spending by snowmobilers.16 Because a
considerable amount of spending by snowmobilers “leaks” out of the local economy through
purchases of goods and services produced elsewhere, some researchers have proposed lower
multipliers. A more realistic estimate of 2000-01 spending in Maine may be closer to $90-100
million, a figure with which the author of the above 1997-98 report agrees.17 Adding a plausible
multiplier effect, the total impact of snowmobiling on Maine’s gross state product may be in the
neighborhood of $150-160 million.18
Downhill Skiing

Scandinavians attracted to Berlin’s forestry industry in the later part of the 19th century
established the Nansen Ski Club in 1892,19 the first ski club in America. In 1936, just north of
Berlin they built the Nansen Ski Jump,20 at one time the largest man-made ski jump in America
and the largest in the east for more than 50 years. Berlin, known for its paper industry, was also
known for producing national ski jumping champions. It was the site of major championship ski
jumping competitions including Olympic tryouts.
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Sunday River Ski Resort (downhill skiing and snowboarding) www.sundayriver.com/. Sunday
River Ski Resort was started in Newry, Maine in 1959 as a small local ski mountain. It stayed
fairly small until it was acquired by Killington Ski Area in the 1970’s, after which if grew
significantly under the management of
Les Otten. Today, Sunday River Ski
Resort has 18 lifts with a capacity of
taking 32,000 skiers per hour to 128
trails on 48 miles across eight
interconnected mountain peaks. In the
early 1980’s after a series of erratic
snow years, Otten understood that, even
with the average 155-inch snowfall,
Sunday River could not depend on
natural snow alone. Sunday River
pioneered artificial snowmaking that
provided consistent snow, and today
snowmaking covers 92% of the terrain.
Recently snowboarding has become
Figure 3-3. Downhill skiing at Sunday River.
Photo: Maine Office of Tourism.
very popular especially with younger
skiers.
Sunday River is now considered one of the premier ski resorts in New England and has
developed into one of the biggest economic engines in the Bethel area. Real estate development
— slope-side condominiums, town houses, and time share hotels on the “mountain” — provides
significant revenue for the resort. Between the slopeside condominiums, hotels, inn, and ski
dorm there are 1,240 rooms with 6,000 pillows. Often, during peak holiday seasons every room
is used and the spillover goes into Bethel and the other nearby lodging establishments.21 Sunday
River has purchased 14,000 acres adjacent to their ownership from International Paper, which
includes some high elevation areas (see map in Chapter 2); plans for this land are currently
unknown.
Maine Handicapped Skiing. www.skimhs.org/. Maine Handicapped Skiing (MHS) is a nonprofit organization providing adaptive year round recreational programs, the largest of which is
skiing. MHS provides free instruction and equipment to children and adults with physical
disabilities so that they can ultimately become independent skiers and snowboarders. In the
summer, MHS provides similar lessons in canoeing, kayaking, golf and cycling. The program
was founded by Dr. Omar Crothers, an orthopedic surgeon and Leslie B. Otten, founder of
American Skiing Company. MHS has a slopeside facility at Sunday River Ski Resort and a
Nordic facility at Sunday River Inn and Cross Country Ski Center.22
Cross-Country Skiing

The original form of skiing in Scandinavia (where skiing is believed to have originated amongst
Europeans), cross-country or Nordic skiing was a means of transportation which evolved into
recreational enjoyment. The Mahoosuc region enjoys both commercial cross-country centers
and back-country skiing on hiking and snowmobile trails all over the region. The commercial
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centers host thousands of skiers
each year, as well as major
regional recreational and
competitive events. An
indication of the robust crosscountry skiing tradition is that
Telstar High School, Crescent
Park Elementary School and
Gould Academy in Bethel and
the town of Andover all have
free trail networks maintained
for their students, teams and
citizens. All three high schools
in the Mahoosuc region have
cross country ski teams.

Figure 3-4. Cross-country skiing at the Sunday River Inn CrossCountry Ski Center in Newry. Photo: Maine Office of Tourism.

Commercial cross-country ski areas include Sunday River Cross-Country Ski Center in Newry
(www.sundayriverinn.com) whose trail system benefits from land with a conservation easement
held by the Mahoosuc Land Trust; Carter’s Cross Country Center, Bethel,
www.cartersxcski.com, and the Nordic Ski Center at the Bethel Inn Resort, Bethel,
www.caribourecreation.com. These commercial centers are very important to residents and
tourists alike. Because of their diverse terrain and amenities they establish the Bethel area as
one of the most visited cross-country skiing resorts in Maine.
Many of the cross-country ski trail systems, both commercial and non-profit, are on private
lands with informal permission from landowners. The Nansen Ski Club, which originated in
Berlin in the19th century, had its trails on land previously owned by James River/Crown Vantage
(one of Berlin’s previous mill owners). The new owner of the land in Success where the trails
were located wanted the trails relocated. The Club first considered moving to the newly-opened
Jericho Lake State ATV Park in Berlin, but then decided that intense motorized use was not
compatible with cross-country skiing. The Nansen Ski Club is tentatively scheduled to open a
facility at Milan Hill State Park in Milan this winter. This move is a prime example of the
impact to long term recreational uses with new land ownership.
Other Winter Sports

Snowshoeing is the oldest means of winter foot travel northern New England. European settlers
adapted Native American snowshoe designs, and homesteaders needed wood and rawhide
snowshoes just to get around in the deep winter snows. As with hiking, snowshoeing for winter
transportation soon became a recreational activity. Today snowshoeing is extremely popular on
established trails, across frozen lakes, bush-wacking cross country, and even in back yards as
parents teach their skills to children.
One gauge of the growing popularity of snowshoeing is the large number of new designs
constructed of different lightweight metals, innovative binding systems, crampons for climbing,
and other unique features. There are even designs for “running” which has become a new winter
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specialty sport. Most cross-country ski centers, outdoor outfitters, and other recreational centers
now rent snowshoes. In the northeastern U.S., the popularity of snow-shoeing has doubled in
the past five years.23
Dog Sledding, which originated in the arctic and subarctic, involves a team of trained dogs
pulling a sled with the driver (“musher”) and any necessary equipment. Sled dog teams can be
comprised of 2-12 dogs depending on the load and the number of people they’re pulling. Dog
sledding is done by amateurs who do it for fun and also by professional guides who take visitors
on trips in several locations in the Mahoosuc region. Lake Umbagog, Lower Richardson and
Grafton Notch are typical destination areas for the professional guides, Mahoosuc Guide
Service (www.mahoosuc.com ), based in Newry, Maine, leads interested people on dog sled
trips both locally and in the northern areas of Maine, Quebec and the subarctic.
Skijoring is a winter sport that combines cross-country skiing and dog mushing - essentially it is
dog sledding with skis instead of sleds. The sport originated in Scandinavia and literally
means"ski-driving" in Norwegian. There are four basic gear needs: cross-country ski gear; a dog
harness for the dog; a skijoring belt to attach to the skiers waist; and a towline that connects the
skier to the dog. It is possible to go skijoring with one dog or multiple dogs. The many
variations of skijoring include recreational, racing, sprinting, distance, and back-country. A new
hybrid sport is “mountain bikejoring.” Instead of being pulled by dogs while on skis, the person
is pulled while riding a mountain bike. Dog sledding and skijoring are both done on open farm
fields, golf courses, frozen lakes, back roads, and trails. These activities are often conducted on
private land, which makes them vulnerable to change of land ownership.
Wildlife-Related Recreation

With a wealth of contrasting habitats in a small area – from wetlands to lakes and streams to
deep woods and rugged mountains – the Mahoosuc region is an ideal place for people to enjoy
fishing, hunting, or wildlife watching. On the New Hampshire side of the border, the
Androscoggin Valley Fish and Game
Association has over 400 members. On
the Maine side, the new Upper Andro
Anglers Alliance has begun to develop
a destination fishery on the river.
Fishing

Fishing is popular on many rivers,
streams, brooks, lakes and ponds
throughout the Mahoosuc region.
Species include native brook trout and
land-locked salmon, rainbow and
brown trout, smallmouth and
largemouth bass, as well as pickerel,
northern pike, rock bass, horned pout,
crappie in the warmer lakes.

Figure 3-5. Fly fishing in the Androscoggin River in
Gilead.
Photo: Marcel Polak.
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Appendix 3 lists fishing opportunities in ponds, rivers and streams in the Mahoosuc region
identified by New Hampshire’s Fish and Game Department and Maine’s Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife.
Rapid River. The story of the Rapid River, at the northern edge of the Mahoosuc region, is a
cautionary tale about the risks inherent when people choose to alter natural systems for their own
enjoyment. The Rapid River is 3.2 miles long and connects Lower Richardson Lake (part of the
Rangeley Lakes) to Lake Umbagog. The Rapid River has been renowned for its trophy native
brook trout (4-10 pounds) since the 19th century. Landlocked Salmon were introduced in the late
19th century and soon became part of the legendary fishing, although they do compete with
brook trout. The Rapid River is managed for trout as “fly-fishing only/catch and release with
only barbless hooks”. There is a two-fish limit on landlocked salmon.
One of the greatest threats to native fisheries, like the historically important Rapid River brook
trout fishery, is the introduction of new species, native or non-native. Smallmouth bass were
(illegally) introduced into Lake Umbagog in the 1980’s. By the 1990’s, bass had made their
way into the Rapid River, severely threatening the trout. Smallmouth bass feed on small brook
trout and it is feared they could eventually wipe them out. The Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife has intensely studied this challenge and has implemented strategies such
as eliminating bag & size limits on bass and creating dam barriers to prevent them from
increasing their range and to minimize their population.
The Rapid River area is also the location of two traditional Maine sporting camps. In the 19th
century these simple “camps” were established in many areas of Maine for generally wealthier
tourists to fish, led by Maine Guides, and to enjoy the rustic life of the simple but comfortable
accommodations. Two still-operating camps are Lakewood Camps located on Richardson Lake
and Forest Lodge located near Middle Dam. Louise Dickinson Rich popularized Forest Lodge
and the Richardson Lake/Rapid River area in her famous classic, “We Took to the Woods.”
Aldro French, a Maine Guide with 40 years of fishing experience in the Rapid River, continues
to operate Forest Lodge for visitors wanting to experience this legendary Maine river experience
(www.rapidriverflyfishing.com).
Androscoggin River. Recreational fishing on the Androscoggin River has made an extraordinary
comeback considering the historical pollution of the river caused by municipalities and paper
companies. Above Berlin and the paper mills, native fish were not affected by point source
pollutants (although they did suffer from the log drives), even prior to the Federal Clean Water
Act of 1973. Fish below Berlin had a significantly different environment. Wastes from the
paper mills included some of the worst biological toxins, including dioxin (a byproduct of
chlorine) and mercury. In addition, the solids dumped into the river by industry and
municipalities robbed the water of oxygen – leaving the river biologically bereft of higher
organisms.
By the 1980’s anglers started venturing on the waters when native brook trout started making a
comeback and actually breeding. The Androscoggin fishery benefited from its much cleaner
tributary streams such as the Wild River and Peabody River (both with headwaters in the White
Mountain National Forest) where fish could go as a sanctuary and to breed.
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Rod Cochran describes the current fishing in a story in about the Androscoggin River’s
comeback (this popular and productive fishery also extends upstream all the way to Gorham,
NH):
“As another New England trout season kicks into high gear this month, local
anglers are leaking news of some fantastic brown and rainbow trout fishing on
Maine's upper Androscoggin River. They've kept it under their hats for several
years, but the news is out. The 34-mile stretch of the Androscoggin from the New
Hampshire border to Rumford is the most underrated and under fished trout river
in the East. The river supports large numbers of trout in the 12- to 18-inch class,
along with plenty of trophy browns ranging up to 24 inches. Wild rainbows and
brookies are a bonus, and on a 10-mile float, one is likely to see no more than a
half-dozen anglers.”24
-Rod Cochran, New England Game and Fish

New Hampshire Fish and Game Department and Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife have been enhancing the recreational fishing by actively stocking the Androscoggin
River to supplement natural reproduction. The main species stocked include: brook trout, brown
trout, rainbow trout and in Errol and Dummer, NH – land-locked salmon.25 Maine Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife has worked with the Mollyocket chapter of Trout Unlimited, along with
guides, retired game wardens, and others to “float stock” brown trout, distributing fish from
boats to the mouths of tributaries and other promising spots along the course of the river. Catch
and release regulations in Gilead now match the Gorham to Shelburne stretch in New
Hampshire, to allow trout populations to withstand higher fishing pressure.
A new business organization, the Upper Andro Anglers Alliance (www.upperandro.com) has
brought together businesses along the river corridor from Gilead through Rumford Point to
promote the river as a destination fishery. They are working on reciprocal licensing across the
state border, improved river access for wading and boating, riverside cleanup, and have
persuaded the state of Maine to open a year-round fishing season for the entire river to tidewater
(a good hedge against global warming for tourism businesses).
The many Androscoggin River tributaries in the Mahoosuc region, such as the Peabody in NH,
and the Wild, Pleasant, Sunday and Bear Rivers in Maine, offer excellent fishing at their
confluences with the main stem of the Androscoggin. The Wild River flows out of the White
Mountain National Forest and originates in the newly-designated Wild River Wilderness Area.
The Wild River drains a high elevation watershed and has excellent water quality as there is no
development nearby. The area where many people fish, the mouth of the Wild River where it
joins the Androscoggin River in Gilead, is scenically stunning.
While the Shelburne-to-Newry reach is one of the Androscoggin’s most magnificent and scenic
fishing areas, the clean-up of the river is not yet complete. Like almost all water bodies in both
states, the river is subject to fish consumption advisories based on studies showing that some
fish have varying levels of mercury. The source of some of the pollutants is local and part of the
heritage of the paper-making process, and its use of mercury and chlorine. Dioxin, a byproduct
of the chlorine bleaching process, is a persistent substance that still appears fish in the Gilead to
Rumford section of the Androscoggin River,26 even though the Berlin mill went to the cleaner
“elemental chlorine-free” process a number of years ago. Some harmful substances, like dioxin,
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are persistent in the environment and may take quite some time to disappear. While the fish in
this trophy stretch are not advisably eaten, this region remains one of the best recreational
fisheries in New England.

Figure 3-6: Access points and prime fishing spots on the Androscoggin River. Upper Andro Anglers Alliance.

Ice Fishing. While no specific data is kept by the agencies regulating ice fishing, this activity
has maintained its traditional popularity for generations in the Mahoosuc region. Every winter,
anglers set up bob-houses on many reservoirs, lakes, and ponds. Ice fishing is popular on Lake
Umbagog, the Pontook Reservoir of the Androscoggin, Head Pond, South Pond, Jericho Lake,
and Lower Richardson Lake, among others. Anglers may catch smallmouth bass, northern pike,
brook trout, yellow perch, and other fish, depending upon where they fish. For many, ice fishing
is a fun way to introduce their family to fishing and to get out and simply have fun in the winter.
Hunting

Hunting is a traditional activity throughout the Mahoosuc region. For generations, the paper
companies that owned the forests of the region made allowances for “lease camps” on their
property where local people could build a small camp to use during the hunting season. While
the number of licensed hunters is decreasing in both states and throughout the nation, hunting
traditions are strong in the Mahoosuc region in both Maine and New Hampshire. It is likely that
hunting will continue to be a vibrant part of the region’s recreation as long as people and game
animals dwell here.
Foremost, now, in the minds of both casual weekend hunters and guides with paying clients is
the question of continued access to the land. Most of the region’s public land is high elevation,
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while the majority of hunting opportunities are found on lower-elevation private land where
game species are generally concentrated, especially during fall and winter. Lake Umbagog
National Wildlife Refuge is the exception, with outstanding waterfowl hunting and documented
deer yards within its boundaries. The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department also
maintains public access easements on the Potter Tract in Gorham and the Millbrook Trust
property in Shelburne. While the majority of large private ownerships remain open to hunting
today, there is growing anecdotal evidence of gated roads and posted land threatening traditional
hunting opportunities.
The figures below show the number of large game animals taken during the 2005 hunting
seasons within towns in the Mahoosucs. The New Hampshire towns generally yield fewer deer
and turkeys than the state-wide average per town (species that adapt relatively well to a
developed landscape), but more bear (which depend upon larger forested blocks of land). In
Maine, Andover, Bethel, and Upton produce more than the average number of deer for Maine
towns and all but Riley, Hanover and Township C yield more bear than the average Maine town
(no town-level turkey numbers were available for Maine).
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Figure 3-7. Game taken in New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc towns in 2005. Source: New Hampshire Wildlife
Harvest Summary. 2005. Concord, NH. New Hampshire Fish and Game Department. www.wildlife.state.nh.us
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Figure 3-8. Game taken in Maine’s Mahoosuc towns in 2005. Source: Maine Deer and Bear Harvest 2005
(http://mainegov-images.informe.org/ifw/pdf/deerharvestmap2005.pdf and
www.state.me.us/ifw/hunttrap/hunt_management/pdfs/bearharvest05.pdf). Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife.

Maine Guides - www.maineguides.com. Maine is unique in requiring a license for anyone who
conducts outdoor guiding for people in the state for payment. The Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife tests and licenses individuals to determine their competency in each of
these areas: hunting, fishing, recreational (snowmobiling, boating, camping), sea kayaking, and
tide water fishing. There is also a Master Guide license for those guides typically holding
multiple certifications.27 This certification provides the public with a level of assurance of the
competence and experience of the guides, who will often take them out into remote areas. All of
the outdoor businesses in the Maine section of the Mahoosucs who guide people for payment for
activities described above such as fishing, hunting, and whitewater kayaking must be licensed
Maine guides. There is no similar program in New Hampshire.
Trapping

The Androscoggin Fish & Game Club, based in Berlin, has a number of members who make
some portion of their income from trapping fur-bearers in the forests of the region. In addition
to diverse trapping opportunities on private lands, in New Hampshire trappers can apply to a
state lottery for two-year permits to trap on many parcels of public land. Public land trapping
areas in Mahoosuc region towns include 10 in the White Mountain National Forest (parts of
Milan, Berlin, Gorham and Shelburne), 3 in Moose Brook State Park (Gorham), 4 in Umbagog
State Park (Errol and Cambridge), and 1 in Gardner Wayside Area (Shelburne). Trapping is
currently not permitted in Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge. In Maine, trapping is allowed on
Bureau of Parks and Lands (BPL) reserve lands, but no exclusive permits are issued for
particular territories. Written permission from BPL is required to trap in State Parks.
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Wildlife Viewing

Wildlife viewing is one of the most popular outdoor recreation activities nation-wide. A 1997
Outdoor Needs Assessment for New Hampshire identified wildlife viewing as having the highest
participation rate of all rated activities for the state’s residents (Table 3-6). Moose watching is
one of the favorite wildlife activities, as numerous roadside habitats consistently have moose
present. Another favorite species is the bald eagle, which is being seen with much more
regularity in the area, including regular nesting at Lake Umbagog. People canoeing or kayaking
on the Androscoggin River regularly see bald eagles, mergansers, osprey, and kingfishers.
Upland sandpipers, an uncommon species, are spotted regularly around the Pontook area. If
visitors are lucky they may also spot mink, otter, and large snapping turtles.
Wildlife Related activities – hunting, fishing, and wildlife viewing - generate significant
revenues for both states, as well as being very popular recreational activities for local residents.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2001 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife
Associated Recreation quantified the number of people participating in these activities in each
state and the level of related spending (Table 3-5). Spending in New Hampshire in 2001 was
$579 million28 and in Maine $759 million.29 In both states, wildlife viewing was by far the
largest of the sectors surveyed in terms of participants and total expenditures.
New Hampshire
Hunting (# of Participants)

Maine

78,000

164,000

71,000,000

162,000,000

8,100,000

54,000,000

Equipment

45,200,000

72,000,000

Other ( magazines, membership dues, licenses, etc.)

12,200,000

37,000,000

Total Expenditures (in millions)
Trip Related (Food, Lodging, transportation)

Fishing (# of Participants)

217,000

376,000

165,000,000

251,000,000

Trip Related (Food, Lodging, transportation)

38,900,000

96,000,000

Equipment

72,600,000

136,000,000

Other ( magazines, membership dues, licenses, etc.)

53,100,000

20,000,000

766,000

778,000

Total Expenditures (in millions)

343,000,000

346,000,000

Trip Related (Food, Lodging, transportation)

165,100,000

148,000,000

Equipment

165,600,000

140,000,000

12,100,000

59,000,000

$579,000,000

$759,000,000

Total Expenditures (in millions)

Wildlife Viewing (# of Participants)

Other (magazines, membership dues, licenses, etc.)
Total Expenditures for Wildlife Related Activities
Note: Individual amounts may not sum to total expenditures
because of averaging. These figures are not total economic
contribution as they don’t include the multiplier effect from
secondary expenditures.

Table 3-5. Participants and expenditures for wildlife related activities.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2001 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife Associated Recreation.
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Nature Based Tourism Profile
Berlin Moose Tours
About 13 years ago, Norman Charest, Economic Development Director for Tri-County Community Action
Program in Berlin, NH invented Moose Tours as a way to draw new visitors interested in viewing wildlife.
Tri-County CAP equipped public transit buses with cameras, video displays, and audio, hired and trained
guides, and operated the tours. The Northern White Mountain Chamber of Commerce promoted the
tours and sold tickets out of the Information Booth in Gorham. Each evening, tour buses drove north
through Berlin, highlighting the history of logging and the Brown Paper Company (long time owner of the
Berlin Mill) along the way, and viewing the architectural heritage of its multi-ethnic workforce. Moose
were consistently seen near the Thirteen Mile Woods, around Pontook Reservoir, and on the Success
loop east of the river in Berlin (now the proposed site of a federal prison). Ticket sales soon reached
3,000 a year at $25 each

Watchable Wildlife www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Outdoor_Recreation/wildlife_watching.htm: New
Hampshire is a participant in a national program called Watchable Wildlife, which provides
tools on the most up-to-date strategies for promoting wildlife viewing experiences for visitors
and residents. The organization is committed to helping communities realize the economic
potential of nature-related recreation while conserving native plants and animals in their natural
habitats. Watchable Wildlife assists communities in three major areas, an annual Watchable
Wildlife Conference, publications, and special projects.30 There are two sign-identified
Watchable Wildlife Sites in New Hampshire’s section of the Mahoosucs: Pontook Reservoir and
Thirteen Mile Woods. In addition, the NH Fish & Game Department has published a book
about Watchable Wildlife viewing sites throughout the region and the State and works with local
communities and Chambers of Commerce to publicize wildlife viewing opportunities.
Mineral Collecting

Oxford County, on the Maine side of the Mahoosuc region, is world famous for its pegmatite
formations that are the source of such precious and semi-precious stones as Tourmaline, Beryl,
Morganite, and Smoky and Rose Quartz. Unique world class specimens from Oxford County
are in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History in New York. The Plumbago
Mine, which produced some of the best tourmaline ever found, is located in the Newry area.
Collectors of all ages enjoy digging through the tailings of some of these mines and perimeter in
the hopes of finding high quality specimens. Most of these mines, including the Plumbago
mine, are located on private property and are either not open to the public or, if accessible, can
be closed with changes in policy or land ownership. The Maine Department of Conservation
tried acquiring the Plumbago Mine to turn it into the first state park devoted to mineral
collecting, but the effort was not successful. A number of businesses in the Mahoosuc region
sell local gems and jewelry. Maine Mineralogy Expeditions (www.rocksme.biz) is a recentlyestablished business in the Bethel area devoted to mineral collecting and education.
Similar opportunities abound in New Hampshire towns of the Mahoosuc region. Berlin has
historic “Indian caves” where a variety of crystal formations can be found. In addition, in
Gorham, the NH State Parks Division has protected the remnants of a historic mine at Leadmine
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State Park. As in Maine, rock and mineral shops can be found in many Mahoosuc towns in New
Hampshire.
The Big Picture: Statewide Participation in Outdoor Recreation

One of the most widely used sources of funding for land acquisition, public outdoor recreational
facility development, and recreation planning is the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF). In order to maintain eligibility to receive and expend money from LWCF, states have
to develop a Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) every five years.
New Hampshire has already embarked on the next revision to its SCORP, which will guide
future investments in outdoor recreation. Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans
provide excellent data on outdoor recreation trends. Nearly all of the outdoor recreation
activities that are popular with New Hampshire and Maine residents are available in the
Mahoosuc region (Tables 3-6 and 3-7).
Activity
Wildlife Observation
Driving for Pleasure
Sight-seeing
Jogging/Running/Walking
Day Hiking
Stream/Lake Swimming
Picknicking
Photography
Ocean Swimming
Bicycling
Outdoor Pool Swimming
Freshwater Fishing
Nature Study
Canoeing/Kayaking/rowing
Motor Boating
Playing on Playgrounds
Tennis/Volleyball/Golf
Baseball/Basketball/Soccer

%
85
84
84
79
73
71
68
64
58
55
54
50
47
45
43
40
37
36

Activity
Downhill Skiing
Camping in National Forest
Camping in State Forest
Cross-Country Skiing
Backpacking
Camping at Private Campground
Mountain Biking
Large Game Hunting
Off-Road Vehicle Driving
Snowshoeing
Snowmobiling
ATV
Bird Hunting
Water- Skiing
Horseback Riding
Sailing
Sea Kayaking

%
35
33
31
31
29
28
27
25
21
20
19
17
17
17
15
14
4

Table 3-6. Percentage of New Hampshire households participating at least once in 1997.31
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Activity
Driving/Sightseeing
Walking for Pleasure/Exercise
Visit Cultural/Historic Site
Swimming Freshwater
Picknicking
Swimming Saltwater
Pleasure Boating
Fishing-Lake Ponds
Attending Outdoor Sports Events
Attending Indoor Sports Events
Canoeing Flatwater
Swimming – Home/Friend’s Pool
Nature Walking
Camping Developed
Fishing-Rivers/Streams
Bicycling-Road/Trail
Ice Skating-Outdoor
Hunting Deer
Camping Primitive
Hiking – Day Hiking
Golf
Cross Country Skiing near home
Ice Fishing
Down Hill Skiing

%
80.7
57.6
55
54.8
52.5
47.3
38.4
38.3
35.0
31.4
30.9
30.9
28.7
26.7
26.1
25.4
24.6
21.9
20.6
19.6
19.0
16.7
16.5
16.3

Activity
Fishing Ocean
Jogging and Running
Swimming – Indoor Pool
Tennis - Outdoor
Softball Play/Coach
Sailing
Snowmobiling near Home
Hunting Small Game
Hiking Backpacking
Canoeing Whitewater
Bicycling-Mountain
ATV Riding
Baseball Play/Coach
Cross Country Skiing/away from home
Ice Skating Indoor
Snowmobiling away from home
Swimming – Outdoor Pool
Horseback Riding
Tennis Indoor
Off Road Motorbiking
Hunting Waterfowl
Kayaking
Bicycling - Touring
Hunting Moose Bear

%
16.3
14.7
14.7
14.0
12.2
11.9
11.9
10.6
9.2
9.1
7.6
7.1
6.9
6.9
6.4
6.4
5.9
5.1
3.5
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.1

Table 3-7. Percentage of Maine residents 16 years and older participating at least once in 1991-9232

The visitation study done each year for Maine’s Department of Economic Development33 found
that in 2003 the most popular experiences for visitors to Maine’s Lakes and Mountains (which
includes the Mahoosucs region):
• lakes and rivers (70%)
• small towns/villages (54%)
• shopping (49%)
• wilderness areas (43%)
• beaches (25%)
• scenic byway (25%)
Top strengths of the region listed by visitors to the Lakes and Mountains are34:
• mountain/offroad bicycling (64%)
• river rafting (57%)
• hiking/backpacking (55%)
• mountain climbing (51%)
• hunting (50%)
• skiing/snowboarding (49%)
• canoeing/kayaking (43%)
• beautiful scenery (39%)
• viewing wildlife/birds (38%)
• not too crowded (38%)
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The Outdoor Industry Foundation periodically conducts nation-wide surveys of outdoor
recreation participants, with a particular focus on people-powered activities. The last survey
with state-level data was conducted in 2001 (Table 3-8). Compared with most other states, New
Hampshire’s residents are very active outdoor adventurers, with the highest state-wide
participation rates in the country for canoeing, recreational kayaking, cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing.
Activity

NH

ME

Hiking

44.20%

33.30%

Canoeing

37.20%

11.10%

Paved road bicycling

30.20%

24.40%

Trail running

27.90%

15.60%

Dirt road bicycling

25.60%

17.80%

Cross-country skiing

25.60%

8.90%

Single-track bicycling

18.60%

17.80%

Car camping

16.30%

26.70%

Recreational kayaking

16.30%

2.20%

Snowshoeing

16.30%

2.20%

Bird watching

11.60%

11.20%

Backpacking

9.30%

0.90%

Touring/sea kayaking

9.30%

6.70%

Rafting

9.30%

1.00%

Fly fishing

7.00%

11.10%

Telemark skiing

7.00%

0.10%

Camping

5.60%

5.40%

Rock climbing

4.70%

2.20%

Whitewater kayaking

4.70%

0.10%

Table 3-8. Percent of population 16 and older participating in activity at least once in 200135

Outdoor recreation opportunities in the Mahoosuc region are important to residents and visitors
alike. Recreation and scenic beauty also help the economy in less visible ways by attracting new
residents, including entrepreneurs who start new businesses and retirees who spend pensions and
often dedicate countless volunteer hours to local organizations. An investment in protecting
public access to outdoor recreation can pay big dividends. Chapter 1 of this report provides
additional information on the importance of tourism to the local economy.
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Chapter Four: Forestry in the Mahoosuc Region
The Mahoosuc region has a long and proud history as a wood basket for northern New England
and the nation. The forest soils of the Mahoosucs support growth of valuable hardwoods and
softwoods, sufficient to feed both large mills and smaller value-added woodshops. As discussed
in Chapter 1, much of the region’s economic development has been based on forestry and forest
products manufacturing. However, this traditional pillar of the Mahoosuc economy is facing
some new challenges that are affecting forest businesses and communities all across the Northern
Forest. This chapter will begin by examining the forest resource base in the Mahoosuc region
and its past and present economic contributions, explaining how forestry tools help shape the
landscape, and follow with by highlighting some of the global, regional and local trends that are
challenging the forest-based sector of the Mahoosucs economy.
Mahoosuc Region Forests: A Diverse and Productive Resource

The major forest types in the Mahoosuc region are northern hardwood, mixed
deciduous/coniferous, and spruce-fir, with scattered stands of white pine, cedar, and even a few
isolated jack pine stands. These forest types form a patchwork across the landscape depending
on elevation, soil drainage, slope, and other factors including past management (Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1. Forest types in Mahoosuc region. Source: The Nature Conservancy Ecological Land Unit data
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Important Forest Soils

The map below (Figure 4-2) depicts forest soils based on a rating system that the state of New
Hampshire has developed as a parallel to prime farmland designation. Soils are given one of 5
rankings: IA (the most fertile, supporting mostly northern hardwoods), IB (drier soils, inherently
less productive), IC (less fertile soils likely to support softwood), IIA (physical management
limitations), and IIB (poorly drained). Productive Class IA and IB soils are common across
much of the Mahoosuc landscape.

Figure 4-2. Important forest soils. The Natural Resources Conservation Service in New Hampshire and Maine
applied New Hampshire “productive forest soils” ranking system to soils in Oxford County, Maine so that we could
map important forest soils consistently for the entire region. Soils in organized towns of both states are mapped
down to areas 3 acres in size. Soil maps in unorganized towns are less detailed (minimum map unit 50 acres in New
Hampshire and 30 acres in Oxford County).

Table 4-1 defines soil ratings in New Hampshire’s Important Forest Soils ranking system (see
Appendix 4-1 for more detailed descriptions and silvicultural recommendations.)
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Soil
Rating

Soil Qualities

Optimum Tree Species

Management

IA

Deep, loamy textured,
moderately well and well-drained

Sugar maple, white ash,
yellow birch, northern red oak,
paper birch, aspen, red maple

Potential for high quality
sawtimber and veneer

IB

Sandy or loamy over sandy
subsoils, adequate moisture

Beech, eastern hemlock, red
spruce, yellow birch, northern
red oak, eastern white pine,
paper birch, aspen, red maple

Less demanding hardwoods
and mixed softwoods

IC

Outwash sands and gravels,
may be excessively well drained,
lower natural fertility

Red spruce, balsam fir pine,
red maple, aspen, paper birch,
yellow birch

Softwoods, may be managed
for white pine

IIA

Same soils as IA and IB with
physical limitations

Same species as IA and IB

Steep slopes, rockiness,
erosiveness limit management

IIB

Poorly drained, seasonal high
water table

Eastern hemlock, red spruce,
balsam fir

Wetness limits management,
windthrow hazard

NC

Not classified, mostly high
mountains and wetlands

Table 4-1. Important forest soils descriptions. Sources: Soil Survey Data, July, 2003.
Coos County Area, New Hampshire, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, Interim Release 1.0, CD.

Forest Industry Heritage and Future in the Mahoosuc Region

Forestry was the first industry in the Mahoosuc region, a byproduct of settlers clearing the deep
forests. Farmers worked the fields in the summer and the woods in the winter. Abundant water
power provided energy for the first saw mills. Later, industrial papermaking was essentially
invented in Berlin, using wood floated down the river. The largest wood products company in
the Mahoosuc region was the Brown Company, a family-owned, vertically integrated company
that owned the mill for about one hundred years. Brown owned thousands of acres of forests,
employed woodcutters and truckers, and owned and operated the Burgess pulp mill in Berlin and
the Cascade paper mill in neighboring Gorham.
That long-term, stable model was transformed in 1980 with the sale of the Brown Company,
including the land-holdings, to James River Corporation. James River sold to Crown Vantage
which in turn sold to American Tissue. American Tissue closed the Berlin area mills for the first
time ever, and filed for bankruptcy in 2001. Fraser Paper purchased and re-opened the mills in
2002.1 Fraser Paper permanently closed the Burgess pulp mill (with 250 jobs)2 in 2006, finding
it more profitable to import pulp from their other operations in Ontario, Canada. Gorham’s
Cascade paper mill still operates with 350 employees, and has four paper machines producing
fine and specialty papers and one machine producing towel products.3 Fraser Paper’s forestry
operations are SFI certified (see explanation of certification later in this chapter).4
While the New Hampshire towns in the Mahoosuc region traditionally focused on papermaking,
the Maine towns concentrated on small turning mills and solid hardwood manufacturing, both of
which have recently faced intense global competition. It is very difficult for a locally produced
birch clothespin to compete against a Chinese plastic clothespin. Under these trade pressures,
several key hardwood manufacturing businesses, including Bethel Furniture Stock in Bethel and
M.R. Dowell in Andover, have ceased operation in the past few years. Nonetheless, important
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wood products businesses have survived and remain an economic driver in many Mahoosuc
region towns.
Forest Products Economy Remains Important

With a long tradition of forest management on private and public lands, productive soils, a
variety of valuable tree species, local technical skill, and an extant manufacturing infrastructure,
the forest industry is well positioned to play a continuing role in the region’s economic future, as
it has in the past. Today, Maine and New Hampshire are the first and second most heavily
forested states in the U.S. with 90%5 and 84%6 respectively of their land areas in forest cover.
These forests not only provide numerous critical ecological functions, but also support many of
the Mahoosuc region’s forest-related jobs and businesses:
•

Forest based manufacturing and forest related recreation contribute over $6.2 billion to
the Maine economy7 and $2.6 billion to the NH economy8

•

1.2 forest-based manufacturing jobs and .6 forest-related tourism and recreation jobs are
supported from every 1,000 acres of Maine forest land9

•

2 forest-based manufacturing jobs and 2.3 forest – related tourism and recreation jobs are
supported from every 1,000 acres of New Hampshire forest land10

There are three main categories of forest products produced in the Mahoosuc region that form
the base of today’s forest products economy. They include:
•

•
•

Lumber and secondary wood products
o High value hardwood lumber for furniture, turnings, and solid wood products.
o White pine lumber for furniture, paneling and assorted products.
o Spruce/fir logs for dimensional lumber and log construction.
Hardwood and softwood chips (often from low quality timber) for paper pulp and
biomass.
Hardwood firewood, mainly for local consumption

While it is difficult to gauge the importance of wood products businesses in a rapidly
diversifying economy, it is clear that they play a very significant role. One complication in
representing the impact of this sector is that the smallest woodworking shops rarely show up on
business lists. Logging contractors often operate independently, and unless they participate in
Professional Logging Contractors, Master Logger or SFI training programs, it may be difficult to
count them. Small one-person woodworking businesses may likewise not be recognized by any
government agencies or business associations. With these challenges acknowledged, the map
below indicates the number of forest-related businesses in the Mahoosuc region included on
various state lists and commercial websites.
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Figure 4-3. Forest-related businesses Mahoosuc region.11

Even though we do not know the precise number of forest-based businesses in the Mahoosuc
region, based on what we know about local harvest volumes (see next section of this chapter) we
can estimate the number of forest-related jobs. According to University of Maine economist
David Field,12 in 1996 one direct job was created for every 228 cords of wood processed in
Maine’s mills. In recent years, the number of people required to cut and process each cord of
wood has fallen dramatically with mechanization of logging and processing. According to Lloyd
Irland, the ratio was one job per 61 cords of sawlogs or 127 cords pulp in 1952 and one job per
150 cords sawlogs or 175 cords pulp in 1979.13
If the 1996 ratio is applied to the wood harvested in New Hampshire’s Mahoosucs towns plus all
of Oxford County for the years 1998-2004 (we do not have records of wood harvest by town in
Maine), then we can estimate that wood products support approximately 3,000 jobs in a region
with about 32,263 total jobs. Although not all these forestry-based jobs would be in the region
where the wood is harvested, if they were, forest-based jobs would be about 9% of all jobs.
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Alternatively, if we use the New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands estimate of 2
forest-based manufacturing jobs for every
1,000 acres of forest, the forests of just the
Mahoosuc region towns would support 1,077
forest-based manufacturing jobs out of a total
of 9,387 jobs, or about 11%.
Figure 4-4 is based on County Business
Patterns data, which excludes sole proprietors,
farms, private household employees, and
government workers. This source shows
forestry and wood manufacturing jobs at 7.5%
of jobs in Coos County and 22% in Oxford
County.

Figure 4-4. Forestry-related employment in ME and NH

Model Forest Businesses Lead the Way

The story of the Brown Paper Company and its pulp and paper mills has been told earlier in this
chapter. An array of smaller and perhaps less visible forest products businesses also add value to
the region’s forest resources while providing quality employment. The mix of primary mills and
secondary manufacturing, large and small operations, and traditional and innovative enterprises,
helps to keep this sector of the Mahoosuc economy strong:
Value-Added Wood Product Profile
Hancock Lumber, Bethel - www.hancocklumber.com
Hancock Lumber is the largest manufacturer of eastern white pine in the U.S. The company purchased its
Bethel sawmill in 2000 from P.H. Chadbourne, whose family had operated the mill for nearly 100 years.
Hancock is also a family-based operation, tracing back six generations to 1848. The mill in Bethel
annually saws 42 million board feet of white pine lumber, and sells about 10% as rough lumber and 90%
as finished products, including millwork, mouldings, knotty pine paneling, siding and boards for boxes,
crates, coffins, boats, woodenware and novelties. Most products are shipped all over the world, with 10%
retailed through Hancock’s own lumber stores.
The Bethel operation is about to make a major investment in renewable energy. A new boiler will burn
sawdust and bark to generate 100% of the steam heat needed to run its dry kilns, saving up to 400,000
gallons of oil per year. Once the boiler is in place, the next step will be installing a turbine to generate up
to 50% of the electricity needed to run the mill. On-site power production will save the equivalent of
another 750,000 gallons of oil (this figure assumes all current utility energy is generated using oil, while
hydro-electric and natural gas generators actually produce a portion of current electricity). Future energy
efficiency ideas under exploration include capturing some of the waste heat from the boiler stack through
a heat exchanger made of loops of glycol-filled piping. These energy investments have an attractive
payback and will help the mill remain competitive for years to come, even in the face of rising oil prices.
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White Mountain Lumber Company, Berlin: This Berlin lumber company and sawmill utilizes a
wide variety of local wood species including white pine, hemlock, red pine, spruce/fir, beech and
other hardwoods. Their products, which they sell wholesale and retail include rough green
lumber, planed lumber, cants/timbers, log cabin stock, pallets, crates, long timbers (>16’), bark,
sawdust, pulp chips and fuel chips.14
Paul Vallee Lumber Company, Milan: This Milan lumber company and saw mill sells
wholesale, dimensional lumber, sawdust, and bulk shavings made from spruce/fir species.15
R.J. Chipping Enterprises, Shelburne: This relatively new company produces hardwood and
softwood chips for the NewPage mill in Rumford, Maine. The chips are used to produce high
grade coated and carbonless paper. This plant is able to process all types of wood that grow in
the region and provides an alternate source for wood previously consumed at the recently closed
Fraser pulp mill in Berlin. Very little of the wood goes to waste. The hardwood bark is used to
fuel a power plant in Rumford and the softwood bark is sold as mulch.
Andover Wood Products, Andover: This company manufactures: glued furniture parts, chair
seats, panels, back and drawer sides. It was purchased in 1973 by Ethan Allen
http://www.ethanallen.com which manufactures fine furniture, allowing the mill to expand and
update its equipment. In the 1990’s the mill employed 180 workers in two shifts, and today it
continues to employ 80 people.16
Kendall Dowel Mill/Maine Dowel Mill, Bethel: Kendall Dowel Mill, in operation since 1940
was recently purchased by the Maine Dowell Mill of Buckfield, Maine. This mill produces
wooden dowels, dowel rods, and pins.
Bethel Furniture Stock, Bethel: For many years, the Bethel Furniture Stock Company produced
high quality hardwood furniture parts, which it shipped to assembly centers in the South, and
designed high quality chairs and tables of local hardwoods, including sugar maple, oak, and ash.
A spin-off-business sold parts as complete do-it-yourself kits through Maine Chair Kit Company.
When Bethel Furniture Stock closed for financial reasons, the Maine Chair Kit Company was
been sold to Maine Artisan Wood Gallery
(www.mainemadefurniture.com/Merchant2/4.24/merchant.mvc) in nearby Rumford which
continues to manufacture these high quality products. A related company called Whole Spirit
Furniture is in the formative stages.
Kennebec Lumber/Columbia Forest Products/Coldwater Veneer Inc., Bethel: Using the Bethel
Furniture Stock plant which recently closed, three companies have very recently opened. These
are all companies that have operations elsewhere and it is not yet clear what they will
manufacture at this mill. The products described here are from their main operations. Kennebec
Lumber produces solid hardwood flooring, byproducts, cross ties, palet cants, green rough
lumber, and green surfaced lumber. Columbia Forest Products is North America’s largest
manufacturer of hardwood plywood and hardwood veneer and through a subsidiary, Columbia
Flooring (www.columbiaforestproducts.com), produces and markets hardwood and laminate
flooring. Coldwater Veneer, Inc. produces hardwood veneer and hardwood plywood.
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S. Timberlake Co., Bethel: In business since 1974, S. Timberlake (www.stimberlake.com/)
makes Shaker furniture, chairs, tables, and “built-to-order,” custom hardwood furniture.
Timberlake is one of a few small companies continuing the tradition of Maine towns in the
Mahoosuc region of manufacturing furniture as well as parts.
Value-Added Wood Product Profile
Errol Log Structures - www.errollogstructures.com
Errol Log Structures is owned by Tom Bembridge who builds custom-designed handcrafted log cabins
from high quality spruce, fir or cedar trees using the Scandinavian full scribe method. They build a wide
range of sizes, from small cozy cabins to one-of-a-kind dream houses. He is located in Errol, NH but
builds his cabins for clients throughout New England and beyond. He has been in business for 23 years
and has four employees, three of whom are fulltime.
One of the most challenging parts of his business is the availability of quality logs. He has had to import
logs from as far as Massachusetts. He used to be able to work with the large paper companies to set
aside the logs he needs. The new owners are not as easy or willing to work with him. His web site is “the
best thing I’ve got.” It helps him market his business all over New England. The cost of health insurance
has gotten too expensive to cover his employees. Fifteen years ago he could afford it. The natural
landscape is very important for his local customers. Tom was originally opposed to the creation of the
Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge. He has since changed his opinion 180º, and now feels that it is the
best thing that’s happened to the Errol area.

Local Harvesting Trends

Although global and regional economic forces have caused a slow decline in the processing
sector of the regional forestry industry, harvest volumes have actually spiked recently in Coos
County, and have declined only slightly in Oxford County. New Hampshire is able to provide
town-by-town records of wood harvested because landowners file “Reports of Wood Cut” in
compliance with the state’s timber tax. The chart below shows harvest volumes in the Coos
County towns that are part of the Mahoosucs region.
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Figure 4-5. Recent wood harvest trends in New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc region towns.
Source: New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration. Reports of Wood Cut.
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After a gradual decline from 1998 through 2002, there was a substantial increase in wood cut in
New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc towns from 2002 to 2004 (the latest complete data available).
During this time, chip harvest increased from about 50,000 to 180,000 cord equivalents, while at
the same time pulp harvest declined to about 3,000 cords. This switch reflects increasingly
mechanized harvest equipment, with fewer chainsaw-and-skidder crews operating in the region’s
woods. During the same 2002 to 2004 time period, sawlog harvest also increased substantially
from 31,000 to 70,000 cord equivalents. (For purposes of estimating total wood volumes, we
assume 500 board feet of sawlogs or 2.5 tons of green chips are equivalent to 1 cord.)
While New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc towns were experiencing this dramatic increase in timber
harvest, Oxford County was experiencing a gradual decline in harvest volumes. (We report
Maine timber harvest by county becayse town level harvest data are unavailable in Maine).
Since wood supply trades in a region-wide timber market, New Hampshire wood sources likely
displaced Maine ones in meeting relatively constant demand.
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Figure 4-6. Recent wood harvest trends in Maine’s Mahoosuc region towns
Source: Maine Forest Service Wood Processor Reports.

In Oxford County, overall harvest volumes have declined fairly steadily from 1998 through
2004. Sawlog volume declined from 227,000 to 181,000 cord equivalents, pulp declined from
277,000 to 260,000 cords, and chips increased from 13,600 to 34,200 cord-equivalents.17
As seen in Figure 4-7, stumpage prices clearly do not explain the recent increase in New
Hampshire’s chip and sawlog harvest. (The Oxford County stumpage prices shown in Figure 47 likely track prices in New Hampshire as well, since wood is shipped throughout the region.)
Once adjusted for inflation, prices for sawlogs, firewood, pulpwood, and biomass chips stayed
fairly constant from 1996 through 2004.
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managing for large highquality logs is a good economic strategy when management costs are not prohibitive.

Cords/Acre

Sustaining a long-term forest products industry based on local raw materials depends upon
sustained yield management. A very rough gauge of sustainable harvesting is cords removed
annually per acre of timberland. Timberland is defined by the USDA Forest Service as forested
land capable of growing at least 20 cubic feet of wood per acre per year (.156 cords per acre
annually) and not excluded from the timber base. According to recent Forest Inventory and
Analysis data, growing stock on timberland in Coos and Oxford Counties grows on average
about 0.6 cords per acre per year. A sustainable harvest depends upon cutting less than this total
growth across multiple years (probably considerably less, as not all landowners who own
“available” timberland will
0.5
actually choose to manage
their land for timber
0.4
production). Figure 4-8
shows that for Oxford County
0.3
as a whole, recent average
harvests per acre have been
0.2
steady or declining slightly,
and they appear to be at a
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level that is sustainable over
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Figure 4-8. Cords cut per acre of timberland, Oxford County.
Source: Maine Forest Service Wood Processor Reports
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Acres of Reported Clearcuts

Maine Forest Service Silviculture Reports collect data on clearcutting by county. These figures
do not include area cleared in order to convert land from forest to another use (reported only at a
state-wide level). Clearcutting in Oxford County, Maine from 1999 to 2004 grew from about
2,000 acres in 1999 to about 3,400 acres in 2003, with a precipitous decline to about 600 acres in
2004.
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Figure 4-9. Oxford County, Maine clearcutting. Source: Maine Forest Service Silviculture Reports

Forest Taxation Considerations: Current Use and Timber Tax
Current Use Taxation

Future timber supply in this region, and across the Northern Forest, depends upon far-sighted
management and stable ownership of private forestland. However, the rising property taxes that
come with escalating property values can make it difficult for forest landowners to maintain their
lands for timber harvest and other traditional uses. Often high taxes that are not offset by timber
revenues can drive landowners to subdivide and develop their land, causing both Maine and New
Hampshire to develop current use taxation that eases this burden by taxing land relative to its
actual use value—far lower for forestry than development. Both current use programs require
landowners to manage their property according to state current use standards.
New Hampshire’s Current Use tax program allows parcels of at least 10 acres to be assessed at
their value for forest or farm production, rather than at fair market value. Land with documented
forest stewardship is assessed at an even lower level (about $50 less per acre) to reflect
management costs, and an additional 20% reduction is allowed if the landowner provides public
access for non-motorized recreation. Wetland and other unproductive land are assessed at a level
below the forestland value.
Once enrolled, land remains part of current use until built on or subdivided into parcels of less
than 10 acres. Land withdrawn from the program incurs a land use change tax of 10% of fair
market value at the time of land use change. New Hampshire’s very low current use forest
assessments reflect the fact that the state taxes timber at the time of harvest rather than while it
remains standing. A timber tax at 10% of stumpage value is owed at the time of harvest (see
following section).
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A hypothetical example shows the impact of New Hampshire’s current use program on the
property owner. Property taxes for a 100-acre parcel in Shelburne, New Hampshire assessed at
$150,000 would be about $2,550 (at a mil rate of $17 per thousand dollars of assessed value). If
the entire parcel were enrolled in Current Use under the Unmanaged Forest option, property
taxes would drop to about $113. If the landowner chose the stewardship option (managing
according to a documented forest management plan) and allowed public access for nonmotorized recreation, taxes would be only $90. If this land was zoned for 10-acre minimum
residential lot size, and the landowner subdivided and built a house on one 10-acre lot worth
$100,000, the landowner would owe a 10% land use change tax of $10,000. Current use
regulations are complex, and tax savings and penalties will depend upon the town, property
characteristics, timing of sales, etc.
Maine’s Current Use program includes three categories: Tree Growth, Farmland, and Open
Space. Maine’s program, like New Hampshire’s, requires a minimum parcel size of 10 acres and
a management plan for forestland to be eligible for Tree Growth tax treatment. Farmland parcels
must be at least 5 acres and earn farm revenue. There is no minimum for Open Space land, but
the tract must be preserved for scenic, recreation or wildlife purposes. Unproductive land is not
eligible for tax benefits, and is thus taxed at fair market value.
The State of Maine reimburses municipalities up to 90% of the tax revenue lost by assessing
landowners at the lower Tree Growth rate.19 Landowners who take land out of Tree Growth
classifications (for instance, by selling a lot less than 10 acres or not doing a forest management
plan) pay a penalty equal to 30% of the difference between the current Tree Growth valuation
and the fair market value of the property on the date of withdrawal.20 The 30% figure decreases
each year once a property has been enrolled for at least 10 years.21
Because of the penalties for withdrawal of land from current use, enrollment in is a good
indicator of land likely to remain in forest use (see Appendix 4-2 for detailed enrollment data).
The Mahoosuc region of New Hampshire has a much higher proportion of eligible forestland
acres enrolled in current use (86.8%) than New Hampshire as a whole (61.9%). Mahoosuc
towns in New Hampshire also have 86.8% of their current use land open to public access. Less
than 1% of the Mahoosuc region’s current use acres in New Hampshire are farmland.
Current use property tax enrollment, as a percentage of eligible land, is slightly lower for
Maine’s Mahoosuc region towns (70.7%) than for New Hampshire’s (86.8%), though statewide
enrollment is nearly equal (64.3% for Maine and 61.9% for New Hampshire). As in New
Hampshire, the great majority of current use acres in Maine’s Mahoosuc region towns are
forestland. Only Bethel and Andover North Surplus have farmland or open land enrolled.
The size of the parcels enrolled in current use tax programs also provides an indicator of the
feasibility of commercial timber management, since larger parcels are easier to manage for
sustained timber production. The average enrolled parcel for New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc
towns is 241 acres, compared to a statewide average of 47 acres. Current use parcels average
over 4,000 acres in the unincorporated towns of Cambridge and Success. In Maine’s Mahoosuc
towns, the average enrolled parcel is 368 acres, compared to Maine’s statewide average of 435
acres. (Maine’s average parcel is much larger because of the unusually large ownerships in over
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10 million acres of unorganized townships. Average Tree Growth parcel size in Maine’s six
Mahoosuc region unorganized towns is 2,248 acres.
New Hampshire’s Timber Tax

Beyond their contribution to a
forest products economy and the
payment of current use property
taxes, forestlands in the New
Hampshire portion of the
Mahoosuc region also contribute
to the region’s tax base through
the state’s timber tax. Rather than
tax standing timber at its real
estate value, the New Hampshire
taxes timber as it is harvested,
similar to a depletion tax on oil or
gas resources. The relative
importance of this tax in each
town can be seen in Figure 4-10.
Timber harvests in Milan,
Millsfield and Errol generated
more than $50,000 each in timber
taxes in 2005. Gorham timber
harvests generated less than
$7,500. Maine does not levy a
timber tax.

Figure 4-10. Timber tax revenues for NH Mahoosuc towns, 2005.

Forestry as a Land Management Tool

In addition to supporting a diversified forest products economy, forestry practices can be used to
manage for certain landscape conditions and wildlife habitat needs. Specific species of birds,
mammals, and amphibians, for instance, require either young dense stands or big old trees with
standing snags for a portion of their life cycle. Migratory birds that nest in mature forests for
their superior cover may spend time foraging in early-succession stands to gain energy before
their flight south. Wintering deer benefit from dense softwood stands that reduce the snow depth
on the ground, especially if abundant cedar or sapling stands are nearby. Maine’s lynx benefit
from high snowshoe hare populations that thrive in thickets of young regrowth. Forestry
operations can take these needs into account by adapting harvest practices to the needs of species
of special concern in each landscape.
Because some species have large home ranges, and others need contrasting natural conditions
during different parts of their life-cycle, managing for wildlife often requires collaboration across
public and private ownership boundaries. Both commercial forestry operations and landscape
scale wildlife management are easiest with large parcels and stable ownership. As documented
in Chapter 2 of this report, however, large commercial forest ownerships in the Mahoosuc region
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and across the Northern Forest are becoming increasingly fragmented. As land changes hands,
new owners sometimes have different ownership or management goals that include reduced
timber harvest or no harvest at all. In other cases, landowners without a long-term commitment
may be less likely to adjust their practices to protect deeryards, vernal pools, or large snags for
cavity nesters.
Decreasing Size of Forest Parcels

Aside from landowner interests in timber harvest or habitat management, a critical question
debated among foresters is the minimum parcel size necessary to make harvesting profitable.
Modern mechanized harvesting equipment costs hundreds of thousands of dollars, and operators
find it most economical to work on larger lots rather than move equipment around every few
days. Some forest managers have identified the threshold parcel size for profitable timber
harvesting at lots greater than 200 acres. Not all foresters agree on this point, as many private
woodland owners do manage smaller lots for timber. Both Maine and New Hampshire recognize
10 acres as a threshold for being able to place properties under current use programs based on the
ability to do forest management.
The map below shows Mahoosuc region forestland held in parcels of at least 200 acres.22 Since
the map shows large individual parcels, it likely underestimates large forestland ownerships, as a
single owner may hold several neighboring parcels.

Figure 4-11. Forestland ownership in parcels larger than 200 acres.
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Global Trends Create Challenges and Opportunity

Despite the strong past and current importance of the Mahoosuc region’s forest based economy,
important trends and policy decisions at the global, national, regional, state, and local levels are
likely to affect its future. At the broadest level, the Mahoosuc region’s forest products sector is
like the rest of the Northern Forest in being significantly influenced by new global market forces.
Many of the region’s high-volume timber products - hardwood logs and lumber, white pine
millwork, and spruce/fir dimensional lumber - are both exported and imported. U.S. hardwood
lumber exports have been growing at the same time that the U.S. has grown into the largest wood
products importer in the world.23 This shift of raw materials to export is due, in part, to the fact
that a declining wood products manufacturing sector, hurt by global competitors, is using less
domestic hardwood. U.S. producers have a difficult time competing with the less expensive
global market in wood production and labor costs for finished wood products. U.S. imports from
China have increased from about 1 billion dollars in value in 1991 to 7 billion dollars in 2004.24
However, the Mahoosuc region and the Northern Forest more broadly are on the positive side of
another trend: traditional high value hardwood supplies are shrinking globally.25 The Mahoosuc
region produces some of finest high-quality hardwoods in the world, but even this sector is not
immune from global competition. Other significant sources of hardwoods include plantations in
tropical and subtropical areas of the world. Currently, American consumers can choose between
purchasing eucalyptus flooring grown in tropical plantations from Weyerhaeuser, for instance, or
more expensive maple, oak, and ash from a natural forest grown and milled in places like the
Mahoosuc region.
The softwoods used so extensively for structural lumber for housing construction also trade in an
international market. In fact, lumber from the western U.S. today finds its way onto shelves at a
local Bethel store, even though similar lumber is produced within a couple of miles of the store.
The southern U.S.—Virginia to Texas—has 500 million acres of pine plantations just reaching
harvest age while Maine’s total forest area is only 20 million acres.26 Lloyd Irland, a well known
forestry economist, found structural lumber from Germany sold in Monmouth, ME (near
Augusta).27
There has been a longstanding trade dispute between the U.S. and Canada over exports of
Canadian softwood lumber into New Hampshire, Maine and other states. Most Canadian
softwood for lumber is cut on provincial or Crown land, and U.S. producers accuse the Canadian
government of charging below-market stumpage fees. In the U.S. most of the softwood lumber
is cut on private land with market forces determining prices. This possible discrepancy allows
Canadian producers to significantly undercut the price of Maine or New Hampshire products,
even with the added transportation costs. A recent international agreement was reached calling
for a Canadian export tax of 15% for softwood lumber over a defined quota, but implementation
has been delayed due to protests from Canadian producers.28
The other major use for wood in this region is pulp for paper making. The Burgess pulp mill in
Berlin was a major long-standing source of demand for low quality hard and softwoods. Markets
for low-grade wood provide incentives to improve timber stand quality through harvesting the
“worst first”, rather than high-grading only the most valuable timber, a practice that degrades
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timber quality over time. Northeastern pulp mills have long provided high-volume markets for
low-grade wood. Since the closure of the Berlin mill, there is hope that some of the previous
demand for low-grade wood can be revived through a proposed 50 megawatt wood burning
power plant in Berlin or some other energy-producing wood use.29
The U.S. paper industry as a whole is in a volatile situation. While U.S. paper consumption is
tapering off because the market is over-mature (supply is beginning to exceed demand), imports
of pulp are still up. This is due to the lower cost of growing pulpwood internationally, especially
in fast-growing plantations, and the lower labor costs. The closure of the Berlin pulp mill
reflects these market conditions, which make it more profitable for Fraser to import pulp for the
Cascade paper mill in Gorham, rather than to produce it locally. Though international pulp
supply is beginning to drop, rising domestic cutting and hauling costs,30 the aging infrastructure
of many northeastern pulp plants, and the high cost of modernizing makes it unlikely that mothballed U.S. pulp mills will re-open.
Though global pressures and fragmenting land ownership are increasing the stresses on the
traditional forest products industry across the Northern Forest, the skills and adaptability of the
region’s residents holds great hope for the future of the industry. Locally-owned businesses are
re-inventing themselves - discovering niche markets, investing in innovative equipment, and
seeking out new markets. Chapter 8 in Volume 2 of this report highlights some promising
options for new forest-based businesses in the region. The forest industry of 2100 will no longer
resemble the industry of 1900; it will be much more diverse and less dominated by a single
ownership structure. If the resource base itself can be protected from conversion to nonforest
uses, then a thriving value-added forest products industry based on sustainable harvest practices
will remain an important pillar of the economy.
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Chapter Five: Ecological Values of the Mahoosuc Region
The Mahoosuc region is perhaps made most unique by its great diversity of landscape types,
from glaciated alpine summits to cool river valleys and unique rock formations. This
landscape diversity provides a wealth of plant and animal habitats that in turn support a rich
complement of species. The diversity of the region’s ecology is further enhanced by its
position within a larger geographic context: the Mahoosucs lie at the boundary between
northern hardwoods and the vast boreal forest and hence host a mingling of species at the
northern or southern limits of their range. As environmental stresses like global warming and
sprawling development change the conditions faced by these species, conservationists must
protect both individual species and the habitat linkages that allow populations to remain viable
for the long term. This chapter will begin by exploring the unique geology and ecology of the
Mahoosuc region and then examine the threats to the maintaining these systems.
Unique Geology and Soils Shaped by Glaciation

The rugged terrain of the Mahoosucs landscape is the remnant of a massive mountain range
that has been eroded for ages by the actions of wind, ice, rain, and most significantly glaciers.
The soils found in the region today are formed by the weathering of the bedrock left by those
ancient geologic processes or of material transported by glaciers, water, and gravity. As the
living component of geological systems, soils form the matrix on which all land-based life is
based, and buffer reactions between the atmosphere and aquatic ecosystems. Soils “determine
what natural plant communities will grow in an area…and…what types of wildlife will be
found there, as well as what uses humans can make of the land. The soils in the [Mahoosuc
region] are relatively young, dating back only 12,000 years to the end of the [last] glacial
period.”1 On river floodplains these soils are overlain by sand and silt deposits. “Moist or
poorly drained soils are often located in low areas and depressions, whereas soils in sloping
areas may be well drained and drier.”2 Some areas influenced by landslide tracks are
characterized by rocky talus. Other soils are made up primarily of organic matter, such as in
bogs with deep accumulations of peat, and the thin “duff” soils of high mountain areas built up
from thousands of years decaying moss and evergreen needles.
“The great majority of the region’s soils are Spodosols…the dominant soils of cool, humid
forested regions. As a general rule these soils are coarse-textured, acidic, relatively infertile,
and support primarily evergreen and upland hardwood forests.”3 These soils—in combination
with rugged topography and short growing season—were generally unsuitable for agriculture,
which affected settlement patterns, meaning that most of the region has remained continually
forested, as opposed to re-growing from abandoned agricultural lands as has occurred
elsewhere in New England.
A soil series is a soil classification equivalent to an individual plant or animal species. Soil
series in the Mahoosucs Region may be grouped into a few broad classes (Figure 5-1):
Coarse-textured soils developed from granite, gneiss and schist are found on hills, ridges and
mountain slopes. Generally well-drained and sandy in texture, they contain many rocks.
These soils are very acidic and infertile. This group contains the most well-developed
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Spodosols. Skerry, Monadnock and Becket are this group’s most common soils in the
Mahoosucs.
Loamy soils developed from a combination of schist, phyllite, granite and gneiss are also
found on hills and mountain slopes. They are intermediate in material, texture, drainage,
acidity and fertility between the granitic soils of the previous group and the slaty soils of the
next group. The Lyman, Colonel, and Marlow series are locally the most common soils in this
group.
Silty soils derived from slate, phyllite, quartzite, sandstone and limestone are found on hills
and plains and are silty rather than sandy in texture with fewer large rocks. Because of a finer
texture and the presence of dense till layers, soils in this group are more poorly drained than
soils in the previous groups. The Howland and Plaisted series are the most common soils in
this group in the Mahoosucs.
Variable soils of high mountains are found on mountain slopes and ridges, primarily above
2500 feet in elevation. Because of the complex mountain topography they vary greatly in
depth, with deeper deposits on concave slopes and thinner deposits on ridgelines. These soils
support upper-elevation spruce-fir forests. The Enchanted and Surplus soil series are most
common from this group in the Mahoosucs.
River deposit soils developed in glaciofluvial and alluvial deposits are found as deep deposits
of sand, gravel and silt in valley bottoms. Although low in fertility and moisture-holding
capacity, they were the primary site for development and agriculture in early settlements due to
their flatness and easy workability. The Adams and Colton soils are characteristic of this
group.

Figure 5-1. Major soil groups in the Mahoosuc region
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Diverse Natural Communities of the Mahoosuc Region

A natural community has been defined as “a system of interacting plants and their common
environment, recurring across the landscape, where the effects of human intervention are
minimal.”4 Understanding the nature and distribution of natural communities allows ecologists
and land managers to understand what parts of a landscape are less common and make better
decisions regarding the management of ecological systems. In addition, many rare plants or
animals are associated with particular natural communities, allowing field surveys and
conservation actions to be focused more efficiently. The classification of natural communities
considers the full range of vegetation and the associated physical environment, not just the
most obvious characteristics of the dominant vegetation. Most community types are not based
on the current condition of the vegetation, but on the mature vegetation that would exist in an
area in the absence of human manipulation. (However, a few community types represent
younger or transitional vegetation stages that typically follow natural disturbance such as fire.)
The sample natural communities described here are presented according to their typical
positions across the landscape. These areas in the Mahoosucs include: Watersheds, Lakes and
Rivers; Wetlands; Riparian Communities; Forest Communities; High Elevation Forest
Communities; and Alpine Communities.
Watersheds, Lakes and Rivers

Watersheds include all the land area that drains to a particular water body. Watersheds flowing
to smaller lakes or streams are “nested” within larger watersheds. Watersheds often span town,
county, and state boundaries. Actions along one part of a river or lake can affect the water
quality of the entire body of water, even many miles downstream. Most of the Mahoosuc
region drains into the upper Androscoggin River and eventually out to the Atlantic Ocean on
Maine’s southern coast. A small area in the western portion of the region drains via the
Ammonoosuc River into the Connecticut River and hence south into Long Island Sound. On
the map below (Figure 5-2), the light colored lines show the watershed boundaries for
tributaries of the Ammonoosuc and upper Androscoggin.
Within a relatively small area, the Mahoosuc region contains an unusual variety of waterways,
from large lakes and rivers to high mountain streams. The largest aquatic feature of the
Mahoosuc region is the Androscoggin River. The Androscoggin, with approximately 400
miles of named rivers and tributaries and an additional 500 miles of mapped perennial and
intermittent streams, provides flowing water to the varied habitats of the Mahoosuc region.
Forty-seven “great ponds” (lakes over 10 acres in size), with a total area exceeding 14,350
acres lie within the Mahoosuc region. Three lakes (Umbagog, Richardson, and Pond in the
River) exceed 500 acres in size. This important part of the landscape has received relatively
little attention in terms of ecological classification compared to other habitat types in the
region. Yet lakes, rivers, ponds and streams can be as variable as upland and wetland
communities, from steep rocky headwater streams to broad meandering rivers, from acidic bog
ponds to large lakes supporting many species of fish. Ecologists are working to develop
classification systems for aquatic natural communities in order to better understand their
diversity. As this sort of information is developed, it will be very useful to those concerned
with conserving the ecological wealth of the region.
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Figure 5-2. Mahoosuc region watersheds. Source: U.S. Geological Survey 8-digit HUC watersheds.

Ten lakes in the Mahoosuc region were included in the Maine Land Use Regulation
Commission Wildlands Lake Assessment for Unorganized Towns. Each lake was rated for its
fisheries, wildlife, scenic, shore character, botanical, cultural, and physical values and assigned
a Resource, Land Use, and often Management Class. Resource Class 1 lakes (statewide
significance) include C Pond, Pond-in-the-River, Lower Richardson Lake, and Umbagog Lake.
The remaining lakes are Resource Class 3 (local or unknown significance). Inaccessible and
undeveloped ponds include Metallak Pond, North Pond, Speck Pond, and an un-named pond in
C Surplus township. A similar study for lakes in organized towns listed B Pond and
Mollidgewock Pond (both in Upton) and Howard Pond (in Hanover). For complete rankings,
see Appendix 5-2. A similar lake ranking system is currently under development for New
Hampshire.
Representative Aquatic Wildlife5

A number of aquatic species, or species that require aquatic habitats for a portion of their life
cycle, are found in the region’s waterways.
Northern Spring Salamander (Gyrinophilus porphyriticus) is considered a species of "Special
Concern" by Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW). It is found in
cold, steep mountain streams, as well as in cool springs and seeps in forested areas. Eggs and
larvae are aquatic, and adults are primarily aquatic but will forage along the stream on
terrestrial invertebrates and other amphibians. The spring salamander has been documented in
Peabody Brook in Gilead, in an un-named Androscoggin River tributary in Gilead, and in
Chapman Brook in Bethel.
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Creeper (Strophitus undulatus) is a freshwater mussel also listed as "Special Concern" by
MDIFW. It inhabits sand and gravel beds of streams and rivers. Since mussels are filter
feeders, they help keep waterways clear and clean. The Creeper has been found in the
Androscoggin River in West Bethel, in the Ellis River in South Andover, and in the upper
Alder River in West Bethel.
Scarlet Bluet (Enallagma pictum) is a damselfly listed as "Special Concern" in Maine. It lays
eggs in lakes and ponds, and the larvae are aquatic. Mostly found in southern Maine, it has
been documented in Round Pond in Greenwood just south of the Mahoosucs and may well be
present in other Mahoosuc region ponds.
Wetlands

Wetlands in the Mahoosuc region are most commonly evergreen forested swamps (primarily
spruce-fir swamps, though also including northern white cedar swamps and black sprucetamarack bogs). Deciduous shrub swamps (usually dominated by alder, sweet gale and/or
meadowsweet) are also common.6 Together these two categories make up nearly threequarters of the wetland acreage. Deciduous forested swamps (primarily red maple swamps),
evergreen shrub swamps (acidic bogs and fens) and marshes (primarily sedge meadows) are
also present. Marshes provide open grassy habitat that is critical for many wildlife species
(including pied-billed grebe, American bittern, northern harrier, sedge and marsh wrens,
muskrat, mink and moose). The great majority of wetlands are small patches of less than five
acres, mostly spruce-fir swamps and deciduous shrub swamp/meadows, often created by
beaver activity. Nearly every major stream in the Mahoosuc region has these small wetlands
along parts of its length. Larger wetland “complexes” (mixtures of several different types)
may be found along slow-moving, meandering rivers with wide low floodplains, such as the
Androscoggin and Ellis Rivers.
Peatlands (bogs and fens) are a special category
of wetlands named for the deep deposits of
partially decomposed organic matter (peat) that
constitute their soils. They usually form in
ponds and wet basins. The decomposing matter
makes bogs very acidic, leading to a dominant
vegetation of sphagnum mosses. Fens are less
acidic due to greater contact with flowing
groundwater, and have a mixture of sphagnum
mosses and sedges. In addition to sphagnum
and sedge, acidic peatlands commonly contain
Figure 5-3: Peatlands. Photo by Ben Kimball for
the NH Natural Heritage Bureau
evergreen shrubs and trees including black
spruce, tamarack, leatherleaf, sheep laurel and Labrador tea, as well as unique plants such as
pitcher plant and sundew that obtain nutrients by catching and dissolving insects in their
leaves. Less acidic fens may contain a wider variety of herbaceous and woody species, while
the least acidic, most nutrient-rich fens (called calcareous or circumneutral fens) may contain
northern white cedar, as well as being prime sites for rare plants.
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Figure 5-4. Mahoosuc region wetlands. Source: National Wetlands Inventory

Comprehensive mapping of wetlands has been done by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
part of the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) program (Figure 5-4). This system classifies
wetlands according to broad types without reference to species composition, and it does not
specifically identify peatlands. The NWI has mapped about 40,700 acres of wetlands in the
Mahoosuc region, or about 7% of the area. By comparison, the entire state of New Hampshire
is about 3.1% wetland, whereas Maine is about 9.7% wetland.
Although records are in need of confirmation and updating, rare species that may be or once
were found in these Mahoosuc region habitats include northern bog lemming, Hessel’s
hairstreak, bog elfin, and a number of peatland dragonflies.7
“Wetlands are some of the most productive natural areas in the world, and provide habitat for
many types of wildlife, including waterfowl and wading birds, frogs, turtles, and snakes, fish, and
shellfish. Wetlands naturally control floods, filter pollutants, retain nutrients, and reduce erosion.
Wetlands are among the most ecologically important components of the landscape. They regulate
streamflow by acting as sponges, absorbing water at periods of high flow and slowly releasing it
throughout the year. They contain a disproportionate number of rare plants and unusual natural
communities. In the heavily forested landscape of the Mahoosucs region, even small wetlands of a few
acres make a significant contribution to maintaining the diversity of plants and animals. Extensive
development adjacent to wetlands has degraded the functions and values of many wetlands.
Conservation of wetlands and surrounding riparian habitat is essential to ensuring that [a] full
complement of . . . plants and animals persist on the landscape.”
—Beginning with Habitat8
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Wetlands Habitat Examples

Leatherleaf Boggy Fen is an open peatland that is “dominated by leatherleaf and other low
heath shrubs. Most of the vegetation is usually less than 1 meter tall, although taller shrubs
including black huckleberry, maleberry, and sweetgale may be sporadic…Typical bog plants
like pitcher plant, sundew and small cranberry are scattered on the sphagnum substrate. Trees,
if present at all, [constitute less than 15% of] total cover.” 9 Occurrences of this community
type in northwestern Maine may host the bog fritillary butterfly, which uses small cranberry as
its larval host plant. Rare dragonflies that may be found where bog pools occur include the
zigzag darner, subarctic darner, and incurvate emerald. Though New Hampshire’s natural
communities are defined somewhat differently than Maine’s, leatherleaf black spruce bog,
which is similar to Maine’s leatherleaf boggy fen, occurs near Lake Umbagog.
Shrubby Cinquefoil-Sedge Circumneutral Fen is a type of peatland influenced by high
calcium groundwater. Vegetation is dominated by dwarf shrubs and sedges. The Clayton’s
copper butterfly (found at only 10 sites total, with 9 of them in Maine) depends upon this
community, as its larvae use shrubby cinquefoil as a host plant. An example of this
community is found along the Maine border in Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge.10
Northern White Cedar Woodland Fen “occur[s] in a peatland setting with northern white
cedar dominant… Black spruce, red maple, balsam fir, black ash, or larch may be mixed with
the cedar….[The shrub layer may contain] …patches of winterberry, alder, or mountain holly.
The herb layer …is variable in composition and may [contain] ….shrubby cinquefoil, alpine
cotton-grass, sticky false-asphodel, and grass-of-parnassus at higher pH sites…. [There is a
layer of peat mosses, and] the presence of mountain fern moss is indicative of this type.”11
There is an exemplary example of this habitat at the Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge
in Maine’s Oxford County. Associated rare plants include bog bedstraw, dioecious sedge,
grass-of-parnassus, horned beak-rush, livid sedge, marsh valerian, showy lady’s-slipper,
sparse-flowered sedge, swamp birch, and Wiegand’s sedge. Conifer-preferring birds that may
use this habitat include black-backed woodpecker, palm warbler, common yellowthroat,
Lincoln's sparrow, and Swainson’s thrush. Cedar fens that have a large number of dead trees
can provide habitat for the rare three-toed woodpecker.
Representative Wetland Wildlife

Bog Elfin (Callophrys lanoraieensis) is a very small (7/8 to 15/16 inch), drably colored,
tailless butterfly (Figure 5-5). Females are brown and males are more orange. The underside
has an obscure pattern, with a frosting of gray along the outer margin. The preferred habitat of
the bog elfin is acid spruce - tamarack bogs. Adults will perch on the black spruce host plant
during their flight period from mid-May to early-June, and caterpillars usually feed on the
tree’s new growth. Even within seemingly suitable peat bogs, this butterfly will have a patchy
distribution, usually associated with open water and stands of black spruce.12
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Figure 5-5. Bog Elfin butterfly.
Used by permission. Tom Murray, Boxborough, MA

Figure 5-6. ME and NH counties where recorded

In the U.S. the Bog elfin is known from New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, and New
York, and in Canada from southern Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and eastern Ontario
(see Figure 5-6 for New Hampshire and Maine counties where it has been found). Although it
occurs in many bogs in Maine, it is restricted to only one or a handful of sites in each
state/province across the rest of its range.
Clayton’s Copper Butterfly (Lycaena dorcas claytoni) is listed as Endangered in Maine.
Its habitat is restricted to calcareous wetlands with shrubby cinquefoil, which hosts the larvae.
Most Maine occurrences are in a 10 square mile area in eastern Penobscot County, but it may
be present elsewhere where the host plant is present.13
Riparian Communities

Riparian habitat is transitional between aquatic or wetland habitats and dry or upland habitats,
including the banks and shores of streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes, and the upland edges of
wetlands. Floodplains contribute significantly to riparian habitat in the Mahoosuc region.
They “occur in river valleys adjacent to river channels, [where they] are prone to periodic
flooding. Floodplains are often comprised of forests, oxbows, meadows, and thickets….soils
range from well-drained coarse sand on levees to poorly drained silts and mucks in
depressions.” 14
Riparian areas support diverse natural communities, and up to 80 percent of terrestrial vertebrate
animals use them for part of their life cycle, particularly as wildlife corridors connecting
different essential habitats. In addition to serving as travel corridors, riparian areas are primary
habitat for species such as belted kingfisher, beaver, mink and otter. Riparian forests provide
breeding habitat for a number of bird species, including the red-shouldered hawk, veery, cerulean
warbler, American redstart, warbling vireo, northern oriole, and chestnut-sided warbler.
Floodplain wetlands, such as vernal pools and oxbow marshes, are important breeding areas and
habitat for a number of amphibians and reptiles, including Jefferson salamander, northern
leopard frog, and wood turtle. Riparian vegetation controls erosion and sedimentation by
stabilizing banks and filtering sediment. It protects aquatic habitat and water quality from
upslope pollutants by buffering and filtering runoff before it affects other water sources.
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Riparian Habitat Example

Silver Maple Floodplain Forest has “widely spaced trees, many with multiple trunks, often
interspersed with oxbow marshes and shrub communities. It is almost completely dominated
by silver maple. Other associated trees include red maple and American elm. The herbaceous
understory hosts spring ephemerals (e.g. trout lilies and bloodroot), and is often dominated by
ferns in summer.”15 Rare plants associated with this habitat include long-beaked sedge, swamp
white oak, wild garlic, and wild leek. The northern water-thrush, barred owl, belted kingfisher,
bank swallow, and green heron are residents of this community. Wood turtles over-winter in river
channels and forage in floodplain forests, where they feed on amphibian egg masses and fairy
shrimp present in isolated pools. The silver-haired bat often roosts here in the loose bark of trees.16
The silver maple floodplain forest is imperiled in New Hampshire and rare in Maine. There are
extensive silver maple floodplain forests in the Androscoggin River floodplain in Shelburne and
Bethel.
Representative Riparian Wildlife

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) nests along inland lakes and major rivers of the
Mahoosucs. Breeding habitat includes large trees, primarily old white pines, which are less than
one mile to water where food is abundant and human disturbance is minimal. Their diet here is 90
percent fish (mainly chain pickerel, brown bullheads, and white suckers), although mammals and
birds are also taken. Listed as a federal endangered species in 1978, the bald eagle’s federal status
was upgraded to threatened in 1995 as its population increased in response to decreased use of
persistent chemical contaminants, protection of nesting habitat, and reintroduction projects. The
bald eagle is on New Hampshire’s list of endangered species and is considered threatened in
Maine. The viability of this species in the Mahoosucs will be enhanced by protecting and
maintaining undeveloped shorelines on major water bodies; and maintaining large trees along large
rivers and lake shorelines for perching, nesting and roosting. Eagles currently nest along the shores
of Lake Umbagog and the Androscoggin River as far south as Shelburne.
Wood Turtle (Glyptemys insculpta) lives in and around sandy or gravel-bottomed rivers and
streams. Its ideal habitat is a mosaic of river or stream, forest, dense shrub thicket, and bare sandy
soil, occasionally benefited by the variety presented by agriculture, hayfields or gravel pits. Wood
turtles may also use emergent marshes, swamps and vernal pools during the warmer months. They
feed on green leaves, earthworms, fruit, fungi, insects, and carrion.17 The wood turtle has been
found in the Mahoosuc region, but Natural Heritage Programs do not release precise locations
due to the vulnerability of the species to illegal collecting. The northeastern United States
comprises a significant portion of the wood turtle’s global range. Although the wood turtle was
once among the most common turtle species in New Hampshire, it is currently listed as a species of
special concern both there and in Maine, and may warrant federal endangered or threatened species
listing.
Rusty Blackbird (Euphagus carolinus) is the most ‘boreal’ of the blackbirds18 and inhabits the
shores of lakes, ponds and streams, as well as forested wetlands and bogs. It breeds in sprucefir and mixed spruce-fir-hardwood forest adjacent to streams, ponds, bogs, fens, and beaver
ponds at elevations between approximately 1,000 and 4,000 feet. This species has declined
dramatically during the past few decades. The rusty blackbird is considered imperiled in New
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Hampshire (S2) and of special concern in Maine (see Chapter 7 in Volume 2 for explanation of
state ranks). New Hampshire’s Wildlife Action Plan identifies significant sub-populations of
rusty blackbirds in the Mahoosuc-Rangeley Lakes and White Mountains.19
Forest Communities

Covering 90 percent of the Mahoosuc region, forests constitute a critically significant
component of the area’s ecosystem. Composition of the current forest is a reflection of natural
landscape conditions overlain by the effects of timber harvesting practices over the past 150
years. Maine’s Mahoosuc Mountains have been cited by the World Wildlife Fund as
containing a significant block of “more or less intact” forest habitat within the New EnglandAcadian ecoregion (spanning the Eastern Townships and Beauce regions of Quebec,
approximately 50 percent of New Brunswick, most of Nova Scotia, northwestern
Massachusetts and extreme northwestern Connecticut, and all but the southwestern corner of
Maine, the Champlain Valley of Vermont and the coastal plain of New Hampshire).20 The
Nature Conservancy has identified two large “matrix forest blocks” of significant ecological
value in the region.
Forest Community Examples

Beech – Birch – Maple Forest is the dominant hardwood forest type in the Mahoosucs.
Characterized by a mix American beech, sugar maple, and/or yellow birch trees, this forest
type is positioned at elevations ranging from 1,400 to 2,500 feet between the higher-elevation
spruce-fir forest and the lower hemlock-hardwood-pine forest systems. With the exception of
occasional blueberry bushes, the shrub layer is dominated by young trees. Rare plants
associated with this forest type include: autumn coral-root, boreal bedstraw, broad beech fern,
cut-leaved toothwort, mountain sweet-cicely, nodding pogonia, and tall white violet.
This forest type supports 137 vertebrate species in New Hampshire, including 42 mammals, 73
birds, 8 reptiles, and 14 amphibians. It provides nesting habitat for a large number of songbird
species, such as the black-throated green warbler, rose-breasted grosbeak, scarlet tanager, and
ovenbird. A large proportion of the global population of black-throated blue warblers nest in
this community type in Maine. The globally uncommon early hairstreak butterfly uses beech
as its larval host plant. Threatened and endangered wildlife species occurring in this forest
type include osprey, Cooper’s hawk, peregrine falcon, and bald eagle.
This forest type is extensively harvested and older stands are relatively rare. Exemplary stands
of this forest are found in the Maine’s Grafton Notch State Park and Mahoosuc Public Land
Unit and in the White Mountain National Forest in Oxford County.
Lowland Spruce–Fir Forest ranges from swamps to upland stands bordering northern
hardwood-conifer forests. While the soil and other environmental conditions that support this
forest type are widespread in the Mahoosuc region, many areas previously harvested areas
have regenerated to mixed northern hardwood-conifer stands. As a result, large areas of
undisturbed lowland spruce-fir are rare.
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Fifteen of the 53 bird species supported by this habitat are either restricted to it or are heavily
dependent on it, and 7 of them require mature stands. Coniferous forest specialists nesting in
these areas include the yellow-bellied flycatcher, black-throated green warbler, Blackburnian
warbler, red crossbill, and northern parula warbler. Threatened or endangered birds using this
forest type include osprey, peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and three-toed woodpecker. Other
vertebrate species supported by this forest community include 2 reptiles, 9 amphibians, and 37
mammals, including the threatened and endangered small-footed bat and Canada lynx (not
definitively documented in the Mahoosucs). Public ownership of lowland spruce – fir forest in
the Mahoosuc region is primarily to be found at Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge.
Mixed hardwood-softwood forests may include various combinations of the major species of
the region depending on the site. They are generally found on middle and lower slopes on soils
that are intermediate between the better hardwood soils and the poorer softwood-dominated
soils.
Representative Forest Community Wildlife

Bobcats (Lynx rufus) are creatures of mixed forests and often frequent rocky outcrops and
rugged remote terrain. Bobcats prey on a variety of small mammals, including mice, voles,
squirrels, woodchucks, cottontail rabbits, and snowshoe hare. Populations in New Hampshire
have declined recently due to development and maturation of young forest stands in much of
the state, leading to listing of bobcats as protected in the state. Bobcats are abundant in Maine
where they are hunted and trapped, with a record trapping season in 2004-5.21 Bobcats have
large home ranges (typically from 8 to 20 square miles in the northeast22), and vehicle
collisions are a leading cause of death, so maintaining large forest blocks is important to their
viability. Early succession forests and brushy habitat favor their small-mammal prey.
Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis) is “a secretive,
forest-dwelling cat of northern latitudes and high
mountains.... [Although] the southern portion of
[its] range once extended into the U.S. in the
Rocky Mountains, Great Lakes states, and the
Northeast,” Maine is presently one of only three
states (along with Montana and Washington)
outside of Alaska where they are known to exist.23
Compared to its close relative the bobcat (a few
rare cases of lynx-bobcat hybrids have been
confirmed in Maine) the lynx is better adapted to
deep snow and is more dependent on snowshoe
hare as prey. Hares thrive in dense young stands
that are relatively abundant in northern Maine.

Figure 5-7. Canada Lynx
Photo courtesy MDIFW.

The lynx is federally listed as a threatened species; New Hampshire lists it as endangered;
while in Maine it is a Species of Special Concern. According to New Hampshire’s Wildlife
Action Plan, “although there are no records of lynx reproducing in New Hampshire,
historically lynx were encountered in Coos and northern Carroll and Grafton counties”24 and
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given their abundance in Maine they are likely to re-establish in northern New Hampshire if
suitable habitat exists.
Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentiles) is a fairly large (20 – 26 in. long) hawk “with a long
tail, rounded wing tips, and a conspicuous pale eyebrow.”25 “Goshawk foraging areas consist
of large tracts of forestland containing a variety of forest age classes and openings that can
support the diverse habitat requirements of important goshawk prey species. These species
include ground and tree squirrels, game birds, medium to large-sized songbirds, corvids (crows
and ravens), rabbits, and hares.”26 New Hampshire ranks the northern goshawk as rare (S3),
and it is a species of special concern both federally and in Maine. The goshawk is an example
of a mature large block species. Habitat blocks with high potential need to be greater than
5,000 acres of mature forest with 60-90% canopy closure. About 1,600 acres of prime
foraging habitat will provide core habitat for one breeding male and about 415 acres for
breeding females with fledged young.27
High Elevation Forests

High elevation forests, predominantly spruce-fir, can be found between 2,500 and 4,500 ft. in
elevation on upper mountain slopes and ridge tops. 28 These coniferous stands experience
drastically slowed growth due to the short growing season and shallow, nutrient poor soils. As
these are generally remote areas, high elevation forests provide some of the areas in the
Mahoosucs least impacted by human disturbance. “Furthermore, due to conservation efforts
and poor accessibility, the high elevation areas provide some of the… [largest[ contiguous
blocks of spruce-fir habitat. Silvicultural practices resulting from budworm harvests and the
historic high value of spruce-fir and/or mill demands that have been placed on spruce-fir have
dramatically affected spruce-fir distribution at lower elevations, thus making high elevation
habitat that much more important.”29 Although widely acknowledged as virtually eliminated
from the region, 2,444 acres of old growth (subalpine balsam fir) forest has been attributed to
the Mahoosuc Mountains.30
In a recent survey of old growth in the eastern U.S., Mary Byrd Davis defined
old growth as “forest, woodland, or savanna that looks largely as it would appear had
Europeans not settled North America and that has experienced little or no direct
disruption by Euro-Americans.” 31

High elevation forests may support the endangered and threatened Canada lynx (not yet
documented in the Mahoosucs) and American marten. Blackpoll warblers and the Bicknell’s
thrush, where they are present, breed exclusively in high elevation spruce-fir habitats. Other
species that may use high elevation habitat and may be less common at lower elevations
include spruce grouse, boreal chickadee, white-winged crossbill, and three-toed woodpecker.
Common species that use the spruce-fir cover at high elevations include moose, deer, bear,
fisher, and common raven. Moose tend to winter at higher elevations where they browse on
fir, mountain ash, and yellow birch. Black bears often use these stands for escape, denning, or
even resting cover. High elevation ridgelines also serve as important migratory routes for
songbirds, raptors, and bats.
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Soil cover at these higher elevations is much more fragile (i.e., soil compaction can
dramatically reduce the ability of the soil to absorb extra moisture) than that found at lower
elevations. High elevation soils are often very acidic, resulting in reduced nutrient availability
to plants. Increased rainfall, snowfall, and moisture absorption capabilities of high elevation
soils (due to the higher organic components) make them a prime area for water filtration and
water supply.
High Elevation Forests Habitat Example

Fir - Heart-leaved Birch Subalpine Forests (Maine - included with High Elevation SpruceFir Forests in New Hampshire) are characterized by a dense canopy of stunted balsam fir,
sometimes mixed with heart-leaved birch. Openings in the forest from wind, fire, or landslides
have a dense shrub layer of mountain ash, hobblebush, and regenerating fir. “Herbs may be
sparse, or may form locally dense patches in openings: wood ferns and big-leaved aster in
particular tend to be patchy. In some expressions of this type that have developed after fire, the
canopy consists almost entirely of paper birch or heart-leaved birch. Recurrent landslides can
keep some areas in birch - mountain ash dominance.”32
This habitat type is well protected within public or private conservation lands. “Current
protection for high elevation spruce-fir includes a no-cut zone above 2,700 feet on state lands
and Forest Service property and private conservation lands (Bunnell Tract and The Nature
Conservancy), zoning ordinances (PD6 zones) in unincorporated towns, a cooperative High
Elevation Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for large landowners developed by the State
of New Hampshire, a conservation easement also held by the state of NH, and finally an MOU
between the White Mountain National Forest and New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
pertaining to the management of wildlife habitats.”33
Representative High Elevation Forests Wildlife

Bicknell’s Thrush (Catharus bickneli) is a medium-sized thrush with a spotted breast, olivebrown back, and chestnut on its tail and wings (Figure 5-8). It feeds predominantly on insects,
but its diet also includes pokeweed, sumac, alder, dogwood, elder, bayberry, black cherries,
and wild grapes. Ranked by the Audubon Society as the “neo-tropical migrant of highest
conservation priority in the Northeast U.S.,” 34 it is among the least-known breeding birds in
North America, and the only one that is restricted to this region. New Hampshire and Maine
together account for 68% of the Bicknell’s thrush breeding habitat in the U.S.35
The Partners in Flight program lists the Bicknell’s thrush among 28 North American land birds
considered most in need of conservation action to ensure survival.36 As can be seen from the
map below (Figure 5-9), other significant birds share the Bicknell’s thrush’s high-elevation
habitat—in this case the Blackburnian warbler, the red crossbill, and the spruce grouse, all
considered by both Maine and New Hampshire as Species of Greatest Conservation Need.
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Figure 5-8. Bicknell’s Thrush
Photo used by permission, Gregory Gough.

Figure 5-9. Critical bird habitat in Mahoosucs,
selected Partners in Flight species
Data source: USFWS, Gulf of Maine Program

Rock Vole (Microtus chrotorrhinus) is one of the rarer North American small mammals. This
small (~1.5 oz.) rodent is a habitat specialist that occupies the cool, moist, rocky habitat found in
northern hardwoods and mixed deciduous-coniferous forests dominated by yellow birch, sugar
maple, and American beech. Rock voles “live among mossy rocks and boulders in forests with
moderately open canopies and a rich herbaceous under story. [They] are usually found in areas
of small clearings or wind-downed trees where exposed boulders and crevices are visible. Rock
voles [feed on herbs, mosses, and ferns].” Surface or subsurface streams are key habitat
components. Known predators of rock voles include hawks, owls, snakes, and other small
carnivores.”37
Alpine Communities

Areas above 2,700 feet elevation are commonly regarded by ecologists as high-elevation
ecosystems.38 The 2,700 foot contour represents the approximate lower limit of average cloud
cover. “Above this elevation, forests encounter a harsher climate, with colder temperatures,
shorter growing seasons, and greater exposure to damage from wind, snow and ice, as well as
thinner, rockier, more acidic soils. As a result of these conditions, [hardwood forests] that are
common at lower and middle elevations give way to a true boreal forest composed of red spruce,
balsam fir, white birch and mountain-ash.”39
Because of the sensitivity of these higher elevation ecosystems, an elevation of 2,700 feet is used
by both the Coos County Planning Board and Maine’s Land Use Regulation Commission to
delineate high elevation protection zones, where limitations on land use and development apply.
As indicated by the map (Figure 5-10) and Table 5-1 below, the Mahoosuc region has a great
number of peaks above this elevation and includes a significant portion of Maine’s highest
elevation lands. High elevation lands constitute 4% of the Mahoosuc region.
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Figure 5-10. Mahoosuc lands by elevation
Mahoosuc Peaks Above 2,700 ft. Elevation
Bald Cap
Bald Cap Peak
Baldpate Mountain
Bear Mountain
Black Mountain
C Bluff Mountain
Campbell Mountain
Carlo Col
Deer Mountain
East Peak
Elephant Mountain
Fulling Mill Mountain
Goose Eye Mountain

Old Speck Mountain
Hall Mountain
2831
3051
Puzzle Mountain
Lary Brook Mountain
2966
2782
Robinson Peak
Little Baldpate Mountain 3566
3527
Slide Mountain
Long Mountain
3008
3133
South Peak
Mahoosuc Arm
3688
3159
Sunday River Whitecap
Mahoosuc Mountain
3350
2779
Surplus Mountain
Metallak Mountain
2841
2956
The Outlook
Mount Carlo
3566
3212
West Peak
Mount Hittie
2825
2776
Wheeler Mountain
Mount Patience
2730
3734
Wocket Ledge
Mount Success
3563
3704
Wyman Mountain
North Bald Cap
2884
3412
North Peak
3622
3661
Table 5-1. Elevations from National Elevation Dataset.

4111
3127
2894
3146
3343
3248
2940
2999
3537
3166
2792
2919

Alpine plant communities—plants growing above the tree-line—are among the rarest and most
significant plant communities in the eastern United States. Harboring tundra-type vegetation
more typical of landscapes 1,000 miles to the north or thousands of years in the glacial past, they
could be considered a type of “island refuge” for these cold-climate species—surrounded by
contemporary forests of conifers and deciduous trees. These plant communities are composed
primarily of low-growing shrubs, cushion plants, grasses and sedges. Both Maine and New
Hampshire regard the alpine plant community as imperiled because of its rarity.
Speck Pond at Mahoosuc Arm hosts an alpine tarn plant community. (A tarn is a mountain lake
or pool, formed in a cirque excavated by a glacier). Located at an elevation of about 3,400 feet,
Speck Pond is the highest tarn in Maine. Alpine bog, heath, and krummholz communities may
be found in the Mahoosuc Range on Goose Eye Mountain, Mt. Carlo, and Baldpate Mountain
and at Sunday River Whitecap.40
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Alpine Communities Habitat Examples

“Krummholz refers to the zone between tree-line and more open alpine vegetation, where tree
species are limited by harsh conditions to a dense shrub growth-form. Black spruce, balsam fir,
and heart-leaved paper birch form masses of stunted and wind-swept shrubs 3 – 6 feet high.
Boreal herbs, such as bluebead lily and Canada mayflower, grow with patches of mosses in small
openings among the shrubs.”41
Spruce-Fir-Birch Krummholz community is considered rare (S3) in Maine. It occupies upper
mountain slopes above tree-line adjacent to high elevation balsam fir forests, typically at
elevations of 2700 – 3700’. The cool conditions, lingering snows, and frequent fog and clouds
create a fairly moist microclimate, but the sites are very exposed to wind and storms. This
community is found in the Mahoosucs at Baldpate Mountain (Grafton Notch State Park) and
Goose Eye Mountain (Mahoosuc Public Lands).
This high-elevation dwarfed forest community type provides habitat for Bicknell’s thrush, which
only inhabits structurally complex forests above 2500 ft. Coniferous forest specialists like
blackpoll warblers and spruce grouse are common associates in this community. Examples in
the Mahoosucs can be found on Baldpate Mountain (Grafton Notch State Park) and Goose Eye
Mountain (Mahoosuc Public Lands).
Heath-krummholz Communities are composed of wind-dwarfed thickets of trees, primarily
black spruce or balsam fir, distributed as a continuous zone above 3,800 ft. or intermixed with
heath shrubs, primarily bilberry, cranberry, and blueberry.
Sheep Laurel-Heath/Krummholz is found in the less extreme alpine environments of the
Mahoosuc range. Unlike the thin dry soils of other krummholz communities, this one has deeper
organic soils and occurs primarily on flatter ridges. The community is considered to be critically
imperiled (S1) in New Hampshire because of extreme rarity or vulnerability to extirpation.
Cotton-grass -Heath Alpine Bog Communities occur at elevations above 2,900 ft. where water
collects in bedrock depressions or where seepage from snowmelt or groundwater maintains wet
conditions. Alpine bilberry and black crowberry are the dominant plants. This high elevation
bog community provides potential habitat for the rare northern bog lemming.42 This natural
community is considered imperiled in Maine, where it is recorded in Mahoosuc Public Lands
and one other site. The “alpine-subalpine bog system” is considered critically imperiled in New
Hampshire, with five out of fourteen instances statewide occurring in the Mahoosuc region
(Shelburne and Success).43
Dwarf Heath - Graminoid Alpine Ridge (Maine) or Alpine Meadow (New Hampshire) “is the
most common community type above tree-line. Vegetation…is dominated by a mixture of dwarf
evergreen shrubs and herbs….Several rare species that only occur above tree-line are found
[here], ” including mountain sandwort, alpine blueberry, and Lapland diapensia. The most
abundant herbs are the rare Bigelow’s sedge and highland rush. Other rare plants associated with
this community include: alpine sweet-grass, Boott's rattlesnake-root, boreal bent-grass), Cutler's
goldenrod, dwarf rattlesnake-root, and mountain fir-moss. This alpine community is considered
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imperiled in both Maine and New Hampshire. It is found in the Maine Mahoosucs at Goose Eye
Mountain, (Mahoosuc Public Lands) and Baldpate Mountain (Grafton Notch State Park). 44

Boreal bentgrass in Maine

Dwarf rattlesnake root

Dwarf rattlesnake root in Maine

Figure 5-11. Sample rare plants found in the Mahoosucs.
Graphics courtesy of Maine Natural Areas Program, Rare Plant Fact Sheets
Representative Alpine Wildlife

Figure 5-12. Northern bog lemming and distribution
Graphics courtesy of Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife,
Endangered Species Program, Northern Bog Lemming Fact Sheet

Northern Bog Lemming (Synaptomys borealis) “is among Maine’s rarest and most elusive
mammals. Like the Canada lynx, it is more numerous in the North and reaches the southern
edge of its range here. Unlike the lynx, it has not received federal listing attention, associated
research, and surveys, and its status remains a mystery. The northern bog lemming is a small
mammal about the size of a vole (about one ounce). The bog lemming has a blunt nose, short
tail, and [gray-brown coat]…[Bog lemmings] are social animals that live in colonies . . . in
moist, wet meadows or boggy areas, often in conjunction with arctic or alpine tundra and sprucefir forests….[It is usually found] near a spring or other source of water or near lush, mossy logs
and rocks . . . [and] associated with deep, moist sphagnum…. Foods include sedges, grasses,
raspberry seeds, and the fungus Endogone. Predators may include mammals, hawks, owls, and
snakes. The northern Bog lemming has been found in New Hampshire along the Wild River not
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far from the Maine/New Hampshire border [just south of the Mahoosucs]. Most occurrences of
the northern bog lemming in our area are at elevations of 2,000 feet or greater…. A recent small
mammal inventory in northwestern Maine yielded two new records of northern bog lemmings.
Because the northern bog lemming is found in so few sites and in such low numbers in Maine, it
is vulnerable to extirpation. It is the only one of Maine’s non-marine mammals listed by Maine
as threatened.” 45
Threats to Ecological Values

New Hampshire’s Wildlife Action Plan includes a Wildlife Risk Assessment section that
effectively summarizes threats facing regional wildlife and habitats, with emphasis on the
Species of Greatest Conservation Need. The following discussions are based on the New
Hampshire Wildlife Action Plan. The natural systems and ecology in the Mahoosucs are
affected by both local land use impacts and more distant regional or global changes.
Intensive Land Use

Some of the threats to natural habitats of the Mahoosucs and the wildlife that rely on them arise
from local land use trends, from the extreme changes that occur when land is converted for
development to the more subtle shifts due to changes in management or level of use.

Figure 5-13. Scattered development can fragment ecosystems, as well as reduce public access.
Jad Daley photo.

Forest Fragmentation: Perhaps the greatest threat posed by increasing development to the
Mahoosuc region’s unique ecology is habitat fragmentation. Developed areas, with their
accompanying roads and utility corridors, can diminish the habitat values of surrounding lands.
As people construct roads and build houses, they convert once-continuous habitats into areas of
non-habitat and fragment large areas of habitat into patches that are too small to support native
species. “Habitat fragmentation may divide the range an animal needs to survive…[Wood]
turtles, for example, need both wetland and upland habitats. Development may prevent the
turtles from reaching their required feeding, resting, and breeding locations.”46 Frequently,
populations of predators such as raccoons and skunks will increase with the addition of roads.
Habitat quality may decline further with the arrival of invasive plants along roadsides.47 A
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bellwether of the fate of large tracts of forest in the Mahoosucs may be the northern goshawk,
which depends on them for nesting and feeding success. The greatest fragmentation impacts on
natural environments in the Mahoosuc region to date may have been to floodplain forests, which
have been replaced by agricultural fields, roads, and residential and commercial development.48
Given the rural nature of the Mahoosuc region, a single landowner may own an entire matrixscale block of habitat that provides key natural functions. In other cases, several landowners’
properties collectively create a single large undeveloped block. Breakup of ownerships, even in
the absence of conversion to other uses, is sometimes called parcelization. When repeated land
sales break large tracts into smaller and smaller lots, forest and wildlife management can be more
difficult to coordinate and trails crossing multiple properties are more difficult to maintain.
Transportation Infrastructure: Closely tied to new development is the construction of
roads to service those developments, or expanded road systems to handle increased traffic.
“Road construction impacts are likely to be critical for wetlands and floodplain forests in the near
term. In the next decade, threats may become critical or serious to rare species such as wood
turtles, Jefferson salamander, and American marten. In the longer term, threats will be serious or
greater for many forest habitats, watersheds, wide-ranging species, and area-sensitive species.”49
Wetland Draining and Filling: “The greatest threat to wetland habitats is the development of
surrounding uplands. Loss of this habitat impacts American black ducks and wood turtles,
foraging amphibians (Jefferson salamanders and Fowler’s toad), and various butterflies.”50
Altered Hydrology: “Impoundments and water level fluctuation above and below dams, water
withdrawal for irrigation and other uses, increased impervious surface area, and seasonal lake
draw-downs alter natural hydrology. Changes in substrate and vegetation resulting from these
impoundments can restrict the ability of fish and wildlife to migrate freely along a stream
corridor. Heavily dammed rivers experience dramatic declines in all bird groups that use
floodplain wetlands. Past bog impoundments have flooded black spruce stands and destroyed
habitat for the bog elfin butterfly.”51
Introduced Species: The arrival of invasive species that often
accompanies new development and fragmentation can alter
forest composition and crowd out native wildlife. “Introductions
of invasive invertebrates coincident with development have
significant consequences on critical habitats and associated
wildlife species. Invasive species, diseases, and pathogens will
likely become more problematic, as warmer regional
temperatures facilitate their introduction and proliferation. A
significant threat to [Mahoosuc region] hemlock forests is the
hemlock wooly adelgid. First observed in New Hampshire in
2000, infestations of this insect have resulted in significant dieoffs.”52 New roads to service development are a particular
problem: “Roads frequently play a role in the introduction of
Figure 5-14. Japanese knotweed
invasive exotic plants. These alien plants threaten natural
in Shelburne along the side of
communities by out-competing native plants for light, nutrients
North Road. Larry Ely photo.
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and space, displacing native plants, inhibiting forest regeneration and degrading wildlife
habitat.”53
“Floodplain habitats are particularly vulnerable to invasive plants because the frequent
disturbances from flooding give aliens opportunities to establish, and because these species tend
to thrive in the nutrient rich soils characteristic of floodplain.”54 Examples of invasive plants in
these habitats include Japanese knotweed and oriental bittersweet.
Non-point Source Pollution: New development also changes the land that catches our
rainwater. When a forest is replaced with a roof or a parking area, a natural system is altered.
“Certain land use practices allow harmful substances to be flushed into water bodies by rain or
snowmelt. These substances include sediments, road salt, fertilizers, pesticides, and
petrochemicals. Impacts will likely be serious for lowland spruce-fir, some watershed groups and
their associated fish, as well as freshwater mussel species. Environmental contamination
(especially mercury and PCBs) and diminished water quality are still primary conservation problems
for bald eagles in our area. Pesticide use on rusty blackbird breeding grounds may have
contributed to the decline of this species, and spraying for spruce budworm, blackfly, and
mosquito control has almost certainly impacted populations of the bog elfin butterfly. Other
species at risk from non-point pollution include northern leopard frog, osprey, and peregrine
falcon.”55
Sedimentation: “Excessive bank erosion and sediment deposition can be caused by road
upgrades, poor forestry practices, residential development, wetland filling, mining, and
recreational vehicles. These effects can reduce fish, amphibian and invertebrate populations by
increasing turbidity and burying cobble, gravel, and boulder substrates.”56
E n e r g y a n d C o m m u n i c a t i o n I n f r a s t r u c t u r e : “High sustained winds at high
elevation sites and production tax credits appear to be creating a competitive siting environment
for commercial wind energy development in New England. Energy and communication towers
and infrastructure could be potentially serious for some species (e.g., American marten, Bicknell’s
thrush, bog lemming, bats, spruce grouse, and migratory birds including osprey) and habitats
(e.g., alpine, high elevation spruce fir, talus slope/rocky ridges).”57
Recreation Impacts: According to New Hampshire’s Wildlife Action Plan, “the White
Mountain National Forest saw a 23 percent increase in trail use between 1974 and 1995 (New
Hampshire Office of State Planning, 1997). Between 1996 and 2003, wheeled off-highway
recreational vehicle (a.k.a., ATV) registrations in New Hampshire more than doubled for
resident and more than tripled for non-resident owners. Similarly, boating registrations doubled
between 1980 and 1990 and continued to increase by 19 percent from 1990 to 2000.58 Intensive
recreational use can affect habitat physically (e.g. erosion of heavily-used trails and
sedimentation of waterways), can accelerate the spread of invasives (e.g. milfoil spread by boat
motors), and can disturb wildlife during vulnerable parts of the lifecycle (e.g. cliff-nesting
raptors disturbed by rock climbers or nesting loons affected by motorboat wakes). Popular
recreation areas in the Mahoosucs may be reaching their ecological carrying capacity, and users
need to be educated about minimizing their impacts, particularly in fragile alpine or wetland
areas.
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Poor Logging Practices. Forestry is a vital part of the Mahoosuc economy and is strongly
supported by local communities. Forestry also provides a tool to manage the landscape to
maintain suitable habitat for species that depend upon particular forest species or early
succession stands. Not all harvest activity is guided by a forest management plan, however, and
poorly-planned harvests may have undesirable ecological impacts. Harvests that only the most
valuable trees, leaving the unhealthy and low-value stems behind and with no provision for
regeneration, and creating overly large openings, can reduce both the commercial and ecological
value of the succeeding stand. Because such practices reduce the value of the land for future
timber harvest, they usually occur when the landowner plans to sell land for development.
New Hampshire’s Wildlife Action Plan describes implications of short-term harvest priorities for
wildlife. “The State of Maine defines liquidation harvesting as ‘the purchase of timberland
followed by a harvest that removes most or all commercial value in standing timber, without
regard for long-term forest management principles, and the subsequent sale or attempted resale
of the harvested land within 5 years.’ (Sec. A-1. 12 MRSA c. 805). The Maine Forest Service
has concluded that 3% to 12% of all harvests in Maine are liquidations (6,300 to 25,200 ha/yr).
No such assessment has yet been completed for New Hampshire. However, based on
observations of wildlife and forestry professionals, similar percentages are expected in this state,
mostly in the north. This has serious implications for American marten, three-toed woodpecker,
spruce grouse, and other species.”59 New Hampshire’s Wildlife Action Plan goes on to state that
“ecologically unsustainable forest harvesting, including liquidation harvesting and harvesting
that leads to forest type conversions, is a serious to critical threat to lowland spruce fir forests and
associated wildlife species. Poorly planned clear-cutting leads to conversion of low elevation
spruce-fir forests to hardwood forests of pin cherry, birch, aspen, and red maple.60 Harvesting in
general is ecologically unsustainable in high-elevation spruce-fir forests and floodplain forests
and is a serious threat in both forest types.”61
Regional and Global Impacts

Acid deposition and climate change are broad-scale threats to ecological integrity affecting all
natural communities of the Mahoosucs region.
Acid Deposition. Acid rain not only harms aquatic systems, but also can affect forest vitality.
“Combustion in vehicle engines…and industrial processes introduce acid compounds into the
atmosphere and are transformed into acids. These acids fall from the atmosphere in precipitation
or as dry deposits.”62 Elevated acid levels reduce both the diversity and amount of aquatic life.
Eastern brook trout and the Jefferson salamander are among the aquatic species most at risk in
the Mahoosuc region. Waterfowl that may also be affected include American bittern, common
loon, American black duck, and rusty blackbird.
Contact with acid fog and mist may damage vegetation in high-elevation spruce-fir forests and
alpine habitats, putting some of the area’s rarest alpine communities at risk. Not only does acid
deposition directly affect tree health through leaves and needles, but it also creates long-term
nutrient loss and changes in soil chemistry that weaken the health of trees and other vegetation.
American marten, spruce grouse, Bicknell’s thrush, and three-toed woodpecker are among the
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forest animals most at risk in the Mahoosuc region from habitat degradation resulting from acid
precipitation.
Climate Change. It is a strange irony that the coldest northern and southern regions of the globe
are those that are seeing the most rapid effects of climate change. “Regional climate change
models predict a 6.0-10.0 F temperature increase in the next century in New England, which
would make our climate comparable to portions of the southeastern United States.” Although
every species and habitat of conservation concern will be affected, it is likely that climate change
impacts will “be most severe for alpine and high and low elevation spruce-fir forests.”63 While
species at lower elevations can potentially migrate north as the climate warms, species on
mountains can only migrate to higher elevations, and may eventually disappear when they can
move no higher. Over the long term, a shift in forest composition from balsam fir to hardwood
may impair the viability of sensitive species, such as the Bicknell’s thrush. “For some animals,
changing snow depths (e.g., American marten and lynx) and high altitude seasonal timing (e.g.,
alpine butterflies) may begin to have impacts during the next decade.”64 Vernal pools and
aquatic habitats are also at risk from this warming, and “native fishes will likely decline
substantially.”65

“The southern range of cold-adapted forest trees—such as spruce, fir, aspen, and sugar maple—will

likely retreat northward, dramatically altering the composition of northern and high-elevation forests
and dependant wildlife species.”66 A study by the U.S. Department of Agriculture shows that the
area covered by balsam fir forests in the U.S. may be reduced by 96% with the anticipated 1.66.3o increase in surface temperature associated with global warming.67 Forest damage—resulting
from increased storm intensity, warmer periods, droughts, and damaging ozone—will stress many
forest communities. Terrestrial wildlife whose southern range extends into [the Mahoosucs] will
likely shift their range northward as climate warms. These include species such as the northern bog
lemming, moose, and snowshoe hare.”68
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Appendix 1-1: Androscoggin River Renaissance
The following history of the Androscoggin River portrays the evolution of the Mahoosuc region
from an industrial economy oblivious to the impacts of pollution of its natural resources to a
region interested in a clean river for wildlife, recreation, tourism and a continuing industrial
economy. The public investment in cleaning up the Androscoggin River has paid huge ecological,
economic and social dividends. The region is learning how to maintain both its industry and
environment.
The success and growth of the lumber and paper mills on the Androscoggin River around the turn
of the 20th century caused significant water pollution as tons of sawdust and oxygen-devouring
chemicals from the sulfite pulp process during papermaking were dumped into the River. The log
drives which transported timber to the mills scoured the bottom of the river and the riparian zones
and left tons of organic matter from the bark.
These chemicals and organic matter covered the bottom of the river, destroying the water
vegetation so important to other life in the river. (The fish were ultimately unable to survive or
were seriously damaged.) The paper mills’ chemists originally claimed that the “solution to
pollution was dilution,” but the amount of chemicals and organic matter dumped into the River
overwhelmed the dilution remedy.
In addition to industry dumping waste liquors and organic matter, the cities along the River used
municipal sewer systems that dumped raw municipal wastes directly into the River, an expedient
solution utilizing a river that already served as a sewer. Thus, the Androscoggin River, once a
pristine river with extraordinary fishing resources and scenic beauty, was totally despoiled.
Society tolerated this pollution in exchange for major contribution to the local economy that the
paper mills provided and for the ease of disposing of other municipal wastes. The State of Maine
took early and bold steps starting in 1942-48 to curtail the discharges and pollution, by
establishing a limit on discharges and granting authority to an Androscoggin River Master, Dr.
Walter A. Lawrence, a chemistry professor at Bates College in Lewiston, to set weekly quotas.1
His major contribution was the elimination of all sulfite pulping operations, and the mills’
conversion to kraft pulping process which did decrease paper mills’ discharge into the
Androscoggin River. This effort reduced but didn’t eliminate the pollution, and the smell
remained and the river still was generally off limits to people fishing and boating. In 1964, the
last log drives on the Androscoggin River ended after 127 years.2
The first Federal Clean Air Act in 1966 started to regulate airborne discharges and eliminated
many of the airborne toxics. The sulfur smell was virtually impossible to completely remove at
very low concentrations and could be easily smelled by visitors, while many of the local people
got used to the smell, calling it the “smell of money”.
The final piece of governmental regulation which served to further clean the Androscoggin River
and all of the nation’s rivers and waterways was the Federal Clean Water Act of 1973. US Senator
Edmond Muskie who grew up in Rumford, 25 miles east of Bethel. was one of the principal
authors. Rumford is the site of the second paper mill (still in operation) on the Androscoggin
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River. In addition to further limits on industrial discharges, the Clean Water Act forced
municipalities to stop discharging their wastes directly into the river. The bigger towns and cities
in the Mahoosuc region—Berlin, Gorham and Bethel—had to build sewage treatment facilities to
treat all their municipal wastes.
It still took quite some time for the Androscoggin River to be canoeable, fishable and swimable as
mandated by the Clean Water Act. Boating was based on an aesthetic standard while the other
two were based on specific water quality standards. One account by John Kaufman in his book
North Atlantic Rivers – Flow East on boating on the Androscoggin in the Mahoosuc Region at
about the same time that the Clean Water Act became law, paints a dismal experience:
I did not realize what a few industries could do to even a large river until Bart Hague and I
took a two-day canoe trip on the Androscoggin River in New Hampshire and Maine. Three
paper companies have been responsible for more than 90 percent of the pollution in the
Androscoggin River, and the near destruction of a recreation resource the Indians used to
call the Fish River. Above Berlin, New Hampshire the Androscoggin is a great pride to that
state, its fishing and boating renowned. When we launched our canoe below Gorham,
however, we found ourselves not on the crystal waters of the Great White Hills, but on a
torrent of foam that formed a thick scum upon the water and the sludge that floated by like
dinosaur stools. Instinctively, too, we raised our nostrils to try to catch what breeze of sweet
air might blow down from the mountains to dispel the river’s fetid breath that rose from its
mires in nauseating bubbles.
Since the river was disgraced, men abused it further with offerings of refuse, two cascades
of which graced our campsite; another relieved a Bethel sawmill (love that river!). Near
Newry dead cars nosed into the water like drowned ducks. At Rumford, forty miles below
our start, the river’s pollution remained noticeable, and there it received its next massive
dose.
-John Kaufman, North Atlantic Rivers – Flow East

Insofar as its setting is concerned, however, the Androscoggin is probably the most scenic river in
the eastern United States. The majesty of the presidential Range towers above it to the west. The
Carter Range looms to the south, while to the north stand the stately peaks of the Mahoosucs. The
nearby scene is as impressive, with its cliffs and birch-clad hills, its broad meadows and glimpses
of the steeples and white houses of the New England hamlets. The Androscoggin Valley is New
England in all its glory, surrounding a big strong lively river that sweeps magnificently through its
heart. What a treasure to this land of recreational opportunity! And what a sewer, with more heavy
industry proposed along its banks.3 Mr. Kaufman was prescient about the recreational potential of
the Androscoggin and luckily was not about the additional heavy industry that was proposed. He
may have been referring to a defeated proposal in the late 60’s/early 70’s to site a nuclear power
plant in Shelburne, NH, on the edge of the Androscoggin River.
There were likely other hardy souls who canoed the Androscoggin River during the 1970’s and
the early 1980’s. The sulfur smell, which was largely airborne, persisted for a long time. The
major obstacle to people using the river below the Berlin mill for recreation was memory and
perception. The Androscoggin had been filthy for several generations, and many local people
could not shake that visual and olfactory memory.
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Perceptions trumped the slow but real comeback until the mid-1980’s when a group of Bethel area
people formed the Friends of the Androscoggin to promote recreational use of the river, and
residents and visitors began to see that the Androscoggin was not the river that they remembered
or had heard about. In 1987, the Mahoosuc Land Trust (MLT), a non-profit conservation land
trust, was formed and immediately saw the potential of the Androscoggin River as a significant
ecological, recreational and scenic resource. The trust acquired some islands in the Gilead/Bethel
area and started to encourage use by developing official access sites. Prior to MLT’s involvement
there were no official publicly-owned access sites on the Androscoggin River in the Maine section
of the Mahoosuc Region.
In 1996, as a result of a brainstorm at an earlier conference focusing on the greatly improving
water quality on the Androscoggin River, staff from AMC and Maine DEP teamed up to
coordinate and implement the first annual Androscoggin River Source-to-the-Sea Canoe Trek.
The Trek turned into a free annual event open to the public which celebrated its 10th anniversary in
2005. The Trek was organized as a series of consecutive daily paddles starting on the
Magalloway River above Lake Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge in NH and ending on the
Maine coast at the mouth of the Kennebec River, 19 days later. The Trek was supported by a
diverse group of stakeholders including municipalities, paper companies, local and regional
conservation groups, state regulatory agencies, and small businesses, all of whom were pleased to
collaborate to educate the public about the renaissance and future potential of the Androscoggin
River as a vital ecological, recreational, scenic and economic resource. During the last 11 years of
the Trek, thousands of paddlers from local towns in NH and Maine, across the U.S. and abroad
have had the great pleasure to safely paddle on guided sections of the 175 mile river, from
flatwater to class II-III rapids, and to enjoy diverse educational programs. Local, regional and
national publicity further highlighted this once neglected river encouraging more recreational use.
The community and economic impacts are dramatic. For example, in the early 1990’s very few
people considered building along its shores. Paddlers on the Trek in later years were greeted with
real estate “for sale” signs, directly on the river bank.
Because of the Federal Clean Water Act, The Androscoggin River has enjoyed a steady comeback
from severe pollution. Today the river is very canoeable, swimable in all but a few areas, and
eminently fishable recreationally). This biological renaissance has now propelled the
Androscoggin as one centerpiece of the new community and economic development for the
region. For example, the Androscoggin River was recently “discovered” as the next shorefront
waiting to be developed and enjoyed for residential and second home development. Many
different private local businesses have started taking advantage of the now popular canoeing and
kayaking: campgrounds, guiding services, and boat rentals, to name a few. Local paved trails
along its banks, ridiculed as unnecessary by some community leaders 10 years ago, are now
considered important community resources in Bethel and Berlin. Residents and visitors are
greatly enjoying walking in their communities on these safe trails along a scenically stunning
river.
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Appendix 1-2: Educational Resources in the Mahoosuc Region
Post-Secondary and Continuing Adult Education. The Berlin campus of NH Technical College
www.berlin.nhctc.edu/ offers Associate’s Degree and other programs.
NH Technical College Programs

Criminal Justice
Liberal Arts

Certificate Programs
Culinary Arts
Surveying Technology

Basic and Advanced Certificate Programs
Automotive Technology
Business Management
Early Childhood Education
Food Service Production
Entrepreneurship
Entry-Level Child Care
Health Science Technology
Geographic Information Systems Certificate
Machine Tool Certificates
Human Services (Basic and Advanced)
Medical Assistant
Medical Transcription
Microcomputer Technology
Mobile Equipment Technology
Office Assistant with Administrative
Office Assistant with Medical
Special Education
Water Quality Technology
Training Programs
CNC Operator/Machinist Training
Tractor Trailer Driver
Certified Nurse
Basic Skills Program

Students can transfer credits from the NH Technical College and complete four-year programs at
Berlin’s Granite State College www.granite.edu/locations/berlin, part of the University of New
Hampshire System Granite State College which offers the following programs on line or on site.
Granite State College Programs
Behavioral Studies
Management w/ focus area in Human
Resources; Information Technology,
Financial Services
Health Care
Criminal Justice
Self-Design

Adult Continuing Education. The Maine section of the Mahoosuc region does not have a
community or four-year college like Berlin. In School Administrative District 44 in the Bethel
area, the Adult and Community Education Program provides the following adult education
programs:
•
•
•

GED Diploma. Free preparation for passing this high school equivalency exam
High School Diploma. Academic classes and individualized program options for adults
who have not completed their diploma
Adult Guidance Services. Free services in areas including Career Search and Resume
Writing
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Adult Basic Education. Refresher courses designed to improve basic skills in math,
reading, and writing
The Learning Center at Region 9. SAD 44 is a member. Programs are offered in
Rumford in: Adult Basic Education, high school completion, GED preparation and
testing, transitional college classes, vocational education classes available in trucking,
welding, building construction, forestry and certified nursing assistant (CNA)
University College. Part of the University of Maine System for those who cannot take
courses on a campus. ITV Courses available leading to 34 degree and certificate
programs, including A.A, B.A., B.S. and M.S.
Community Life. A wide variety of changing non-credit courses including First
Aid/CPR, ATV and Snowmobile Safety, Master Gardener Program, Computers, Chair
Caning, Pottery, Introduction to Personal Fitness, PERC (Parent Effectiveness in
Resolving Conflict with your Teen).
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Appendix 2: Future Land Use Districts
for Mahoosuc Region Towns
The maps on the following pages show future land use districts for individual towns in the
Mahoosuc region, as well as general land use districts determined by the Coos County Planning
Board for New Hampshire unincorporated towns and by the Land Use Regulation Commission
for Maine’s unorganized towns. The maps are followed by a Table that describes the districts in
each town. Note that many towns do not have zoning regulations; however, these districts
express each town’s vision of desired future land uses.
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Future Land Use by Town from Comprehensive and Master Plans
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The table that follows describes future land use districts for each town, and shows which
districts were mapped as “rural” or “development”. Districts where the current primarily
undeveloped landscape was the desired future land use were considered rural. Districts
where towns would like to see further medium to high density residential, commercial, or
industrial development were considered development.
Future Land Use Districts by Town
(Note: Berlin not included because plan is under revision)

Town

Rural

Development

Andover
(no zoning)

South Arm Access and West Branch Ellis River
Corridors
Access to Richardson Lakes and Upton Road
along Ellis River. Maintain visual quality and
appropriate development density. Residential uses
allowed with setbacks and open space
requirements. Commercial recreation by special
permit; other commercial prohibited.
Rural
Adjacent to state routes and major town roads.
Residential with limited access points on Rts.5 and
120. Agriculture, forestry, rural commercial
permitted.
Woodland/Recreational
Commercial forestland, no public roads, low
density residential permitted, protect open space,
restrictions similar to South Arm and Upton Road
corridors
Special Protection
Floodplains, wetlands, ground water / aquifers,
shoreland, wildlife habitat and corridors, steep
slopes, Stoney Brook Watershed above public
reservoir and 1,000 foot radius around Andover
Water District wells
Shoreland Residential
Along Androscoggin and Sunday Rivers but not in
floodplain. Residential with restrictions.

General Development
Compact village and industrial areas at
similar density to current buildings,
mixed
residential/public/commercial/industrial.

Bethel
(no zoning, but
does have a
village historic
district)

Rural Area
Traditional forestry and agriculture, low density
rural residential.
Conservation
Floodplain, wetlands, watersheds (Chapman
Brook village water and North, Songo and South
ponds), shoreland, , groundwater/aquifer (West
Bethel supply), wildlife habitat/corridors, steep
slopes, scenic

Highway Commercial
Rt. 2 and 26, maintain gateway values.
Encourage concentration at existing
Mayville Road and Sunday River Road
commercial areas.
Village Commercial
Bethel, West Bethel, Bethel Station.
Mixed retail, service, public, residential.
Promote pedestrian access.
Industrial/Manufacturing
Near existing industry and other suitable
locations.
Compact Residential
Bethel Village and fringe served by
municipal services, single and multifamily. Minimum lot sizes dependent
on public or on-site water/sewer.
Residential
Medium density rural housing near
roads and services.
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Town

Rural

Development

Dummer
(zoning)

Rural/Agricultural
Single and two-family dwellings, farm dwellings,
single family manufactured housing, church,
parish house, other religious, schools, community
facilities, agriculture, home occupations,
professional offices, outdoor recreation, accessory
buildings. Other commercial/retail by special
permit.
Conservation
Forestry, agriculture, single-family residence,
home occupations, outdoor recreation.
Campgrounds, B&Bs by permit.
Conservation Overlay
Forestry, agriculture, low-intensity outdoor
recreation only.
Residential, Primarily Seasonal
Current development and proximity to water.

Commercial/Industrial
Lodging, restaurants, retail, day care,
kennels, mills, hospitals, funeral homes,
manufacturing, warehousing, garages,
indoor recreation, gravel pits, utilities.
Telecommunications by special permit.

Errol
(no zoning)

Gilead
(no zoning)

Gorham
(zoning)

Forestry
Forest industry working forestland, open public
access.
Conservation
Lake and river shore, low impact uses only.
Future Lake Access
Umbagog just north of Cambridge line, state
ownership
Woodland/Rural
Maintain commercial forestry and town character.
Low density residential, home occupations.
Special Protection
Floodplains, wetlands, streams, shoreland,
groundwater / aquifers, steep slopes.
Rural Residential
South of village east side of Rt. 16 near Stoney
Brook/Clay Brook development, either side of Rt.
2 on Gorham Hill, west of Cascade Village and
north of highway commercial area along Rt. 16.
Low density rural housing.
Timber and Agriculture
Working landscapes, discourage sprawl. No
residential or commercial activity permitted.

Mixed Residential, Commercial, Light
Industrial
Center village, Rt. 26 east and west,
east side of Rt. 16 north and south of
village. Overnight accommodations and
visitor services. Limited by public
water supply.
Residential
Year-round and seasonal, single-family,
manufactured, multi-family. Includes
subdivisions and multi-family dwellings

General Purpose
Mixed residential/commercial/
services/public uses with minimum lot
sizes and setbacks.

Village
Commercial uses consistent with village
environment, pedestrian oriented.

Highway Commercial
Rt. 16 north of Rt. 2 intersection, largescale commercial along highway.
Industrial
Site of paper mill along Rt. 16,
appropriate for industrial uses.
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Town

Rural

Development

Milan
(zoning)

Single district for entire town. Uses permitted are
farms, single family dwellings, cluster
development, excavations, home occupations.
Uses not permitted are nuclear or woodchip power
plants, commercial waste/landfill/tire dumps/junk
yards, manufactured housing parks.
Critical Rural
Large blocks forestland and open space, minimize
public services costs. Low density residential,
forestry, recreation.
Special Protection
Fragile mountain areas, shoreland, floodplains,
wetlands, wildlife habitat and corridors, ground
water / aquifers, Bear and Sunday River watershed
protection, scenic views, steep slopes.

Resort Development
Expansion for Sunday River Ski Resort
slopes, housing, commercial village.

Newry
(zoning)

General Development
Growth area served by state, town,
private roads and municipal services for
residential including multi-family and
mobile home. Commercial and
recreation accepted under review.

Shelburne
(zoning)

River Valley
Agriculture and residential, maintain rural
character.
Forest
Protect heritage of undeveloped forest, encourage
timber harvest, allow very low intensity
development, protect natural areas, wildlife
habitat, water supplies, scenic views.

Route 2
Mixed residential/commercial,
compatible with existing structures.
Industrial
Light industry and commercial without
affecting nearby commercial/residential
use.

Maine Land
Use Regulation
Commission

Management Zones
Appropriate for commercial forest product or
agricultural uses and or which future development
is not anticipated.
Protection Zones
Land use activities may jeopardize significant
natural, recreational, or historic resources.
Includes wetlands, shorelines, wildlife habitat,
high mountains, soils and geology, recreation
zones, flood prone, aquifers, unusual areas,
resource plans.
Management Districts
Appropriate for forest management or agricultural
uses and for which there are no approved plans for
additional development at the time of adoption of
this ordinance.
Protection Districts
Development would jeopardize significant natural,
recreational, and or historic resources, including
but not limited to, flood plains, steep slopes,
wildlife habitat and other areas critical to the
ecology of these places.

Development Zones
Patterns of intensive residential,
recreational, commercial or industrial
use, including commercial removal of
minerals or other natural resources, and
areas identified as appropriate for
designation as development districts.

Coos County
Planning
Board

Development Districts
Patterns of residential, recreational,
commercial or industrial uses, or
commercial removal of minerals or
other natural resources and areas that
may be designated by the Board as
being appropriate for the future
development areas.
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Appendix 3: Fishing Opportunities in Mahoosuc Region
Waterways1
Lake/Pond
Akers Pond
Big Bear Brook
Cedar Pond

Town
Errol
Errol
Milan

Corser Pond
Dummer Pond (Big)
Dummer Pond (Little)
Long Pond
Long Pond
Millsfield Pond (Big)
Millsfield Pond (Little)*
Mud Pond
Munn Pond
Rock Pond
Round Pond
Sessions Pond
Signal Pond
Success Pond

Errol
Dummer
Dummer
Errol
Millsfield
Millsfield
Millsfield
Dummer
Errol
Millsfield
Errol
Dummer
Errol
Success

Sweat Pond

Errol

Species
Rainbow trout, largemouth bass
Brook trout
Rainbow trout, Smallmouth bass,
Largemouth bass, Pickerel, Horned pout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout , Brown trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout, Rainbow trout, Brown trout,
Smallmouth bass, Largemouth bass
Brook trout

Acres
309
8
78

Access
A
A
A

4
90
23
37
26
161
37
7
43
7
49
38
5
245

R
A
A
A
I
A
R
R
I
R
I
I
R
A

6

R

Table 3A-1. Fishing on New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc region cold water lakes and ponds.
A-accessible by vehicle, R-remote walk-in, I-inaccessible by conventional vehicles, *Fly-fishing only.

River or Stream

Towns

Species

Androscoggin River

Cambridge, Dummer, Errol

Chickwolnepy Stream
Clear Stream
Millsfield Pond Brook
Mollidgewock Brook
Moose River
Peabody River
Phillips Brook
Upper Ammonoosuc River

Success
Dixville, Errol, Millsfield
Millsfield
Errol, Cambridge
Randolph, Gorham
Greens Grant, Gorham
Dummer, Odell, Stark
Stark, Milan, Berlin

Brook trout, Rainbow trout, Brown trout,
Salmon, Smallmouth bass
Brook trout
Brook trout, Rainbow trout
Brook trout
Brook trout
Brook trout, Rainbow trout
Brook trout, Rainbow trout, Brown trout
Brook trout
Brook trout, Rainbow trout, Brown trout

Table 3A-2. Fishing in New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc region rivers and streams.

Lake or Pond
Jericho Lake

Town
Berlin

Heads Pond

Berlin

Nay Pond

Milan

Pontook Reservoir

Dummer

Umbagog Lake

Errol

Species
Largemouth bass, Horned pout,
Northern pike, Black crappie
Largemouth bass, Pickerel, Horned
pout
Smallmouth bass, Largemouth
bass, Pickerel, Horned pout,
Northern pike, Black crappie, Rock
bass
Largemouth bass, Pickerel, Horned
pout
Smallmouth bass, Pickerel, Horned
pout

Acres
215
acres
87

Access
A

56

A

280

A

7,850

A

R

Table 3A-3. Fishing on New Hampshire’s Mahoosuc region warm water lakes and ponds.
A-accessible by vehicle, R-remote walk-in
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River or Stream
Rapid River

Towns
Township C,
Upton

Androscoggin River from NH
border to Rumford Pt.

Gilead,
Bethel,
Newry,
Hanover

Sunday River

Bethel,
Newry

Wild River

Batchelders
Grant,
Gilead
Newry,
Grafton
Riley
Riley
Riley
Bethel
Bethel,
Mason

Bear River
Jordan Brook
South Branch Sunday River
Goose Eye Brook
Kendall Brook
Barkers Brook

Species and other information
• Trophy-size wild brook trout; also wild landlocked salmon
• Fly fishing only
• Catch-and-release fishery for brook trout
• Walk-in access from dirt road off Route 16 or by small boat
from Pond in the River
• Scenic river with many rapids and pools
• Trophy-size rainbows and brown trout
• Trophy-size smallmouth bass Newry to Hanover
• Public access sites at Gilead, West Bethel, Bethel, Newry,
and Hanover
• Guided trips
• Wild rainbow trout
• Access points at covered bridge and several points where
road parallels river.
• Wild/stocked brook trout

• Native brook trout
• Native brook trout
• Native brook trout
• Native brook trout
• Native brook trout
• Native brook trout

Table 3A-4. Fishing in Maine’s Mahoosuc region rivers and streams.

Lake or Pond
Richardson Lakes

Towns
Richardstown Twp.
and Township C

Umbagog Lake
Speck Pond

Grafton

Howard Pond

Hanover

Species and other information
• Landlocked salmon; occasional brook trout and
lake trout
• Trailered boat access at north end (Mill Brook) and
south end (South Arm)
• Highly scenic lake with sand beaches
• Campsites available
• Smallmouth bass, northern pike
• Campsites available
• Brook trout fishing in a high-elevation pond on the
Appalachian Trail
• Walk-in only
• Stocked brook trout
• Landlocked salmon
• Public access near pond’s outlet

Table 3A-5. Fishing on Maine’s Mahoosuc region lakes and ponds.

Appendix 3 Endnotes
1

New Hampshire Fish and Game Department website, Fishing in New Hampshire.
www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Fishing/fishing.htm. accessed 12-16-2006, and Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife, Fishing Opportunities web page,
www.state.me.us/ifw/fishing/opportunities/html/index.html, accessed 12-16-2006.
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Appendix 4-1: Detailed Descriptions of Important Forest Soils in
New Hampshire Rating System1
IA: This group consists of the deeper, loamy textured, moderately well, and well-drained
soils. Generally, these soils are more fertile and have the most favorable moisture
relationships. The successional trends on these soils are toward stands of shade tolerant
hardwoods, i.e., beech and sugar maple. Successional stands frequently contain a variety
of hardwoods such as beech, sugar maple, red maple, white birch, yellow birch, aspen,
white ash, and northern red oak in varying combinations with red and white spruce,
balsam fir, and occasionally white pine and hemlock. Managing these soils for softwoods
requires intensive control of hardwood regeneration.
Group IA soils are well suited for growing high quality hardwood veneer and sawtimber,
especially, sugar maple, white ash, yellow birch, and northern red oak. Softwoods are
usually less abundant and are best managed as a minor component of predominantly
hardwood stands.
Silvicultural Options - Group IA Soils
Species to Favor
Method
Sugar Maple
Selection
White Ash and Yellow Birch
Group Selection or Strip Cuts
White Ash and Northern Red Oak
Shelterwood
Paper Birch, Aspen and Red Maple
Clearcutting

IB: The soils in this group are generally sandy or loamy over sandy textures and slightly
less fertile than those in group IA. Soil moisture is adequate for good tree growth, but
may not be quite as abundant as in group IA soils. Soils in this group have successional
trends toward a climax of shade-tolerant hardwoods, predominantly beech. Early
succession stands following a heavy cut commonly include a variety of hardwood species
such as red maple, aspen, paper birch, yellow birch, sugar maple, and beech, in
combinations with red spruce, balsam fir, and hemlock.
Group IB soils are well suited for growing less nutrient and moisture demanding
hardwoods such as white birch and northern red oak. Softwoods may be scarce to
moderately abundant and generally are managed in groups or as part of a mixed stand.
The deeper, coarser textured and better drained soils in this group may be converted to
intensive softwood production, but hardwood regeneration would need to be controlled.
Silvicultural Options Group IB Soils
Species to Favor
Method
Eastern Hemlock and Red Spruce
Selection
Yellow Birch
Group Selection or Strip Cuts
Northern Red Oak and Eastern White Pine
Shelterwood
Paper Birch, Aspen and Red Maple
Clearcutting

IC: The soils in this group are outwash sands and gravels. Soil drainage is excessively
drained to moderately well drained. Soil moisture is adequate for good softwood growth,
but is limited for hardwoods. Successional trends on these soils favor shade tolerant
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softwoods such as red spruce and balsam fir, with balsam fir shorter lived than red
spruce. White pine, red maple, aspen, and paper birch are common in early and midsuccessional stands.
Due to less hardwood competition, these soils are ideally suited for softwood production.
With modest levels of management, white pine can be maintained and reproduced on
these soils. Less site demanding hardwoods such as northern red oak and white birch
make fair to good growth on sites where soil moisture is more abundant.
Silvicultural Options Group IC Soils
Species to Favor
Method
Eastern Hemlock
Selection
Red Spruce and Balsam Fir
Selection or Shelterwood
Group Selection, Strip or
White Pine
Sh
lt
d
Paper Birch, Aspen and Red Maple
Clearcutting

IIA: This diverse group includes many of the same soils as in groups IA and IB.
However, these map units have been separated because of physical limitations which
make forest management more difficult and costly, i.e., steep slopes, bedrock outcrops,
erosive textures, surface boulders, and extreme rockiness. Due to the diverse nature of
this group, it is not possible to generalize about species or management opportunities.
IIB: The soils in this group are poorly drained, with a seasonal high water table generally
within 12 inches of the surface. Productivity of these poorly drained soils is generally less
than soils in other groups. The poor drainage also presents management limitations.
Severe windthrow hazard limits partial cutting, frost action threatens survival of planted
seedlings, and harvesting is generally restricted to periods when the ground is frozen.
Successional trends are toward climax stands of shade tolerant softwoods, i.e., spruce and
balsam fir, with balsam fir a persistent component in northern New Hampshire. Earlysuccessional stands frequently contain a variety of hardwoods such as red maple, yellow,
gray and paper birch, aspen, and white and brown ash in varying mixtures with red
spruce, hemlock, balsam fir and white pine.
Silvicultural Options Group IIB Soils
Species to Favor
Method
Eastern Hemlock
Selection
Red Spruce and Hemlock
Shelterwood
Red Spruce or Balsam Fir
Clearcutting

NC: Several mapping units in the survey are either so variable or have such a limited
potential for commercial production of forest products they have not been considered.
For example very poorly drained soils and high elevation mountain soils are not placed in
an Important Forest Soils Group. Often a site visit would be required to evaluate the
situation.
Appendix 4-1 Endnotes
1

New Hampshire SSURGO database and Coos County Soils CD, Natural Resources Conservation Service.
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Appendix 4-2: Current Use Tax Enrollment in New Hampshire and
Maine Mahoosuc Region Towns

Town

Berlin
Cambridge
Dummer
Errol
Gorham
Milan
Millsfield
Shelburne
Success
Mahoosuc
Towns in
NH
All New
Hampshire

Acres
Receiving
20%
Recreation
Adjustment4
15,724
32,314
22,577
20,759
9,065
21,316
27,951
11,271
26,616

% of CU
Acres
with
Public
Access
95.8%
100.0%
82.9%
83.3%
97.0%
74.3%
95.4%
84.1%
77.0%

Total Land
Acres1

Acres in
Current
Use2

39,338
32,684
30,630
38,930
20,415
40,916
29,383
30,635
36,185

16,420
32,314
27,233
24,919
9,341
28,705
29,289
13,400
34,552

41.7%
98.9%
88.9%
64.0%
45.8%
70.2%
99.7%
43.7%
95.5%

% of
Eligible
Acres
Enrolled
3
in CU
71.8%
99.0%
93.5%
72.3%
67.8%
79.0%
99.7%
86.0%
99.4%

299,116

216,171

72.3%

86.8%

187,593

5,743,328

2,947,438

51.3%

61.9%

1,383,096

% of All
Acres
Enrolled
in CU

125
8
124
150
86
262
56
77
8

Average
Size of
CU
Parcel
(acres)
131
4,039
220
166
109
110
523
174
4,319

86.8%

896

241

46.9%

62,651

47

Total CU
Parcels

Table 4A-1. New Hampshire Current Use Acres, 2005
Source: New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration.
2005 Report of Land in Current Use. http://www.state.nh.us/revenue/currentuse/currentuse.htm.

Town

Berlin
Cambridge
Dummer
Errol
Gorham
Milan
Millsfield
Shelburne
Success
Mahoosuc
Towns in NH
All New
Hampshire

Farmland

% of
Total CU
Acres

Forestland

% of
Total CU
Acres

Unproductive

% of
Total CU
Acres

Wetland

% of
Total CU
Acres

164
0
297
195
26
1,079
87
348
0

1.0%
0.0%
1.1%
0.8%
0.3%
3.8%
0.3%
2.6%
0.0%

15,599
31,330
26,798
23,859
9,308
26,406
26,835
12,874
32,983

95.0%
97.0%
98.4%
95.7%
99.6%
92.0%
91.6%
96.1%
95.5%

639
574
104
843
8
552
2,367
167
1,569

3.9%
1.8%
0.4%
3.4%
0.1%
1.9%
8.1%
1.2%
4.5%

17
410
34
22
0
669
0
10
0

0.1%
1.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%

2,194

1.0%

205,991

95.3%

6,823

3.2%

1,163

0.5%

212,090

7.2%

2,563,695

87.0%

95,048

3.3%

76,604

2.6%

Table 4A-2. New Hampshire – Categories of Land in Current Use, 2005
Source: New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration.
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36,761
42,170
12,585
4,832
39,379
26,767
16,525
6,914
27,231
11,254
34,223
32,474

24,397
15,810
5,795
1,637
25,822
14,400
13,851
125
24,577
10,281
23,602
17,477

66.4%
37.5%
46.0%
33.9%
65.6%
53.8%
83.8%
1.8%
90.3%
91.4%
69.0%
53.8%

% of
Eligible
Acres
Enrolled
7
in CU
66.4%
37.5%
56.0%
33.9%
66.6%
60.2%
81.0%
93.9%
91.5%
91.4%
98.5%
24.8%

291,115

177,774

61.1%

70.7%

483

368

10,402,766
9,305,679

4,204,473
7,541,469

40.4%
81.0%

42.5%
90.1%

22,415
4,581

188
1,646

Total Land
5
Acres

Town

Andover
Bethel
Gilead
Hanover
Newry
Upton
Andover North Surplus
Andover West Surplus
Township C
C Surplus
Grafton Twp.
Riley Twp.
Mahoosuc Towns in
ME
Maine Organized
Maine Unorganized9

Acres in
Current
Use6)

% of All
Acres
Enrolled in
CU)

Total
CU
Parcels

Average
Size of CU
Parcel
(acres)

1378
170
23
10
78
25
16
1
5
1
5
12

178
93
252
164
331
576
866
125
4,915
10,281
4,720
1,456

Table 4A-3. Maine Current Use Acres, 2005
Source: Maine Revenue Services, Property Tax Division.

Town

Farmland

Andover
Bethel
Gilead
Hanover
Newry
Upton
Grafton Twp.
Riley Twp.
Township C
C Surplus
Andover North Surplus
Andover West Surplus
Mahoosuc Towns in ME
Maine Organized
Maine Unorganized10

0
178
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
178
441,612
7,385

% of
Total CU
Acres

Tree Growth

% of Total
CU Acres

0.0%
1.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
10.5%
0.1%

24,397
15,618
5,795
1,637
25,822
14,400
23,602
17,477
24,577
10,281
13,868
125
128,748
3,633,132
7,534,084

100.0%
98.8%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
91.6%
18.4%
100.0%
100.0%
99.9%
100.0%
99.9%
86.4%
99.9%

Open Land

0
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
31
95,048
408

Table 4A-4. Maine – Categories of Land in Current Use, 2005
Source: Maine Revenue Services, Property Tax Division.

Appendix 4-2 Endnotes
1

Acreage figures are not directly comparable for NH and ME. NH land acreage figures from State
Planning include land area only - no water.
2

NH Current Use acreage figures as reported by towns on MS-1 form.
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% of
Total
CU
Acres

0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
3.1%
0.0%
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3

Eligible acres exclude tax-exempt acres held for conservation purposes by government agencies or nonprofits.
Acreage provided by NH Department of Revenue Administration.

4

In New Hampshire, an additional tax reduction is allowed if property owners allow public access to their property.

5

Acreage figures are not directly comparable for NH and ME. Maine town areas are from MEGIS
metwp24 data layer, 6-30-2006, with acreages calculated using ESRI ArcMap. Areas include all inland
water except Moosehead Lake.
6
ME current use acreage from Maine Revenue Service, Property Tax Division, as recorded on municipal
forms. Note that land enrolled in Tree Growth before it was acquired by the state (with significant acreage
in Riley and Grafton) is still listed as Tree Growth acres.
7
Eligible acres exclude tax-exempt acres held for conservation purposes by government agencies or
nonprofits. Acreage for organized towns estimated by subtracting conservation lands from MEGIS
“mecnslnd” data layer, from ME State Planning Office., May, 2006, plus additions by AMC Research
Department. Acreage for unorganized towns from Maine Revenue Services Taxpayer Valuation. 2006.
8

Parcel number is blank in 2005 Andover report, but 137 parcels were reported for 2006.

9

Maine Unorganized Total Land Acres are from Current Use summary report and include land area only, no water.
UT area including water is 10.3 million acres.
10

Maine UT acres enrolled in Open Space and Farmland current use programs are from the year 2006.
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Appendix 5-1: Scientific Names of Species Mentioned in Text
Mammals
Moose (Alces alces)
Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis)
Bobcat (Lynx rufus)
Raccoon (Procyon lotor)
Skunk (Mephitis mephitis)
Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus)
Mink (Mustela vison)
Fisher (Martes pennanti)
American marten (Martes americana)
Beaver (Castor canadensis)
River otter (Lutra canadensis)
Snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus)
Northern bog lemming (Synaptomys borealis)
Rock vole (Microtus chrotorrhinus)
Silver-haired bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)
Small-footed bat (Myotis leibii)
Birds
American redstart (Setophaga ruticilla)
Blackburnian warbler (Dendroica fusca)
Blackpoll warbler (Dendroica striata)
Black-throated green warbler (Dendroica virens)
Black-throated blue warbler (Dendroica caerulescens)
Cerulean warbler (Dendroica cerul)
Chestnut-sided warbler (Dendroica pensylvanica)
Palm warbler (Dendroica palmarum)
Common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas)
Northern parula (Parula americana)
Ovenbird (Seirus aurocapillus)
Northern water-thrush (Seiurus noveboracensis)
Warbling vireo (Vireo gilvus)
Scarlet tanager (Piranga olivacea)
Northern [Baltimore] oriole (Icterus galbula)
Yellow-bellied flycatcher (Empidonax flaviventris)
Boreal chickadee (Poecile hudsonicus)
Lincoln's sparrow (Melospiza lincolnii)
Sedge wren (Cistothorus platenis)
Marsh wren (Cistothorus palustris)
Bank swallow (Riparia riparia)
Rose-breasted grosbeak (Pheucticus ludovicianus)
Red crossbill (Loxia curvirostra)
White-winged crossbill (Loxia leucoptera)
Bicknell’s Thrush (Catharus bicknelli)
Swainson’s thrush (Catharus ustulatus)
Veery (Catharus fuscescens)
Rusty blackbird (Euphagus carolinus)
Common grackle (Quiscalus quiscula)
Common raven (Corvus corax)
Black-backed woodpecker (Picoides arcticus)
Three-toed woodpecker (Picoides tridactylis)
Belted kingfisher (Ceryle alcyon)
American bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus)
Pied-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps)

Birds (cont.)
Green heron (Butorides virescens)
American black duck (Anas rubripes)
Spruce grouse (Falcipennis canadensis)
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
Red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus)
Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii)
Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentiles)
Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus)
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
Barred owl (Strix varia)
Amphibians and Reptiles
Northern spring salamander (Gyrinophilus porphyriticus)
Jefferson salamander (Ambystoma jeffersonianum)
Northern leopard frog (Rana pipiens)
Fowler’s toad (Bufo fowleri)
Wood turtle (Glyptemys insculpta)
Fish
Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis)
Chain pickerel (Esox niger)
Brown bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus)
White sucker (Catostomus commersoni)
Invertebrates
Mussel
Creeper (Strophitus undulatus)
Butterflies
Bog elfin (Callophrys lanoraieensis)
Clayton’s copper (Lycaena dorcas claytoni)
Early hairstreak (Erora laeta)
Hessel’s hairstreak (Mitoura hesseli)
Dragonflies and Damselflies
Zigzag darner (Aeshna sitchensis)
Subarctic darner (Aeshna subarctica)
Incurvate emerald (Somatochlora incurvata)
Scarlet Bluet (Enallagma pictum)
Hemlock wooly adelgid (Adeleges tsugae)
Grasses, Sedges, Rushes
Alpine sweet-grass (Hierochloe alpine)
Boreal bent-grass (Agrostis mertensii)
Bigelow’s sedge (Carex bigelowii)
Dioecious sedge (Carex sterilis)
Livid Sedge (Carex livida)
Long-beaked sedge (Carex sprengelii)
Sparse-flowered sedge (Carex tenuiflora)
Wiegand’s sedge (Carex wiegandii)
Alpine cotton-grass (Trichophorum alpinum)
Highland rush (Juncus trifidus)
Horned beak-rush (Rhynchospora capillacea)
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Trees and Shrubs
Balsam fir (Abies balsamea)
Red spruce (Picea rubens)
Black spruce (Picea mariana)
Northern white cedar (Thuja occidentalis)
Tamarack/larch (Larix laricina)
Eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)
White pine (Pinus strobus)
Black ash (Fraxinus nigra)
Sugar maple (Acer saccharum)
Red maple (Acer rubrum)
Silver maple (Acer saccharinum)
American beech (Fagus grandifolia)
Yellow birch (Betula lutea)
Heart-leaved birch (Betula papyrifera cordifolia)
Swamp birch (Betula pumila)
American elm (Ulmus americana)
Black cherry (Prunus serotina)
Pin cherry (Prunus pensylvanica)
Mountain ash (Pyrus americana)
Speckled alder (Alnus rugosa)
Swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor)
Staghorm sumac (Rhus typhina)
Hobblebush (Viburnum alnifolium)
Red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera)
Elder (Sambucus canadensis)
Bayberry (Myrica pensylvanica)
Wild grape (Vitis spp.)
Oriental bittersweet (Celatrus orbiculatus)
Leatherleaf (Chamaedaphne calyculata)
Sheep laurel (Kalmia angustifolia)
Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum)
Shrubby cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa)
Winterberry (Ilex verticillata)
Mountain holly (Nemopanthus mucronata)

Other Herbacous or Low Woody Plants
Pitcher plant (Sarracenia purpurea)
Sundew (Drosera spp.)
Bluebead lily (Clintonia borealis)
Trout lily (Erythronium americanum)
Wild garlic (Allium canadense)
Wild leek (Allium tricoccum)
Showy lady’s slipper (Cypripedium reginae)
Grass-of-parnassus (Parnassia glauca)
Nodding pogonia (Triphora trianthophora)
Bog bedstraw (Galium labradoricum)
Boreal bedstraw (Galium kamtschaticum)
Marsh valerian (Valeriana uliginosa)
Sticky false-asphodel (Tofieldia glutinosa)
Bloodroot (Sanguanaria canadensis)
Autumn coral-root (Corallorhiza odontorhiza)
Cut-leaved toothwort (Dentaria laciniata)
Mountain sweet-cicely (Osmorhiza chilensis)
Tall white violet (Viola canadensis)
Pokeweed (Phytolacca americana)
Canada mayflower (Maianthemum canadense)
Mountain cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea)
Mountain sandwort (Minuartia groenlandica)
Alpine blueberry (Vaccinium boreale)
Lapland diapensia (Diapensia lapponica)
Alpine bilberry (Vaccinium uliginosum)
Black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum)
Boott's rattlesnake-root (Prenanthes boottii)
Cutler's goldenrod (Solidago multiradiata)
Dwarf rattlesnake-root (Prenanthes nana)
Mountain fir-moss (Huperzia appalachiana).
Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum)
Broad beech fern (Phegopteris hexagonoptera)
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Appendix 5-2: Wildlands Lake Assessment for Maine Towns in the Mahoosuc Region1
Lake

Town

Size
(Acres)

Fish

Wildlife

Scenic

Shore
Charac
-ter

Botanical

Cultural

Physical

Resource
Class

Land Use

Manage
-ment
Class

Inaccessible/
developed
Inaccessible/
Metallak Pond
Township C
75
3
undeveloped
Inaccessible/
North Pond
Grafton
15
3
undeveloped
Accessible/
Pond-in-the-River Township C
512
O
S
S
O
1a
4
undeveloped
Lower Richardson
Accessible/
Township C
2,900
O
S
S
O
O
S
1a
3
undeveloped
Lake
Inaccessible/
Speck Pond
Grafton
9
3
6
undeveloped
Umbagog Lake
Accessible/
Magalloway
7,850
S
O
+
+
S+
+
1b
undeveloped
(ME portion)
Inaccessible/
Unnamed Pond
C Surplus
35
3
undeveloped
Accessible/
Unnamed Pond
Township C
20
3
3
undeveloped
Accessible/
York Pond
Grafton
15
O
S
S
3
undeveloped
Inaccessible/
B Pond
Upton
471
O
S
S
1B
undeveloped
Mollidgewock
Inaccessible/
Upton
24
S
2
undeveloped
Pond
Accessible/
Howard Pond
Hanover
128
S
2
developed
Resource Rating: S=Significant; O=Outstanding; +/- = Resource needing further field checking due to public comment (+=positive, -=negative)
Resource Class: 1A = statewide significance with two or more outstanding values; 1B = statewide significance with one outstanding value; 2 = regional
significance (no outstanding values, at least one significant); 3 = local or unknown significance (either no significant/outstanding natural value or information
inadequate to make a determination).
Land Use: Relatively Inaccessible--no road passable with a 2-wheel drive car within approximately 1/4 mile; Relatively Accessible; Relatively Undeveloped-less than one development unit per shore mile average over the entire lake; Relatively Developed.
Management Class (for lakes in Unorganized Towns that have been classified by Maine Land Use Regulation Commission): 1 = least accessible, undeveloped
high value lakes; (1/6 = meets criteria for Mgt. Class 1, but adequately protected by Mgt. Class 6 zoning (remote ponds); 2 = accessible, undeveloped lakes with
exceptional values; 3 = lakes potentially suitable for development.
C Pond

C Surplus

173

S

S

O

S

+

1B

Appendix 5-2 Endnotes:
1

Maine Land Use Regulation Commission. 2005. Land Use Districts and Standards. Chapter 10, Appendix C, Alphabetical List of Lakes Showing Wildlands
Lake Assessment Findings.
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Appendix 5-3: Species Present in Mahoosuc Region Ranked by
Maine and New Hampshire Natural Heritage Programs
Species Ranked by the Maine Natural Areas Program in the Mahoosuc Region1

(See Chapter 7 of Volume 2, Habitat Protection Tools, for an explanation of the ranking system
(S1 is most imperiled; S5 is widespread and secure).

Two thirds of rare plant species identified by MNAP in the Mahoosucs Region are found
in wetlands—especially those that are calcium-rich. These wetlands are found in various
settings including upland seeps, forested wetlands, fens and swamps, wet shores and open
water. About a third of them are alpine or high-elevation species; the remainder are in
rich woods or cool micro-sites. Our knowledge of the distribution of rare plants is very
incomplete. Some areas (such as the alpine zone) have been extensively surveyed, but
large areas have never been thoroughly searched.
Plants
Water-starwort (Callitriche heterophylla) (S3)
Livid sedge (Carex livida) (S2)
Purple clematis (Clematis occidentalis) (S2)
Lapland diapensia (Diapensia lapponica) (S2)
Appalachian fir-clubmoss (Huperzia appalachiana) (S2)
Pale jewel-weed (Impatiens pallida) (S2)
American shore-grass (Littorella uniflora) (S3)
Mountain sandwort (Minuartia groenlandica) (S3)
Alga-like pondweed (Potamogeton confervoides) (S3)
Alpine blueberry (Vaccinium boreale) (S2)
Plant Communities
Beech - Birch - Maple Forest (S4)
Crowberry - bilberry summit bald (S3)
Hardwood River Terrace Forest (S2)
Hemlock Forest (S4)
Northern White Cedar Woodland Fen (S4)
Silver Maple Floodplain Forest (S3)
Spruce - Fir - Birch Krummholz (S3)

Relatively few endangered, threatened or rare animal species have been identified in the
Maine portion of the Mahoosucs, though field data are very incomplete. Stories of lynx
appearances , but the presence of a local population has not been confirmed.
Animals
Northern spring salamander - Gyrinophilus porphyriticus (S3)
Creeper - Strophitus undulatus (SNR)
Scarlet bluet - Enallagma pictum (S2)
Bald eagle - Haliaeetus leucocephalus (S4)
Peregrine falcon - Falco peregrinus (S1)
Wood turtle - Glyptemys insculpta (S4)
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Exemplary Natural Communities, Rare Plants and Rare Animals Identified by
the New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau in the Mahoosuc Region

Exemplary natural communities and rare plants and animals found in Mahoosuc region
towns are listed in the table below2 (in order of importance, then alphabetically by
common name).
NHNHB importance rankings: Very High (**), Extremely High (***), Highest (****)
Towns
where
community
or species
has been
found
Importance Listed?
Natural Communities – Terrestrial
Subalpine heath – krummholtz/rocky bald
Shelburne
***
system
Sugar maple – beech – yellow birch
Success
***
Lowland spruce-fir forest
Errol
**
Northern hardwood – spruce-fir forest
Shelburne
**
Gorham
**
Red spruce – heath – cinquefoil rocky
Shelburne
ridge
Success
Rich mesic forest
Gorham
**
Semi-rich mesic sugar maple forest
Gorham
**
Spruce – birch – mountain maple wooded
Success
**
talus
Natural Communities - Palustrine
Errol
***
Acidic northern white cedar swamp
Milan
***
Shelburne
***
Alpine/subalpine bog system
Success
***
High-gradient rocky riverbank system
Gorham
***
Cambridge
***
Low gradient silty-sandy riverbank system
Errol
***
Berlin
***
Dummer
**
Medium level fen system
Errol
**
Milan
**
**
Success
Montane heath woodland
Success
***
Cambridge
***
Northern white cedar – balsam fir swamp
Errol
**
Patterned fen system
Errol
***
Poor level fen-bog system
Cambridge
***
Sandy pond shore system
Success
***
Black spruce-larch swamp
Success
**
Cliff seep
Success
**
Herbaceous riverbank/floodplain
Berlin
**
Kettlehole bog system
Berlin
**
Moderate-gradient sandy-cobbly riverbank Gorham
**
system
Montane sloping fen system
Success
**
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Town
occurren
ces in
past 20
years

State
occurrenc
es in past
20 years

1

18

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

18
6
11
12
49
20
10

1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
26
13
10
6
3
23
10

1

3

4
14
7
3

57

6
26
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Northern hardwood-black ash-conifer
swamp
Northern white cedar seepage forest
Poor level fen-bog system
Short graminoid-forb emergent
marsh/mudflat
Silver maple- false nettle – sensitive fern
floodplain forest
Sugar maple – silver maple – white ash
floodplain forest
Baked apple berry (Rubus chamaemorus)
Climbing hempweed (Micania scandens)
Creeping sedge (Carex chordorrhiza)
Ginseng (Panax quinquefolius)
Jack pine (Pinus banksiana)
Livid sedge (Carex livida)
Moor rush (Juncus stygius var.
Americanus)
New England Northern Reedgrass
(Calamagrostis stricta ssp. inexpansa)
Northern comandra (Geocaulon lividum)
Peat moss (Sphagnum contortum)
Pickering’s bluejoint (Calamagrostis
pickeringii)
Pink wintergreen (Pyrola asarifolia)
Sweet coltsfoot (Petasites frigidus var.
palmatus)

American marten (Martes americana)

Bat hibernaculum
Smallfooted bat (Myotus leibii)

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Bicknell’s thrush (Catharus bicknellii)
Black-backed woodpecker (Picoides
arcticus)
Common goldeneye (Bucephala ciangula)

Common loon (Gavia immer)

Errol

**

3

16

Berlin
Errol
Milan

**
**
**

1
1
1

8
26
3

Errol

**

1

22

Gorham
Shelburne
Plants
Shelburne
Success
Gorham
Errol
Shelburne
Cambridge
Errol
Errol
Errol

**
**

1
1

3

***
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Berlin

State E
State E

1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

**

State T

1

14

Success
Errol
Success
Success

**
**
**
**

State E

2
1
1
2

7

Gorham
Shelburne
Success

**
**
**

Vertebrates - Mammals
Dummer
**
Errol
**
Millsfield
**
Shelburne
**
Success
**
Gorham
**
Gorham
**
Vertebrates – Birds
Berlin
**
Dummer
**
Errol
**
Gorham
**
Berlin
**
Shelburne
**
Errol
**
Errol
Berlin
Dummer
Errol
Millsfield
Success

**
**
**
**
**
**

State T
State T
State E
State T
State E

State T
State T
State E
State E

State T

State E

Fed T
State E

State T
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1
1
1

1
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
5
22
2
1

9
10
1
51
8
1
1

9
20
9
7

69

7
2

16

18
6
1

200
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Common nighthawk (Chordeiles minor)
Great blue heron (rookery) (Ardea
herodias)

Berlin
Errol

**
**

Cambridge
**
Errol
Dummer
**
Errol
**
Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus)
Milan
**
Shelburne
**
Cambridge
**
Dummer
**
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
Errol
**
Millsfield
**
Success
**
Rusty blackbird (Euphagus carolinus)
Berlin
**
Spruce grouse (Falcipennis canadensis)
Errol
**
Vertebrates - Amphibians
Northern leopard frog (Rana pipiens)
Errol
**
Vertebrates - Fish
Dummer
**
Finescale dace (Phoxinus neogaeus)
Millsfield
**

State T

Merlin (Falco columbarius)

State E

State T

1
historical

10
38

1
1
1
1
1
1
5
9
25
1
1
1
1

2

11

73

8
8

2
historical

11
6

Appendix 5-3 Endnotes:
1

Information taken directly from
http://www.mainenaturalareas.org/docs/natural_communities/links/rank_explanation.php.
2
New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau. February, 2006. Rare Plants, Rare Animals, and Exemplary
Natural Communities in New Hampshire Towns. Concord, NH: New Hampshire Department of Resources
and Economic Development, Division of Forests & Lands.
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